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SYNOPSIS 

This report develops a theory of packet communication; it 

analyzes uses of computers in digital communication systems 

and examines structures for organizing computers in highly 

communicative environments. Various examples from existing 

computer networks, including the ARPA computer Network and 

the ALO.HA system, are used to motivate and substantiate 

analysis of (1) store-and-forward packet communication, 

(2) broadcast packet col[URunication, and (3) distributed 

interprocess comaunication. 

In a taxonomy of computer communication techniques, we first 

distinguish the two basic modes: circuit-switching and 

packet- switching. Next, we take packet switching techniques 

and distinguish those most applicable to point-to-point 

media (e.g., telephone circuits in the ARPANET) from those 

most applicable to broadcast media (e.g., radio in the 

ARPANET satellite System and the ALOHA system). 

In 1964, Paul Baran and others, then at the RAND 

corporation, published an eleven volume series of technica~ 

reports titled "On Distributed communications" which marks 

for us the beginning of modern history for the analysis of 

so-called "store-and-forward" computer communications 

networks <Baran>. Later, when ARPA began planning what was 

to become the ARPANET, three major areas of store-and-
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forward network theory were identified: (1) topological 

design. led b~ Howard Frank at Network Analysis corporation. 

(2) system modeling and perf oz;manee measurement. Leonard 

Kleinro-ek. UCLA. and (3) store-and-f orwa%d switching node 

design. Frank E. Heart and Robert E. ICahn., Bolt Beranek and 

Newman. Inc. our work in the analyeis of store-and-forward 

packet communication is most closely related to that of 

Kahn, Crowther. and McQUillan at Bolt Beranek and Newman, 

who. with their intimate knowledge of the IMP and the 

ability to guide IMP development witll theo.r:y. have made 

considerable sense out of IMP operating statistics <J{ahnJ, 

Kabn4, McQuillan>. 

In our analysis of store-and-forward packet communication. 

we specify a representative "feedback-cor.rection protocol" 

for achieving reliable communication over a noisy channel 

(between store-and-forward packet-switdainq nodes). we 

calculate the "total effective capacity• of colhDl\lnications 

using the feedback-correction protocol. we uee several 

simple error models to derive expressions for the capacity

maximizing packet size. A plot of theoretical effective 

capacity versus packet size shows that ARPANET effective 

capacity is insensitive to variations of packet size above 

1000 bits. we show that what -we call •b0,p-by-bop" 

acknowledging feedback-correction offers lower packet 

transfer times than "end-by-end" acknowledging in a store

and-forward network with non-negligible retransmission 
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probabilities. we derive an expression for· optimal node 

spacing in a store-and-forward network.- And, ~ show how a 

store-and-forward node converts limited capacity (i.e., bit 

rate) into delay and how this store-and-forward delay 

supports the use of message disassembly in the ARPANET. 

Radio, on the other hand, is a broadcast medium; a radio 

transmitter generates signals which can be detected over a 

wide area by any number of radio receivers. As one might 

expect, the .application of .packet communic•tion techniques 

to radio has led to novel system organizations of a kind 

different from those of point-tQ-point transmission media. 

With his first, simple model of the "classical ALOHA 

system", Abramson derived the "AU>HA Result" linking channel 

throughput and traffic in an asynchronous time-division 

multiplexing (ATOM) radio system; his analysis assumes 

infinite-source Poi·sson packet arrivals and omits the 

details of randomized retransmission <Abramson1>. Our 

reconsideration of Abramson• s model (1) introduces a finite~ 

source model of packet arrivals· (user blocking) to better 

account for the behavior pf interactive terminal users in a 

loaded system, (2) considers the effect of exp>nentially 

distributing retransmission intervals, and (3) extends the 

analysis to obtain the distribution of user block times 

(i.e., transmission delays). 
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In recent work by Hayes and shecman, the deiay 

character isti.cs of the ALOHA sys~m ace CODlpcu:ed with those 

of two other Amit techniques, namel:y the P9lling and Loop 

systems <Hayes>. But, again, they llOdel packet arrivals 

wi.tb an in£inite-source Poisson pcoceeJI:-,; 'the same is true of 

Pack's consideration of ATIM usinq general results from his 

analy&.i.s of an M/0/1 queueing system <Pack). 

Roberts discovered that a •slotted•ALOBA cbannel could 

support twice the throughput Of an analet:ted channel 

<Roberts3>; in further anal.ysis of ALOB systems, we develop 

a discrete-time lllGdel of a slotted At.OM ayat81R, once again 

bringing into account user blocking and randomi.aed 

retransmission, deriving the block time •• and variance, 

and then, additionally, discoverinq •retramuni.ssion cont.rel" 

as a technique for achieving acceptable performance and 

stability over a wide ranqe of system loade, even well into 

saturation <Metcalie9>. ~re our analyaia considers 

exponentially and geometrically diat:.ril>Gted i;etJ:ansmission 

intervals, Binder, in subsequent analysis, dmves results 

for the uniform distribution <Binder>. Where our analysis 

studies an ALOHA system in steady state. V4try .i:ecent work by 

Lu uses first order homogeneous linear dl.;ffexeace equations 

to get a dynamic description of ALOBA system st.ate <Lu>. 

computer communication is both comninicat:ion Uiosi computers 

and communication illlQBSI computers. In the first sections of 
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the report we analyze certain techniques for t~e application 

of .computing in coDURUnication; in the final chapter, we turn 

to consider a philosophy of communication in computing -- we 

tum to consider stxuc:tures for organizing computers .in 

highly coaununicative environments. 

A recurring problem in the development of the ARPANET has 

been the coordination of remote processes. Any one of a 

number of existing schemes for interprocess comD11nication 

might have .been expected to offer itself as a ready 

solution, but, the fact is, the basic organization of 

ARPANET interprocess communication a general HOST-HOST 

protocol -- was long in coming and troublesome when it 

·arrived. At the time of the Network W.Or.kin9 Group• s 

decision to adopt the current "off !cial" HOST-HOST protocol, 

two specific proposals were considered: one based on 

connections <Crocker1> and the other on messages <Walden>. 

The ear.lier proposal, based on connections, was chosen, we 

believe, because connections, much more than messages, 

resemble structures in familiar, centralized computer 

operating systems. 

we believe, in retrospect, that Walden's proposal would have 

been the better choice -- that the underlying structures of 

ARPANET interprocess communication should be modeled, not 

after the centralized computing systems they join, but .after 

the distributed packet-switching ~ystem tbf!y use. ARPANET 
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experience leads us to suggest that there are valuable 

distinctions to .be made .between (1) geas;.,;a~j.M<iJinterprocess 

communication techniques as O·ften eaap1ayec:t· vtthin computer 

operating systems and (2) ~g ·intes-proeess 

communication techniques as required ilf ~r networks. 

These distinctions bring us to propose that even the latest 

plans to develop a messag.e-.based disuibuted interprocess 

communication system for the ARPM1ft, ..,..Cial·lY p·lans for 

floating "ports" and generalized "rendeawue·" <Bressler1>, 

are not extreme enough in their depart\u;e fran techniques 

used in centralized canputing syatems. 

we propose that so-called "thin-wire" strategies for 

interprocess coaanunication be used more gentir&lly within and 

among computer systems because thin•wire interprocess 

communication (1) has a clarifying effect on the management 

of multiprocess activity and (2) generalizes· well as 

computer systems become more distributed. we further 

propose that so-called 11best-ef forts• strateqi.es be used 

more generally because best:-efforts inte:rp~ooeas 

communication ( 1) takes fullest advantage of the potential 

for error recovery found in highly ez:~OS'-p&'One distributed 

environments and (2) encourages the ecOnOlfic distribution of 

reliability mechanisms in large syste•. 

The thrust of our proposal is in opposition to that most. 

often offered by those studying organiaations of distributed 

• 
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computing systems: 

All elements of a distributed system 
should ce accessible as if lgcf l to one 
another. 

Page vii 

By arguing that best-efforts thin-wire interprocess 

communication should be more generally applied, we propose: 

All elements of a distributed system 
should be accessible as if ~t~ from 
one another. 
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INTRODUCTION 

"Electronic communications technolQgy has 
developed historically almost completely 
within .what might be called the circuit 
switching domain. Not until the last 
decade bas the other b~sic mode of 
communication. packet switching. become 
competitive •••• most of .the experiments 
with packet communications have been 
undertaken by computer scientists. and it 
is not even generally recognized yet in 
the communications field that a 
revolution is takinq place •••• it is 
generally written off as a possibly useful 
new twist in coJ111Runications utilization. 
and not recognized as a very different 
technology xequiring a whole new body of 
theory." 

-- Dr. Lawrence G. Roberts 

This report develops a theory of what we. as computer 

scientists. call "packet communication". current 

understanding of computer CODllllUDication justifies only the 

simplest of theories. and ours. while fragmented and 

tentative. is appropriately comprehensible and readily 

applicable. 

To begin with. a packet is not a circuit. Circuits are the 

units of allocation predominant in traditional electronic 

communication systems. When you make a telephone call. for 

example. the telephone system establishes an electrical path 

between you and the person you•re calling by joining 

available telephone cables -- circuits -- end-to-end. To 

-- -·---·-~--·- ~--
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complete your "connection",. tile telepbone system• s exchanges 

-- switcbin() nodes -- allocate c.al:>J.e-ruliea in the form of 

circuits and maintain this allocatien £or t·he duration of 

your call. Thus., in circuirt-swJ.t:chinc), we say, circuits are 

allocated to carry connectiions. 
, ... 

Packets, like cixcui ts, are uni ts· of ail.location in 

communication systems; unlike circui-t.a, packets have only 

recently become appropriate fo:r elecuontc communication. 

When you mail a letter, for inataace, the ail system moves 

it from post office to post office in various bags and 

bundles packets -- through suceessiw! way stations, 

repeatedly using the address you speci£ie4 to route the 

let.ter toward its desti11ation. TO deiiver y.our •tmessage", 

post of fice·s -- •switching nodes• in teleplaane t.rm:inoloqy 

-- allo.ca~e man-hours and mail.bag-ai1ea to the various 

packets in wbieh yew: letter is contained enrouue to its 

intended receiver. Of course, depending an tbe sizes of the 

messages being cclrried, a packet may contain aany messages, 

or only parts of a message. or p<maibly many parts of many 

messaqes. Thus, in packet-switching, we say,. packets are 

allocated to carry mesaa.qes. 

In this report we are concerned with the a'p.plica tion of 

packet-swd.tchiag in diqital eJ.ectrenic eanmun.ication and 

with the impact of this application on the oxqanization of 

coaaputinq systems.. we are coaceaed with· emnputers in two 
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ways: first, as components in building electronic packet

switching systems, and. second, as the benefactors of the 

communication provided. When we say "computer 

communication", we indeed mean both (1) communication .Y§i!lq 

computers and (2) communication ~nq computers. Whereas 

"packet communication" was first intended to refer to the 

use of computers in certain novel organizations of 

communication systems. we have come to a~ply the phrase more 

generally, namely to include computinq techniques veculiarly 

appropriate to the highly communicative environments 

provided by these novel organizations. 

In pure circuit-switching, the making of a connection 

requires a number of distant switching nodes to piece 

together a continuous path from end to end; and, for the 

life of the connection, its constituent circuits are 

dedicated to carrying a conversation. For a very short 

conversation, the effort required to set up its connection 

is large in contrast to the number of bits transmitted; for 

a conversation with a substantial fraction of inactive 

periods, the number of useful bits transmitted is small in 

constrast to the number that might have been transmitted 

were the constituent circuits fully utilized. circuit

switching makes IlQQ~ use of communication facilities when 
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the conversations being carried are eithe~ short or very 

"bursty". 

In pure packet-switching, on the other hand., the 

communication system does not dedicate circuits to set up 

connections; rat.her, the messages which form a conversation 

are injected individually at the exact moment of their 

readiness. Because there is no connection setup to amortize 

over a conversation, short conversation's are not seriously 

disadvantaged relative to long ones; because a packet

switching system allocates its resources to messages rather 

than conversations, the inactive periods in one conversation 

can be used to support other conversations. Packet-

swi tching makes ,gggg use of communications facilities when 

the conversations being carried are eit:her short or very 

bursty. 

The principal disadvantage of packet-switching is, of 

course, that each packet -- each message in a conversation 

-- is tran.smi tted with a complete specif.ication of the 

communication desired (e.g., destination, source, size, 

sequence number, priority) • For long and continuous 

conversations_, the· repetition of these specifications in 

each packet can be costly; it would be better to use the 

specifications once to set up a connection and to send 

streamlined messages through dedicated circuits. 
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"Pure" circuit-switching and "pure" packet-swit~ing are 

only the extreme ends of a spectrum of system oxganizations. 

From one end, with high-speed electronics, circuit-switching 

can become much more flexible than our description a.Cove 

might suggest: circuit switching is of~en ·done very quickly 

by electronic (rat.hex than human or mechanical) switching 

systems, and the multiplexing of circuits among many 

conversations is certainly a hiqh.J,y refined science <ESS>. 

From the other end of the spectrum, to get some of the 

efficiencies ,of cirqui t-switchinq, packet-switching systems 

can be compromised to dedicate various resources to 

connections: connecti~n-like. structures ~e often built into 

or on top of packet-switching systems so that they can 

economically c.-rry either connection .or message traffic 

<McKenzie1>. 

Distributed computing systems have generated growing 

pressure for packet-switching. computer "conversations" 

have become shorter and burstier, especially with the spread 

of so-called "interactive" computing. circuit-switching 

systems have been greatly improved toward providing the 

responsive communication required by distributed intera<:tive 

computing networks, but .. this communication is probably best 

provided by packet-switching systems. While computers have 

been demanding electronic packet-switching, they have also 

been making it possicle. 
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In the following chapters ~ draw upon existing packet

switching computer coD1111Unications networks -- most notably 

the ARPA computer Network -- to substantiate our theory of 

packet cODU11unication. For i:hose who are somewhat familiar 

with the histor;y of interactive computer ti-me-sharing, our 

use of the ARPA Network in discussing packet communication 

may evoke strong associations; the role of the ARPA Network 

in packet canBRmication is ~miniscent of the role of earl:y 

time-sharing systems, CTSS .. for exampl:e, in interactive 

computing <Roberts, Roberts-2, Samuel>. In both cases we 

find a strong colllllli.tment to dynamic resource allocation; to 

computing resources in CTSS and to c0111111Unication resources 

in the ARPAN.:B'l'. And just as the appai:-ent exi:;ense of time

sharing has long been attacked by the advocates of batch 

processing, so too has the apparent expense of packet-

swi tching bee~ attacked by the advocates of circuit

switching; in both cases, again, it is the continued decline 

of the cost of computing which has made it possible to 

utilize other resources more effectively, to squander 

computer cycles and baud miles for sane greater good. 
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One can, of course, read this report directly from front to 

back, but a prior knowledge of its tree-like branching 

structure is helpful. We have already distinguished two 

fundamental modes of electronic communication, its two major 

branches: circuit and packet. The report deals. only with 

the packet communication branch. Under packet 

communication, we distinguish communication .Y§ing computers 

from communication AmQ.!!9 computers. Cha~ers 2, 3, 4, and 5 

are devoted to, roughly, the.use of computers in 

communication, while chapter 6 examines communication among 

computers. Under communication Y§ing computers, we 

distinguish between techniques based on point-to-point and 

broadcast communication media, studied in chapters 2 and 3 

and in chapters 4 and 5, respectively. For each of the two 

media considered, we devote a chapter to existing techniques 

and a chapter to analysis. If the preceding linear 

description of our bifurcate chapter organization is 

confusing, one can, of course, read this report directly 

from front to back. 

Those who are already familiar with "packet communication" 

should read chapters 3, 5, and 6, three chapters in which 

our original contributions are concentrated. For those who 

wish to go beyond a full reading of the report and its 

instructive appendices, a sizable bibliography has been 
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provided. The literature surrounding various subjects to be 

discussed, particularly in the more analytical sections, is 

summarized immediately before the relevant text and then 

referenced where appropriate. 
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A number of important questions are opened in the following 

chapters, both in packet communication theory and in the 

closely related theory of distributed computinq. Many of 

our om answers suggest new questions; they await actual 

operating environments and careful measurements of loaded 

systems <Cole> for validation. 

For instance, our examination of the behavior of individual 

store-and-forward nodes fails to consider difficult 

questions concerning their interconnection. some work has 

been done in this direction using queueing theory 

<Kleinrock, Kleinrock1, Zeigler> and network flow theory 

<Frank>, but we remain dissatisfied (1) with the simplifying 

assumptions often used to obtain clean analytical results 

and (2) with the short-cuts often employed to escape 

prohibitive combinatorics. What is needed, we are 

convinced, is a readily applicable calculus of 

communications elements (e.g., circuits, memory, processors) 

like that of the network theory of resistors, capacitors, 

and inductors. 

The report touches on the question of fundamentally 

different organizations of communication, i.e., circuit 

versus packet, sequential versus random-access, and 

centralized versus distributed. Satellites, ground radio, 

and cable television are only three of the unusual computer 
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CDIRlllunications media with which SUbaequent theories Of the 

organization of communications must deal <Roterts2>. What 

is needed is a tneorymuch like that miaail:lg.also £rom the 

field of tr.anaportation. We wil.l need to have tbe'ories for 

mode sel.ection, mixture, and, poseibl:y, hierarchie.s· of 

modes. we mi.(Jht iaqine having an uncieratJ1Ddin9 of when a 

person sbou.ld take a movinq sidewalk, t:.o a :car, from a bus, 

to a train, t.hrouqh an airport, to a apace shutt.le. 

Simi1a.rly we wil.l need to know whether a pa.cket should go 

over a VLF channel, to a telephone, throQ9h a UHF channel, 

to a satellite, over a microwave link, through a laser, to a 

TV station. ·Of particular interest wi.11 be a theory that 

organizes the use of connection-oriented and message

o.riented switching techniques at appropriate levels in 

computer cOD11111nication systems. 

Missiriq f ram much of the work· in eo11pater cownunication is a 

consideration· of· user utility furstd- aad demand 

distributions. A critica.l input: to· peck.et. size selection, 

for exainple, is a d-ist.ribution Of user °'*9Dnication 

requirements, i.e., lllftSsage si.zes. Who bcw:s what the sizes 

of peopl.e-people, computer-computer, or pracesa-process 

communications would be were they not constrained somewhat 

arbitrarily by the CODllllUnicationa syet:.ems which carry them? 

It is likely that each application will have its own 

performance requirements; a most important problem to be 

solved is that of building qeneral-purpose communications 
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systems which be.nefit from the complementary requirements of 

the various applications to be supported. It will be 

important that careful consideration be given to assessment 

of inputs to design, as well as to design itself. 

The open questions in distributed computing are numerous. 

How should one organize accounting and access control in a 

distributed computer utility <Gruenberger, saltzer, Kahn1, 

PCI>? In the ARPA computer Network, accounting and access 

control are handled (if at all) locally, each service 

canputer havinq to assume the responsibility for protecting· 

its resources from intrusion over the network. It is 

uncertain whether distributed accounting and acc~ss control 

systems will require new organizations of computing activity 

<Kahn1>. It may be that (1) the inherent separateness of 

actors in a distributed environment and (2) the required 

explicitness of their ccoFeration will make accounting and 

access control a natural part of distributed computing. 

we need to consider "naming" in widely distributed computing 

systems. It was first suggested to us by D. Austin 

Henderson (MIT) that carefully chosen naming conventions 

a theory of names - ... would be needed in dealing with 

program-manipulable name spaces of the size required in 

world-wide computing environments. Even in the relatively 

small and sparse ARPA Network, name manipulation has already 

become a problem <Bhushan4, Bressler, Postell>. 
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To utilize the potential of dJ.st:rU>uted computing systems we 

will need to develo.p techniques for managing:· cooperating 

concurrent processes. Control. stJ:nctures tor programming 

languages <Fisher .• 'l'bdllas, PDINmec> have been advanced, but 

it appears that many basic questions are still unanswered. 

In practice, tbe devel.opment. of protocols for remote, 

asynchronous pr.ocesses. has been informal, despite the fact 

that race conditions and deadlocks abound. The .result is 

that existing protocols are a patc.hwel:k of seemingly 

arbitrary sequencing rules <Postel 1>. Jonathan B. Postel 

(UCLA) has suqqested, and we agree, that some sort of graph 
. 't• 

theoretic (e .• g., Petri Net) formalization of ARPANET 

protocols will prove fruitful <.Postel2>. A generalization 

of approaches to proqram correctness wi.11 .be required for 

use in distributed and highly parallel. cont.ext& <Habermann>. 

The ARPA Network has developed tbe need for formerl.y 

isolated systems to interface to die·· outside world. The 

obstacles to t.bis interface have often been of the kind 

where a siDlpl.e standard would have· made thinqs easy. 

computer cOlltJllUDicati.on will continue to ~ovide pxessure for 

standards in computinCJ as the iaportance of cooperation and 

compatibility grows.relat.ive to that ·of competition and 

contrariety. In particular, it is ess.ential that standards 

be developed for ter.O.nal.~, data representation, and file 

organization so that many of the needles'• incompatibilities 
' 

that artificially parti ti.on the population of computer users 
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can be removed <Anderson, Postel, Michener, Crocker3, 

Harslem1, Bhushan, Bhushan1>. 
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THE ARPANET 

The Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) computer 

Network (ARPANET) has been an important vehicle for studying 

the efficacy of packet communication techniques, both in the 

utilization of digital data communications facilities and in 

the closely related development of distributed computing 

systems. To support the analysis of the next chapter, we 

will briefly explain what ~~ ID~ when we say: The ARPANET 

is a geographically distributed, message-switching, store

and-forward, high data rate, highly connected, modular, 

computer communications network. Rather than discussing the 

ARPANET in its full generality, we focus only on store-and

forward packet-switching using computers and point-to-point 

communication media. 

Recent years have witnessed an accelerating demand for 

£QIDI?.Y~g~ £QIDIDUnicatiOD§ <Brown, Gruenberger, Kittner, 

Parkhill>. Through communications, the organizers of 

computing systems have found new way& of structuring 

resources and distributing services. Through computers, the 

organizers of communications systems have found new ways for 

~roviding information flow in an increasingly interconnected 

world. 

Consider how communication influences computing. 

For example: ARPA research in the development of computing 
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resources has led to 'the conat:.ruction 0£ the ILLIAC-IV and 

the UNICON Laser Meaory. These device.a are repxesentative 

of a class of large scale computing: facilities which cannot 

easily be justified _without a workahl.e pl.an for providing 

access to large. distributed user p;>-puiations. 

FOr another exapl.e: Basic reseam:b in the appl.ication of 

broaclly based integrati.oft o£ pn'N.owsq •pa.rate people ard 

tecbnoloqies. Po:r eamplce, ARR-•e· 81JOl:IW· in Al11t0matic 

Pxoc;rraanninq <!Jala.r1, Cheathaa1 .•. -me>, Climate Dynamics. and 

Speech-tJnderst:.andinq <Nateli>; wil.1. depanG· on. its success in 

providing for coaputez:-end.clbecl ca>pecatilte interaction 

<Licklider> .amomJ·· distziJ:nrted.· i:eaearcib· ~eama:. 

Now consider how computing influences cpmauni.cation. 

Investigations of computer communications systems have 

progressed slowly for over a decade <Bara, I<leinrock1 • 

Mar ill>. The tecbftolOC)ies which aupport computing and 

communications have only :recently adftaced to provide 

performance characteristics near those required. for 

effective. interactive coaputer comauaication. Sub

microseoond processors, memories. and coat11Unication 

circuits, at costs far below those five years aCJO. make it 

possible to couider wide use of CQ11pueers in cc:mllRlnication: 

aiding human operators in routine functions; replacing 

slower and leas a-liable •chanical awitcbin9 systems.; and 
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extending services in novel applications never before 
i 

possible <ESS, Roberts2>. 

In moving toward a design for a computer communications 

system for the ARPA computer research community, three 

characteristics of the community were influential. First, 

the ARPA community §.E.A.ll§ tbe nat~2D• Second, the emphasis 

in the ARPA community is on ipt~J;actb~ comi:y~i.ng. And, 

third, the computing resources in the ARPA community are 

~·~§ iDQ 1ytoogmoug. Emphasis on these characteristics 

is essential to any understanding of why or how the ARPANET 

differs from other computer communications networks <Farber, 

Abramson, Rutledge, Raberts2>. The basic structure and 

design parameters of the ARPANET are derived from these· 

characteristics. 
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The ARPANET is a g~Q~SRlJicaJ:,.J:y gmribu~g.Q computer 

communication network with, currently, about 6000 miles 

between its most dista~t nodes. (See Figure 2-1 above.) 

That it is nationally (if not globally) distributed is 

significant in fixing the parameters of its communication 

circuits and in organizing its installation and maintenance 

subsystems • 

The ARPANET is a messag~=fil!itching network permitting up to 

8095 bits per message <Heart>. It transacts, not with 

circuits as in the case of telephones, but with messages 

(i.e., packets) as in the case of mail <Roberts2>. 

communicating computers do not dial each other up through 

the switching system and have cqnversations, digital or 

otherwise; they send each other packets of digital data, 

like le.tters through the mail. That the ARPA community 

emphasizes interactive computing is reflected in the 

ARPANEI''s optimized handling of interaction-sized messages 

of up to 1000 characters <Roberts>. 

The ARPANET is a §~Q~nd-fQ~g~g computer communications 

network with on the order of 100,000 bits of packet storage 

per switching node. Its communications computers store 

messages until assured of their safe arrival at the next 

node enroute to a destination. These communications 

computers are either (1) Interface Message Processors (IMPS) 

--- ·--·-----
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<BBN182-2, Heart> or (2) Terminal IMPS (1'IPS) <Ornstein>. 

That the ARP;AN.ft-t53 switching n~s (lMPa) tmve l:letween 

100;000 and :Z'CfO.,OGO bits ·ot ·~ :~ther than 1,000,000 or 

1:00 ,ooo .o.o..O) .ts evidence that ~:the "AftHMT '.Plees a premium 

on re.aponat ..... s ·- ahOrt .:....aq-e .q-. .- '::ftn: ·a.~ delay 

rath·er than ilonq queues for .h-h o~~tt ·uc::iJ.·ization. 

switchinq nodes of previous .~ ..... anct-fOIWard networks 

(e.q., 000 1 f3 Atft'ODZ-1') were often equ~d with mass memories 

(e.g., disks) where messages were .que-.d f~ minutes, hours, 

and even days.. LOnq•term meseaqe s~.a:g.e i.e provided in the 

ARPANET, · bu:t not ·by the switehing nodes tbelnseJ. ves: such 

messaqe storaqe and fozwardillg is prbV'id-1 through protocols 

and prograat-S reaiding in the •!{OST" GOMpUtet"S joined by the 

IMP Subnet·. 

'l'he :.f{RPAME'l' is a r.elatively 1WdJ tlSI -~ net'iork with 

circuits ea·rr~inq, typically, so ·kilObi<t-• :rex ··sa::Ofid (Kbps) .• 

In contrast :to "e«rlier netwo~ke wttl·Cb often used dial•up 

2 400 bps o'.r "4.e&o bps telephOIW!! c lteuta., ·-<the Altl9iNBT uses 

dedicated '9 .;ii,, .. s·o, and 230.~1' '~ tel~ "C·RC:Uits for the 

responsiveness and ,t:brouq'hpUt .requit-ed o·f 'effective 

interaeti~ uee. 

The ARPAN!'.r is a 1Q!t ~&! rtEt~ qu%'cH1b!eing less than • 5 

seconde del11y coaat•to-coaft <Fr&nkt, ·nart, ROberts>. 

Hwnan in~r-actiont5 of the vari-ety '~..ly supported by the 

interactiveti~haring aysteM i.n t~ ·AllfA; cdinmunity would 
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be impractical via a communications network with 

transmission delays on the order of minutes, hours, or days.· 

This low delay characteristic of the ARPANET is the re·sult 

of (1) the use of relatively small messages, (2) high data

rate circuits, and (3) restricted IMP message storage. 

The ARPANET is a hi.9.bl~ ccnnji!£teg network with, typically, 2 

or 3 independent paths between nodes. This minimum two-path 

redundancy offers reliability of access and increased 

throughput <Frank>. Though" highly" connected (most 

networks ar~ 1-connected) , the ARPANET is not completely 

connected, i.e., not all IMP pairs are directly connected by 

a circuit. (Bee Figures 2-1 above and 2-4 below.) Rather 

the ARPANET is connected so as to provide an economic level 

of communication under loads varying widely in space and 

time. In contrast to the more familiar loop and star · 

network topologies, the ARPANET's arbitrarily connected, 

store-and-forward communications subnet cffers measured 

reliability and ease of growth over a wide range of network 

sizes <Frank>. 

Finally, the ARPANET is a highly modular com~uter 

communications network. Modularity is a necessity for 

ARPANET reliability and manageability. The ARPANET is 

modular in that the IMP Subnet operates independently of the 

connected computers at ARPA sites <Heart>. The ARPANET is 

modular in that each of the IMPs and their programs are 
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identical; hadware ID&intenance and software deve,lopment are 

both therel>y si.aplified <MCI<enzie>. The ARPAH!T is lftOd ular 

aft strictly layered. 

(See Figute,s ,~2 and 2-3 below .. ) fte ,atrtct layering 

peratts se~ teams to '"'°* in :par~,•l at. aany ,,levels of 

. development •d supports cleanly 6aif:iftea .interface·s among 

levels of vat::.i.ed purpose <CrOOker>,. 
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At the lowest level, the IMP-IMP protocol <Heart> handles 

transmission error control, message (i.e., packet) traffic 

congestion control, and paeket routing. I MPs detect 

transmission errors with a 24 bit .cbeckswn for each 1000 bit 

packet and correct errors using an acknowlecigment-

retransmission scheme <~eart>. The IMP Subnet regulates the 

entry of messages from a>STs to control pa.oket traffic 

congestion am. tra·naaission del..ays <BBN1822 . ., Heart, 

McQuillan>. Packets are routed t:.tuouqh the IMP subnet using 

an algorithm which locally tni·niuniaes transit time <Frank, 

Frank1». lMP•lNP pi:otocol. is implelfteftted in software within 

the DDP-514/316 IMP&. 

At the next level up, a widely ueed "official" BOST-HOST 

protocol <.Carr, Mc:Kenz ie 1 > pi:ovides a gene~al purpose 

virtual co11munications system among prooesaes Qn remote 

computer systems. The "official" HOS'l'-HOST protocol is 
. . 

implemented in Network .Control Pr0qrailte {JIC:Ps) <Newkirk> 

within HOST .computers. 

And, at a hiqhar level still.., nmer.oue function-oriented 

prooess•.preceas .protocols <crocker> ~ specific ARPANET 

applications. For example. the witlaly .-4 

TELecommunications. NBTWork (T~ft) s-.ya¢em provides 

console access to the many interactive ccaputer systelllS on 
I 

the ARPANET <POatel>. 
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As of this C"i.ting the ARPANET has qrown to over 3·0 sites 

and is well 0.11 its way toward .l>eeolainq so·~binq of a 

nationa.J. ut.iUty.. There are aow O'Vf!r JS ·llOS:T computers and 

13 TIPS (i.e.# Terminal IMPS) joined by ~ ARPAME'l' to each 

other and to a grow.ing collllllUtdty of users <Oxnstein>. 

The ARPANET began when the DIP-D&P and I~OS'l' protocols of 

the comanunieations subnet were .cltiivered by a>lt Beranek and 

Newman, Inc. <BBN1822, Heart, McQuillan> in early 197-0. The 

ARPA Netwo.r;lt Working Groui; .{HWG) , ~U1 assembly Of 

representatives of ARPA sites, has designed and implemented 

(1) a gene.ral-purpose HOST-BOST protocol <Carr, crocker, 

McKenziet>, (2) a "TELNET" protocol <0 1Sulliva.n, 

o•sulliva.o1, Postel> to al.low ARP.ART users to loq into the 

various co.operating interactive computers on tbe ARPANET, 

(3) an ARPANE'l' file transfer pi;otoeol <Bhwsban6>, ·and (4} a 

remote jo.b •e.rvice protocol <Bressler2, White>. work is 

continuing 911 (1) a graphics protoeol <Micheaer>, (2) a data 

computer protocol <Datalanguage>, and (3) a data 

reconfi~at.i;on protocol <Anderson.>. aaonq others. 

ARPANEJ.' development has passed through its initia.l 

experimentation/construction phases and is now entering a 

critical new period in which the facilitation of substantive 

use must be the dominant activity. 'lbere are ·many problems 

to be solved. Mechanisms for assurinq privacy and securi:ty 
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are as yet unknown, especially in the distributed 

communication·s environment. The interconnection of widely 

differing COJllputinq systems will generate new ~ressure for 

standards. Techniques for charging and accounting in a 

distributed environment will need considerable study, 

particularly to make it possible for a non-research 

management organization to make the ARPANET a self-

supporting operation. There are many more problems in the 

distributed computing environment and its effect on the 

organization cf computer operating systems <Kahn>. 

An important part of the ARPANET's future relates to its 

smooth transfer to an opexatio~al agency for long-term cost

recover y management. steps are currently being taken to 

find a suitable management environment for the 

communications facilities as they now stand. At the same 

time, private companies are seeking to provide commercial 

ARPANET-like service and have already filed with the FCC for 

clarification of their regulatory status <PCI>. 
J 

Studies are now in progress toward introducing new 

communication media at the lowest levels of the ARPANET. 

!he University of Hawaii is already connected into the 

ARPANET using a point-to-point channel through a 

synchronous, earth-orbiting satellite; work continues. toward 

building ARPANET Satellite IMPS (called SIMPS) which use 

that same channel, in a broadcast mode, to ~rovide ARPANET 
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service to stations around the Pacific, farom California to 
. ' 

Alaska, to Hawaii, and possil>.ly to Japan ~%iillllSOn3., 

crowther>. It is expected that biqber ba'"'1width te·r~strial 

circuitry rill be introduced throughout the AJl-PAN!T to 

continue reeponai ve service at. inawaaia:q .l8'els of use. 

The integration of other retwodts is also an important part 

of ARPANEl' development. Effort is c;oing into t.he planning 

of national networks for the United Kinv4oa. Canada 

<Manning>, .and France, using the ARPANBl' ~b as an input to 

design and as a component in a future wo~d•wide computer 

communications network. Just as ·impon.-t will be the 

develo.pme.nt of •smal.ler" networks ·to compl•ent ARPANET-like 

facilities in ·the deliv.ery of ·computer c~uit:ations 

<Abramson, Farber, Roberts2>. 

In the next chapter, we focus on the IMP Subnet to analyse 

store-and-:forward packet communication. Tbe reader who is 

not already .fall\iliar with ARPANET D&Ps and aosis, can find 

additional background material in AppencU.~' A and B. 
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ANALYSIS OF STORE-AND-FORWARD PACKET COMMUNICATION 

In a taxonomy of computer communication techniques, we might 

first distinguish the two basic modes: circuit-switching 

and packet-switching. Next, we might take packet switching 

techniques and distinguish those most applicable to point

to-poin t media (e.g., telephone circuits in the ARPANET) 

from those most applicable to broadcast media (e.g., radio, 

to be discussed in the next chapter). With this taxonomy as 

a context, we now look under point-to-point packet-switching 

to examine store-and-forward techniques. 

so-called "store-and-forward" packet-switching networks, as 

exemplified by the ARPANET, are growing in popularity.· The 

theories behind such networks are still vague and poorly 

understood. In this chapter we present a collection of 

first-order theories of store-and-forward packet 

communication and extract several rules of thumb which may 

prove useful in network design. 

In 1964, Paul Baran and others, then at the RAND 

corporation, published an eleven volume series of technical 

reports titled "On Distributed Cc;:>mmunications" which marks 

the beginning of modern history for the analysis of store

and-forward computer communications networks <Baran>. 

Later, when A~PA began planning what was to become the 

ARPANET, three major areas of store-and-forward network 

theory were identified: (1) topological design, led by 
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Howard Frank at Networ·k Ana.lysis corporation,. (2t system 

modelling and performance measw=ement, Leonard Kleinrock, 

UCLA, and (3) store-and-forwa¥d aWi·tc::bi.n9 node design, Frank 

E. Heart and .Robert E. Kahn, Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc.; 

the development of various theories contcibutin9 to t:he 

ARPANET is 8Ullmarized by Fraftk., IOAU.ncock,, .and Kahn in 

"COmputer CODURUnication Netwoi;:Jc Deaiqn -- Experience with 

Theory and P~actice• <Frank 1>. O\U' 10rk in the analys.is of 

store-and-f.ca:ward packet CGl'ftlllURication is most close1y 

related to that of Crowther, Jtahn, .and McQuillan at Bolt 

Beranek and Bewaan, Wio, witb their intimaT;e knowledge of 

the IMP and the abi.lity to CJ'lide DIP develop.ant with 

theory, ha.e produced several papers ·whidl aoke considerable 

sense out ot IMP aperatinq st.atieti.ca <Kelml, Kahn4, 

McQuill an> .. 
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Summa~~ 

A representative "feedback-correction protocol" for 

achieving reliable communication over a noisy channel 

(between store-and-forward packet switching nodes) is 

specified. The "total effective capacity" of communications 

using the feedback-correction protocol is calculated. 

several simple error models are used to derive expressions 

for the capacity-maximizing packet size. A ~lot of 

theoretical effective capacity versus packet size shows that 

ARPANEI' effective capacity is insensitive to variations of 

packet size above 1000 bits. It is shown that 11hop-by-hop11 

acknowledging feedback-correction offers lower packet 

transfer times than "end-by-end" acknowledging in a store

and-forward network with non-negligible ret~ansmission 

probabilities. An expression for optimal node spacing in a 

store-and-forward network is derived. It is shown how a 

store-and-forward node converts limited capacity into delay 

and how this store-and-forward delay supports the use of 

message disassembly in the ARPANET. And, finally, distance

independence is challenged in its role as an overriding 

objective of ARPANET design. 
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consider the traditional digital COJ11111unications model: a 

noisy channel connects the sender and re.ceiver of a 

potentially infinite bit stream.; how can the sender and 

receiver organize to achieve dependable communication? 

In the literature on communications error control we find 

many methods of introducing redundancy into transmitted data 

so that erx-ors can be u:tecteo throug:h ocserved 

inconsistency and S:QU§gS~ by using redundancy in damaged 

transmissions <Berger,. Gorog, Lin. Peterson, sussaan>. The 

effectiveness of various coding techniques for error control 

depend on the error characteristics of the .noisy channel to 

which they are to be applied. It has been found, in 
. . 

particular, that because "burst• errors are typical of 

commonly used coaununication media (e.g. , te.lephone 

circuits), the redundancy required to QeS!S::t transmission 

errors is significantly less than that required to £~£:t 

damaged data <Lin, M+ tchell, Peterson, SJlli th>. The 

computations required to decide if a transmission is in 

error are typically much less complicated than those 

required to reconstruct it <Smith>. 

When it happens that there is a unidirectional channel from 

sender to receiver, there is little choice but to use •open

loop" error control techniques requiring high data 

redundancy and elaborate correction procedures. When the 
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channel connecting sender and receiver is bi-directional, it 

is possible to use 11closed-loop11 error control techniques, 

using per-packet redundancy for error detection only and 

relying on receiver-controlled retransmission for error 

correction <Kalin. Lin, Smith>. By making data 

reconstruction unnecessary, 11 closed-loop11 or "feedback" 

correction allows transmitted data to be much less redundant 

and simplifies the computations required f cr error control. 

A particularly simple family of feedback-correction 

communication protocols has found apP.lication in 

contemporary computer communications systems <Abramson, 

Farber, Heart, McQuillan, Roberts2>. This family of 

protocols is based on error-checked packet transmissions, 

acknowledgments (ACKs), time-outs, and retransmissions: a 

sender generates a packet of data with sufficient redundancy 

to reduce the probability of undetected error to an 

acceptably small number (e.g., one undetected incorrect bit 

every ten to the twelfth transmitted data bits) ; the packet 

is transmitted and stored until an error-checked 

ackno~ledgment of its safe arrival is returned from the 

error-checking receiver; if an error-free acknowledgment 

fails to arrive within a given time-out period, the sender 

assumes that the transmitted packet has been lost and 

retransmits it; and so on forever; the receiver, upon 

getting a packet, checks to see if it is damaged and, if 

not, generates an error-checked acknowledgment packet to be 
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returned to the data sendei:. To guard against packet 
,. 

duplicatio~ a typically trivial ~~,:aechanum is 

used <McQaiilla&>. There are a JlUlibe:r ·df-~:r'ia.tions on this 

protocol which compose the family under etudy. 

A. simple feedbilck-correctian CGlllllUlll~cn ~pxotocol is more 

formall.y aad succintly specilied in tbe._~panying 

f lovcharts .• our consideration of a pu:tiC\11&.r.l.y simple, 

_representative feedbao-k-corr~ion protocol. ·:began during 

informal discussions with Steve crodter-_ .. (ARFA), Jon P<>stel 

(OCIA) , and later with pzesentat.iona 1.t,..y\~-cU;d Kal.in 
~. . ; ~ ... ·-~~-~-:···~: :~~·'..r> .· ,;· .· , 

(Lincoln Lab, now at ADR) <Kal'-in> and ;µ._,,,~•nzie (BBN) 

<Cerf 1->. 
.~;· ·~.~.:~:· . 

For simplic-i-., the start Of ~tranaatssiqn -~~ assumed to be .... 

synchronized ,41d _a aingl.e-bi. t ~g ;-,~cbe,me is used for 

duplicate aQP,Pression. Error .checking _·'of da1ta packets and 
' . ·.""/'t•· .-.1 .· 

ACX packets is usu.med to ofter a aati afactoxy level of 

protection -f.rcm undetecte.d erzor. 2t ·wilf ·t>e instructive to 

step thr0\19-ft ,4 few scenarios ,o£ .t.bie ~-t40~ ·between a 
':'' 

,.·f 

sender/receiver pair under this sildile .pt~ol. Study the 
'·f 

flowobarta. -Fiqu.res l-1 and 3-2. -· .t. 

----------- --- ---------~-
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First, let us look at a case where everything goes ~11. 

The sender (in start state "zero") generates a packet with 

appropriate state 11zero11 sequence bit and error-check bits. 

The packet is transmitted and the sender goes into state 

11 zero" time-out "Wait. The packet arrives at the receiver 

where the error-check procedure declares the packet to be 

correct (i.e., consistent); it is immediately acknowledged 

with an error-checked state "zero" ACK packet from receiver 

to sender. The receiver notes that he is in state "zero" 

and that the newly received packet is a "zero" packet (i.e., 

in sequence) ; he includes the new data bits as part of the 

received data stream. The receiver then puts himself into 

state "one" to await a state 11one 11 packet. The sender, 

meanwhile, has received an error-free ACK marked with state 

11 zero 11 and is assured that the pending, state "zero" packet 

has been received without error. The sender then moves into 

state 11 one11 and restarts the cycle by generating a state 

11one" packet -from the data awaiting transmission. 

Next, consider what happens when the state "one" packet is 

found by the receiver to be damaged (i.e., inconsistent, in 

error) • The algorithms for sender and receiver both require 
I 

that all damaged packets be discarded and ignored. The 

damaged packet (probably, but not in general necessarily, a 

damaged state "one" packet) takes, the receiv,ez- out of data 
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wait and is discarded. The receiver immediately re-enters 

data wait looking once again for a state "one" picket. The 

sender, in time-out wait looking for a state "one" ACK, (1) 

finally time's out, (2) retransmits the pending# state "one" 

packet, and (3) falls back into state "one" ti.me-out wait. 

Eventually, (1) a, retransmiss-ion m this state "one" packet 

gets to the receiver undamaged, (2) the packet is 

acknowledged with a state •one• ACK, (3) the receiver enters 

state "zero" in preparation for the next message in 

sequence, and (4) the newly arrived data is accepted by the 

receiver as part of the transmitted bit stream. 

Next, consider what happens when the state "one" ACK is lost 

or damaged. If damaged, an ACI< will be discarded and 

.thereby lost. If the state "one" ACK is lost, the sender in 

state "one" will fail to receive the ACK before timing out 

and thus the pending state •tone" data packet will be 

retransmitted. The receiver, havift<J sent the lost state 

"one" ACK and now in state "zero~, 'qets the retransmitted 

state 11 one" packet successfully (say) and sends a state 

"one" ACK. The receiver notices, however, that the packet 

is out of seq.uence (i.e., a 11 one" and not a "zero" packet); 

the duplicate packet is discarded. The ACI< generated by 

this duplicate data packet serves to satisfy the waiting 

sender and to advance the tra·nsmission sequence. 

If a state 11one11 retransmission were to somehow pass its 
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delinquent state "one" ACK on the wires, the protocol would 

cause the retransmitted state "one" packet arriving at the 

state 11 zero" receiver (1) to be acknowledged, (2) to be 

declared a duplicate (i.e., out of sequence), and (3) to be 

discarded. The second state 11one" ACK, in turn, would 

arrive at a state 11zero11 sender and 'WOuld also be discarded 

as a duplicate. 

' This simple ~rotocol is intended to exhibit the basic 

properties of a family of error control protocols. There 

·are variations on this basic protocol. By adding a negative 

acknowledgment (NAI<) to the protocol in cases where ACK 

times are very uncertain (a time-out is still required), the 

transmission of data can be speeded by reducing the time 

taken by the sender to decide to retransmit a damaged 

packet. -Sy adding more sequence bits in cases where ACK 

times are very large, more packets can be pending (i.e., on 

the line) and the potential utilization of the channel 

thereby improved. Packet reconstruction schemes (i.e., 

error correction) can be superimposed on the feedback-

correction mechanism to reduce retransmission frequency. 

some of these variations are a matter of detail and others 

are important. For our initial analysis of the properties 

of the family of protocols, the above mentioned simple 

representative will be used. 
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The channel connecting sender and r,eceiver has a given 

nominal capacity (bit-rate) o.f c bits per second and a given 

transmission delay of d seconds. How will the error 

characteristics of the channel and .our simple feedback

correction protocol combine to provide an tt,error-free" 

connection be.tween sender .and ~eceiver? What will the 

"effective .capacity" (bit.s per -second) and the "ef.fective 

deJ.ay" (seconds) of our virtual connection .be, .under the 

proposed or,ganization of channel use? 

The error properties of a channel .are .di-f·ficult to 

characteriz,e and the probability of a transmitted packet 

arriving in e.rror is undoubtedly a complicated function of 

time and packet length. Rea.l channels are often subject to 

a mixture of both random and burst errors <Berger, Bahn2, 

Lin, Sussman>. For the simpl.e calculations at hand, we (1) 

fix the independent error probability of a data packet at 

Lp, (2) fix the independent er.ror proli>ability of an 

acknowledgment packet at La, and (3) define L ("L" for 

"Loss") as the probability that an acknowledged packet 

transmission will fail (i.e., will time out), where: 

(F.q. 3~1) L = 1 - (1-Lp)* (1-La) (OSL<1) 

A successful, acknowledged transmission requires a 

successful data packet transmission with probability 1~Lp 
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and a successful ACK packet transmission with probability 

1-La. L, then, is the probability that something will go 

wrong with either the data packet or the ACK. L is the 

probability that a retransmission will be required given 

that a transmission is attempted. 

Let k (a random variable) be the number of retransmissions 

required for a successful, acknowledged transmission of a 

data packet under our simple protocol. ~he event 

corresponding to k=O is that in which the first transmission 

of a data packet leads to its successful receipt and timely 

acknowledgment (i.e., without need for retransmissions) • 

The probability of the k=O event is 1-L, by our definition 

of L. .We write Prob(k=O) =(1-L). The event corresponding to 

k=1 retransmission involves an unsuccessful attempt at an 

acknowledged data packet transmission, with probability L, 

followed by a successful attempt, with probatility 1-L. The 

event corresponding to k=1 (i.e, one retransmission) has 

probability L*(1-L). We write Prob(k=1)=L*(1-L). Fork 

retransmissions, we recognize the geometric distribution: 

(Eq. 3-2) 
i 

Prob(k=i) = L * (1-L) 

The mean number of retransmissions per successful 

transmission is calculated in a straightforward manner 

leading to Equation 3-3: 

(k~O) 
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(Eq. 3-3) Mean k = _ii__ 
(1-L) 

(O~L<1) 

In summary, if the prpbability of an unsuccessful, 

acknowledged i=acket transmission is L, independent of 

previous attempts, then the mean number of attempted 

transmissions per suecessful transmission is 1+ (L/ (1-L)). 

How long will it take to successfully transmit an 

acknowledged packet through the channel using our simple 

feedback-correction protocol? For our calculations, let P 

be the number of bits per data packet and let A be the 

number of .bi~s per acknowledgement packet. 

The mean time for a successful transmission is now 

calculated in a straightforward manner leading to Equation 

3-7. 

First, we consider the time required for an acknowledged 

packet transfer without retransmissions. Time zero is taken 

to be the time at which the sender starts transmission of 

the data packet. The time taken °by the sender to transmit a 

data packet is P/C seconds -- P bits being transmitted at 

the nominal channel l::it-rate of c bits per second. The 

sender ends data packet transmissi.on and enters time-out 

wait at time P/C. Because of the channel transmission delay 

of d seconds, the receiver .begins getting the data packet at 

time d and has finished receiving it by time (P/C)+d. The 

receiver takes, say, zero time to error check the packet. 
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(This assum~tion is not as restrictive as it looks: d can be 

adjusted to include cpecksum computation and modem delay 

<crocker2>.) Therefore, the receiver begins sending the ACK 

packet of length A bits at time (P/C)+d and finishes 

transmission at time (P/C)+d+(A/C). The sender begins 

getting the ACK d seconds later and has it in hand and error 

checked by time (P/C)+d+(A/C)+d. Thus ends a successful 

acknowledged transmission cycle, so that: 

(F.q. 3-4) Time (k=O) = ( (P/C) + (2d) + (A/C)) 

But how long ~ould an acknowledged packet transfer take if 

there were errors and retransmissions? If either a data 

packet or ACK were to be damaged and lost, the sender would 

be forced to time out and retransmit, thereby delaying 

successful transfer completion. 

A key quantity is the amount of time that the sender will 

wait before retransmitting -- the time-out, T seconds. We 

will assume that the sender is what we call an "optimistic" 

sender, i.e. a sender who is willing to ~ait (before 

retransmitting) at least.as long as it would take for an ACK 

to return if all went well. A "pessimistic" sender might 

retransmit an unacknowledged (i.e., pending) data packet 

even before an acknowledgment could be expected to arrive. 

Retransmission pessimism might be Il'K>tivated by a very high 

retransmission probability (e.g., L>(1/2)) and/or by a 

desire to utilize an otherwise idle channel <McQuillan>. 
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Assuming that the time-out parameter T is greater than the 

acknowledgment time ((2d)+(A/C)) seconds, then, we get that 

the time required for an error cycle -- the time by which an 

error delays eventual successful transmission -- is (P/C)+T 

seconds, so that: 

(Eq. 3-5) Time(k=i+1) = ((P/C)+T) + Time(k=i) (i~O) 

combining with our expression for Time (k=O), we get: 

(Eq. 3-6) Time (k=i) = ( (P/C) + (2d) + (A/C)) + i* ( (P/C) +T) 

Now by knowing the mean number of retransmissions (error 

cycles) required for a successful acknowledged transmission, 

we can calculate the mean time required: 

(Eq. 3-7) Mean Time= ((P/C)+(2d)+(A/C)) + _b_*((P/C)+T) 
1-L 

This mean transmission time can be used as a measure of the 

"effective delay" across the sender/receiver connection; it 

is also important in calculating the effective capacity of 

the "error-free" connection supported by our simple 

protocol. By "effective capacity" we mean the average 

sustained rate of error-free bit transfer achievable through 

a channel. Effective capacity is calculated by taking the 

ratio of (1) the number of good data bits transmitted per 

packet, to (2) the mean time of successful, acknowledged 

packet transmission. 
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We have defined P as the number of bits ~er i:acket, but not 

all the bits in a packet are data bits. Some packet bits 

are error control bits (e.g., checksums), others are 

sequence bits (e.g., our state sequence bit), and still 

others may be required in more complex communications 

contexts (e.g., an ARPANET-like switching network) for 

routing and flow control. 

For our purposes, we say that there are s data bits per P 

packet bits and, more specifically, P=B*(H+S). H (for 

"Header overhead" in bits per packet (~0)) is taken as a 

constant, per packet overhead, and B (for "Eit overhead" in 

bits per bit (~1)) is taken to be a constant, per bit 

overhead factor. B is usually 1, but we carry it along as a 

variable because it extends the model without complicating 

our calculations. we can now write an ex~ression (using Eq. 

3-7) for the effective capacity (in bits per second) of our 

sender/receiver connection: 

(F,q. 3-8) EFFCAP = S 
----------------------------~-----( ( F / C) + ( 2d) +(A/ C)) + _1_*((P/C)+T) 

1-L 

Before moving on to simplify this expression, let us examine 

its structure. The numerator is s alone and we will say 

that, if data bits are a small fraction of those in a packet 

(i.e., if s is relatively small, S<<P), then the effective 

capacity of our connection is Q~~hegg !!mitgg. Looking at 

the denominator, we see that a number of terms may dominate 
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in the limitation of effective capacity. If the nominal 

channel capacity, c bits per second, is so small as to make 

the P/C and A/C terms large in the denominator, we say that 

our connection bit-rate is channel ga12ac.i:tY: limited. If the 

2d term dominates, then we say that effective capacity is 

deley: lim.i~~g. Similarly, a high L causes the 

retransmission term to grow large making transmission 

capacity ~~~~ 1.iIDi~ed. Improper choice of T in a high 

error environment could make effective capacity :time-ou:t 

,limi,t~g. 

To achieve maximum effective capacity as calculated above, 

the sender must have as much data as he wants. If the 

sender has only finite storage available to him, then he 

must get additional data from some remote source. 

Therefore, the sender's ability to push bits through a 

channel may be limited (further) by his inability to supply 

them. He may have to wait for bits from another sender, 

over another feedback-corrected channel, which in turn has a 

limited effective capacity. In a situation where the sender 

is limited by his inability to store queued data, we say 

that the effective capacity of the channel is g~~ ~·~g~ 

Jimi~~g. We do not consider this effect. 

The receiver may not be able to dispense with bits quickly 

enough to suit the sender and may have to discard (for later 

retransmission) some correctly received packets for want of 
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buffer storage. we do not consider such effects <Zeigler>. 

Neither do we consider the effect of variable length 

packets. These ignored effects should be included in a more 

comprehensive theory. 

When the variance of acknowledgment return times is small 

relative to the mean, the sender can set his time-out time T 

at the expected return time (or just above) with little 

penalty. In that case, the time required for an error cycle 

(i.e., for a transmission and time-out) is the same as that 

for a successful data-ACR packet exchang.e, 

( (P/C) +T) = ( (P/C) + (2d) + (A/C)) seconds. 

If the acknowledgment return time has a high variance, then 

a tight time-out would be less effective, due to the 

resulting, frequently premature retransmission of correctly 

received and acknowledged paciets. For the following 

calculations, we assume that the variance is small relative 

to the mean. 

Using the equality T=((2d)+(A/C)) seconds, we simplify our 

expression for effective capacity to: 

(Eq. 3-9). EFFCAP = - S*l1-LL----- = 
((P/C)+(2d)+(A/C)) 

_2!..U=l:!l_ 
( (P/C) +T) 

By collecting terms with an eye toward structure, we get: 
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'~· 3-10) EFFCAP = .§ * 1 * ( 1-L) * C 
P (1 • (CiT/P)) 

we now see that our calculation of effective capacity for 

the simple feedback-correction protocol reduces to the 

product of four factors: (1) an QRrbeAS! 'tc:to~ (S/P), ( 2) a 

:m.Y.l~iPllli.!!9 f§.ctgr ( 1• (C*T/P)) , (3) an u~~ {~£2• (1-L) , 

and, of course, (4) a pure gpacitx ~QX (C). 

Having an expression for the effective capacity of a simple 

feedback-correction retransad&SLon protocc>l (Equation 3-10), 

we now examine two ways of improving the ·S2!:~ sii~kti.Y~ 

gapa9.ll~ (TEC) of c01nmunicationa over the raw channel. 

First, we sketch how the multiplexing factor (M= (1 + (C*T/P) ) ) 

leads to a simple revision of the protocol and to a lower 

bound on the number of packet buffers required for high 

total effective capacity. second, we introduce three very 

simple transmission-error models to study the dependence of 

total effective capacity on packet size. we demonstrate how 

total effective capacity might be maximized by some 

judicious cboice of packet size. 
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B.Qyng~Trip_~§lav_am}.~~tering 

Of the factors determining effective capacity (Equation 

3-10), the so-called multiplexing factor (M= (1+ (C*T/P))) 

exhibits the highest potential for structure-dependent 

improvement. Examining the factor more closely, we see that 

the multiplexing factor corresponds to the number of 

different packets which might usefully be 11on the wires" 

(pending) at once, due to a non-zero acknowledgment time. 

C*T is the number of bits which could be transmitted over 

the raw channel while waiting for an acknowledgment to a 

previous P bits. M is the number of different packets which 

could be pending at once and is a function only of the ratio 

of the number of bits which can be transmitted during an 

acknowledgment time (C*T) to the number of bits in a packet 

(P). our expression for effective capacity, above, is 

reduced by 1/M because the simple protocol described 

requires that there be but one pending packet. 

A basic revision of the simple protocol, then, would be to 

use at least M copies of it on a single raw channel. Such a 

parallel use of separate instances of the simple protocol 

would require (1) instance identification bits in packet 

headers and (2) sufficient buffer space at the sender to 

hold at least M different packets. FOr the current 

examination we ignore the details of instance 

identification. (BBN uses this multiple-instance approach 
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in the ARPANET IMP Subnet <Cerf1, McQuillan>.) 

we assume, for a given raw channel. witb specified nominal 

bit-rate c, acknowledgment time T, and packet size P, that 

at least M = (1+ (C•'l'/~)) paral.Iel retransmission sequences 

raw channe.l, under this organization is the·n given by 

Equation 3-10 with the multiplexing factor removed: 

(Eq. 3-11) TEC = (S/P) * ('1•L) * C (0!SL<1) 

Notice that. the expression for total effective capacity 

compris·es wh'at we cal.l an ~ttisriencY· #acj;g-', (S/P) * (1-L), 

namely the ratio of good data bits (S} to the mean total 

number of bits transmitted per. successful .transmission· 

(P/ (1-L)) • 

There is a trade-off between packet overhead and 

multiplexing. It takes extra bits in packet. headers· to 

maintain pa:rallel instances· Qf our feedback-correction 

protocol. Tb•; number of ext.J:ilii hi:ts· needed fOJ: instance 

identificatien. is tbe.raunded up, logarithm .base 2, of. M. 

The number of aultiple.xing, bits ti.a •. , instance identifier 

bits) is usually very small rel.ative to· the total nullber of 
~ . 

header bi ts, but not always (e.g.,. in high speed and. high 

delay satellite communication <Crocker2>). 
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Intuitively, we see that if our packet size P is large, then 

(1) the probability of packet transmission error is large, 

(2) Lis near 1, and (3) the total effective capacity of 

transmission is reduced significantly by the (1-L) error 

factor. The channel spends most of its time carrying 

damaged packets to the receiver. 

Recalling that P=B•(H•S), we see that if Pis small, then 

(1) S is near O, and (2) most of the bits transmitted are 

header bits which do not contribute to effective capacity. 

The channel SJ;ends most of its time carrying header bits. 

It must be, then, that there is some packet size P which 

maximizes total effective capacity. we now introduce three 

simple models of the error behavior of a raw communications 

channel to study the dependence of total effective capacity 

on packet sizep 

~inei!{~~Qr M9d~ii We first assume that our channel is a 

binary symmetric channel <Lin> with transition ~rabability 

E; the probability of a transmitted bit being received in 

error is E, independent of all other bits. The probability 

of a packet of length P bits being in error (Lp) is 

therefore: 

(Eq. 3-12) 
p 

Lp = 1- ( 1--E) 
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By assuming ( 1) that the approximated probability of a 

packet error (E*P) is much less than 1 and (.2) that 

acknowledgments (A bits) are much smaller than data packets 

(P bits), we use F.quation 3-12 and the Binomial Theorem to 

get a linea,r approximation of the retransmission probability 

(L=1-(1-La)*(1-Lp)): 

(F.q. 3-13) L = E*P (0~E*P<<1,A<<P) 

Substituting in Equation 3-11 for .P=B*(H+S) and for L=E*P, 

we get: 

(Eq. 3-1 ij) TEC(S) = § __ *(1-E*B*(H+S))*C 
B* (H+S) 

(O~E*P<< 1) 

'I'aking the derivative of TEC(S) with respect to s, setting 

it equal to zero, and substituting for s with P (P=B* (H+S)), 

we get P•, i.e., the packet size which maximizes total 

efective capacity: 

(Eq. 3-15) P' = SQRT (B!j) 
( E ) 

(0~E*P'<<1) 
(P 1 =B* (H+S')) 

P' is supported from below: if P were to be smaller than P', 

a larger fraction of the bits transmitted would be overhead 

bits. P' is supported from above: if P were to be larger 

than P', a larger fraction of the bits transmitted would be 

those of retransmissions of more-likely-to-be damaged 

packets. This result is intuitively appealing. As per 

packet overhead (H) goes to zero, so too does the packet 

size which maximizes effective capacity (P 1 ). As the error 
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rate (E) goes to zero. P' grows without bound. 

E1pon~n:ti~l-li*'2' MQS!~h If we begin by assuming that the 

length of errorless bit sequences on the channel are 

exponentially distributed with mean 1/E tits (i.e •• if we 

again assume a binary symmetric channel), then we get the 

exponential version of Equation 3-13: 

-E*P 
(Eq. 3-16) L = 1 - e (0SE<<1, A<<P) 

By substituting our expression for the probability of packet 

error (L) due to exponentially distributed error 

interarrival times (Equation 3-16) into our expression for 

total effective capacity (Equation 3-11) and by maximizing 

on packet size (P), we get: 

2 2 
(Eq. 3-17) P' = 1!!~ + SQRT UL.!L + <!!!IU) 

2 4 E 
(0SE<<1) 
(A<<P) 

Note that for relatively low error rates (i.e., H*B*E<<1) 

this result does agree with that of the linear approximation 

(Eq. 3-15), as expected. 

we have just·derived two closed-form expressions giving a 

packet size which maximizes total effective capacity for 

feedback correction with two simple error models. These 

expressions may prove useful as rules of thumb in 

determining packet size. cut more importantly, a general 

method for considering errors has been demonstrated. 
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f.9ll~2~X.QLM9d@la Measurements have shown that a 

truncated Pareto distribution for "inter-error intervals" is 

more descrip.tiove of actual telephone circuits than 

distributions describing a binary symmetric channel <Berger, 

Sussman>., The truncated Parete di:stribu.tion· reflects. the 

clustering 0£ errors (i.e., '"burst errors"l on telephone 

circuits. The distribution leads to a function for the 

probability o.f packet transmission error (L) which has two 

parameters taking into accountr rouq,bly, the mean 

transmission error rate and the clustering of errors. The 

first we call. X and. correspQnds. to a packet length above 

which the probability of packet error is assumed to be 1. 

The second we. call t and corresponds rougbly to a measure of 

error cluste.ring.. The probabiii ty of retransmission, taken 

as the probability of packet error as ~ function of packet 

length, is qiven by: 

(Eq. 3-18) 
y 

L = (P/X) (.O!SYS1 "GSPSX,A<<P) 

As with the two previous error model.s, it is a simple matter 

to substitute our expression for L into Equation 3-1·1 to get 

the dependence of total effective capacity on packet size. 

With the Pareto model, the closed.--form solution for. the 

capacity-maximizing packet size is too complex to be useful 

here, and we therefore fall back on some numerical 

comparisons using. ARPANET parameters. 
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The expressions for L in the linear and exponential models 

have one free parameter, E, the error rate expressed in 

error bits per transmitted bit. For the ARPANET, E is 

reported to be on the OJ:"der of • 000O1 <Ornstein>. ·. In the 

Pareto model, the e•pression for L has two free parameters: 

x, the maximum length of an error·free packet in bits, and 

Y, the indicator of error clustering. For our very rough 

calculations, we take Y from some early measurements of 

telephone circuits <Berger,· Sussman> to be .7 and choose X 

so that the mean error rate is E, above. (Note that our Y 

corresponds to sussman•s one minus alpha.) 

From :Equation 3-18 we derive the truncated Pareto 

distribution• s probability de,nslty function .and calculate 

the mean length of an inter-error interval; this mean is 

equated to 1/E. 

(Eq. 3-19) (0SYS1) 

Substituting .7 for Y and .00001 for Ewe get an X which 

fits our distribution to the approximated characteristics of 

ARPANET 50 Rbps circuits; the maximum length of a error-free 

packet is taken to be X=243,000 bits. 
/ 

It -should be understood that the error properties of 

telephone circuits are ve.r:y difficult to characterize, due 

especially to their dependence on length of circuit and time 

of day <Kahn2, Frank1>. The parameters chosen for our 
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examination are representative of those found in the 

literature <Berger, Kahn2, Ornstein, Sussman>; they serve 

mainly to establish the shape of our curves. The formulas 

are simple enough so that their applicability can be easily 

judged for many media. 

we now plot the theoretical total effective capacity of 
• 

ARPANEI' circuits as a function of packet size, using each of 

our three error models (i.e., Equations 3-13, 3-16, 3-18). 

Additional parameter values required for the evaluation of 

Equation 3-11 are B, H, and c as defined immediately before 

Equation 3-8, above. For the ARPANET, the fixed per bit 

overhead factor Bis 1 (i.e., no per bit overhead). The 

fixed per packet overhead H (i.e., header) is approximately 

136 bits (i.e., 6 8-bit circuit control characters, 24 bits 

of cyclic checksum provided by hardware, and approximately 4 

16-bit words of software control information). The nominal 

bit rate c is 50,000 bits per second (50 Kbps). 

Note that both Equation 3-15 and Equation 3-17 indicate that 

we can expect total effective capacity to reach its maximum 

at packet sizes near about 3700 bits. see Figure 3-3. 
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we have shown how a s.imple feedback-correction protocol 

works to pro.vide J:'.eliable COllUllunication and how bit rate, 

propaqation delay, packet ave.mead,. and transmission errors 

combine to determine the effective capacity of a channel 

under the p.z:otocoi. we ha-ve shown. that there is an 

importa·nt choice to be made in selecting a packet size and 

have demonstrated bow to calculate the ca.pacity-maximizing 

packet size for three supe error lllDdels. 

In an evaluation of our forlltlll.as using parameters 

approximating those of the HP.AN!'l',. we have discovered that 

the total effective capacity cf cuc::ui.t:.s is insensitive to 

choices of packet size over a wide ramJe. I.t is interesting 

that the actual ARPANET packet: size of 10GO bits is at the 

bottom of tbe a.cceptabl.e range. we DOil turn to consider 

other facto.rs in the desiqn of a store-and-forward packet 

communications system. 
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Let D be some large distance between a primary sender and a 

primary receiver, where D is expressed in the number of 

seconds required for a bit to propagpte between the sender· 

and receiver through an uninterrupted circuit. o is so 

large that we are to consider placing some number of 

intermediate,. store-and-forward,.. feedback-correction nodes 

between the pri~ry sender and receiver. Let d, as before, 

be the distance between intermediate nodes. so that the 

number of circuit ho~s used is D/d. 

A packet originating at the primary sender (i.e., the source 

node) will need to travel over O/d circuit hops passing 

through (D/d)-1 intermediate store-and-forward nodes before 

arriving at the primary receiver (i.e. , the destination 

node). 

The question is whether it would be better to propagate a 

packet by acknowledging its successful transfer hop-by-hop 

or end-by-end: should intermediate store-and-forward nodes 

use a feedback-correction protocoi across ,each cii:c ui t hop 

or should they simply forward packets for end-to-end 

feedback.correction? 

Using Equation 3-7 with T=((2d)+(A/C)), we get that the mean 

time for an acknowledged one-hop packet transfer is 

((P/C)+2d+(A/C))/(1-L) seconds. There are D/d hops so that 
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the mean time 'for a successful end-to-end hop-by-hop 

acknowledged i:acket transfer is: 

(Eq. 3-20) (OSL< 1) 

The time re.quired for a packet-1lCIC end~€>-e.nd -round trip is 

(Dl'd) * ( (P/·C)·+2'd+ (A/C.)} seconds. ·A:sswaing, as before, that 

La<<Lp and that the probability of a· successful end-to-end 

packet tran:sf.er is 1-L to the ,tvd power., and :t:herefore that 

L=Lp, the llteUl time £or a :saccessf:ul. ·ea:d""*>y-ei'ti acknowledged 

packet transf~ is: 

(Eq. 3-21) Jlean Time = ID/.~ * UP(C) t.~+ _a/Cl l 
(D/d) 

(1-L) 
(0SL<1) 

comparing Equations 20 and 21., we 'Bee that hop-by,,,.hop 

acknowledg:lluJ is superior ,to enti-by-end .acknowledging; 

(1-L) ** (DJ'd) is genen.lly smaller than (1-L).. Bop-by-bop 

acknowledging i·s tfte obvi.ous choice :when the retransmission 

probability L is large or when many hops aze required with 

any non-negl.ig.ible :L. 

The ARPANE'T .uses bop-by•hop :ackno.wl:e&jing.. Taking • 00001 as . 
the probability of a:n MlPMm!r ci.rcai.t bi:t erm:r <Ornstein> 

and 1000 as the number o£ hit'S per ·packet,, .we arrive at a 

pessimistic value for L .(ig:n~ng en:or e1ustering) of 11. 

If we also make the rathe.:r ::pe&ll:i.111istic assuaption that a 

packet typically makes 10 hqps fxom source to destination 

(the number is closer to 5)., then Equations 20 and 21 tell 
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us that the use of hop-by-hop acknowledging tuys only a 91 

reduction of mean end-to-end transfer time. Measurements 

have been made which do show that, on a 1000 mile 50 Kbps 

circuit, L can go as high as .1 for long perio(is <Frankl>. 

Taking this L and the pessimistic 10-bop assumption, we 

calculate from Equations 20 and 21 that the use of hop-by

hop acknowledging buys a 571 reduction of mean end-to-end 

transfer time. Experience with t~ ARPANET has shown that, 

when a circuit is working at all, its error rates put L well 

below 11 and make our 91 an upper bound on the savings due 

to hop-by-hop acknowledging. 

Consider what using end-by-end acknowledging might mean to 

our use of memory in a store-and-forward network. Because 

intermediate nodes would not have to store packets after 

forwarding, their memory requirements might be reduced. 

Because the primary senders would have to store pending 

packets for at least one roundtrip time through the network, 

their memory requirements might be increased. It can be 

strongly argued that memory at the "ends" of a network, in 

its HOSTs, is much cheaper than that scattered among its 

switching nodes. Similarly, it can be argued that 

retransmission in the special-purpose switch~ng nodes of a 

network, in its IMPs, is much cheaper than that which can be 

provided in its general-purpose HOSTs. A question remains. 

Another question which this analysis raises is whether the 
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complication brought to the store-and-forward subnet with 

hop-by-hop ackflowledging is justified l:ly the resulting 

performance improvement. As indicated, this question is 

hard to answer for the ARPANET, especia1ly without the 

relevant data., but one coul.d ima:gine networ:lts in which the 

choice between hop-by-hop and end-by-end acknowledging is 

clearer; we note that work done, quite indepen.dently, by the 

Network Analysis corporation J:.aiaes sillli.J.ar question for the 

ARPA Packet Radio Network to be \liacueee:d in the next 

chapter <NAC1>. 
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It has been found that the error properties of ARPANET 

telephone circuits vary with circuit length. Long-haul 

circuits have measureably higher error rates than do short

haul circuits <Frank1, Kahn2>. We ask the ge·ne.ral question 

of whether there exists some spacing of store-ao:i-forwar:d 

feedback-correction nodes which optimizes the flow of 

packets over noisy communication paths. For a simple 

distance-dependent exponential error model, we show that an 

optimal inter-node distance does exist. Applying our result 

to the ARPANET, we find that factors other than circuit 

error properties (e.g., cqst, delay) must dominate in IMP 

placement. 

Assuming the use of a hop-by-hop acknowledgment scheme in a 

presumably error prone and/or very large store-and-forward 

network, we have Equation 3-20 for mean packet transfer 

time, where L is the probability of a packet error in one 

hop. For reasons of tractability, we adopt a simple 

exponential error model involving a constant per hop term U 

and a distance-dependent term d•F: 

(Eq. 3-22) 
- (U+ (d*F)) 

L = 1-e 

u and F might be functions of, say, packet size and time of 

day <Frank1 >: d is taken to be the distance in seconds 

between store-and-forward nodes. Substituting for L in 
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Equation 3-20 according to Equation 3-22, differentiating 

with respect to d, setting equal to zero, and solving for d 

(all using MACSYMA via the ARPANET <Metcalfe8, Wang>). lllie 

get an expres.sion for the internode distance (in seconds) 

which minimizes the mean transfer time across an arbitrary 

number of store-and-forward nodes: 

(Eq. 3-23) d I = SQRT ( f ) 
(2C•F). 

(A<<P) 
( (F* (P/C) ) <<1) 

Using very crude data on the performan.ce of ARPANET 50 Kbps 

circuits <F rank1 >, llle obtain a fit to the exponential error 

model in Equation 3-22 with a U of .03.3 and an F of .004. 

While believing the data to be inaccurate (on the 

pessimistic side <Ornstein>) and the model to be overly 

simplistic, we evaluate Equation 3-23 for the ARPANET to 

discover that the inter-node distance which minimizes the 

effect of transmission errors on transmission delay is 

almost 300,000 miles. This result supports the belief that 

distance-dependent error properties of ARPA circuits can be 

neglected and leads us to agree that other factors must be 

dominant in IMP placement <Frank1>. One could imagine 

networks in which this (or perhaps some more exact) 

formulation would be useful. 
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It is important in communications among interactive 

computers (e.g., in the ARPANET) that transmission delay be 

low. The maximization of effective capacity does not always 

lead to a minimization of transfer delay. Choices of packet 

size in a store-and-forward network, in particular, trade

off effective capacity against delay. 

In a raw circuit, propagation delay and bit rate are 

independent: delay is a functio.n of circuit length, and bit 

rate is a function of transmission bandwidth. When a store

and-forward node interrupts a circuit between a sender and 

receiver, the transmission of bits from sender to receiver 

is then subject to a packet time's worth of delay, P/C 

seconds, which we term "store-and-forward delay". Store

and-forward delay is caused by a node's requirement that it 

completely receive and store a packet before forwarding it. 

Note that store-and-forward delay is introduced even when a 

node's packet handling time (e.g., for error checking and 

routing) is zero. 

When packet size approaches one bit, store-and-forward delay 

becomes negligible, approaching one bit time. When packet 

size grows very large, store-and-forward delay grows 

linearly with it. Because pack~t time (P/C) is related 

inversely to the raw channel's bit rate, we say that a 
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store-and-forward node converts limited capac,i:ty (i.e., bit 

rate) into delay. 

As seen in F,quation 3-20, if there is more than one store

and- forward node between a sender and receiver, then each of 

them contributes at least a packet time•s: de:lay, P/'C 

seconds, to the total packet transfer time. 

As packet len.qth increases from zero, the e£fective capacity 

and delay increase toqethe!:. In t.hi.a region o.f low packet 

size, we buy increases in effective. capacity with increases 

in delay. The more delay we are willing to tolerate, the 

higher the effective capacity avail.able.. After a certain 

point (e.g., that given in Equation. 3-15), increases in 

packet length increase delay and decrease effective 

capacity. 

In an interactive network, the requirement of low delay 

restricts the length of packets carrytnq interactive 

traffic. ln the ARPANET, the pac:Jmt· S'i'Ze at 10'00 bits is at 

the low end of the range 0£ packet sizes wldck prod lX:e 

acceptable effective capacity (see Figure 3-3). 

As an aside, we note that the interOependence of capacity 

and delay is fundamental to paeJcet cOlllnUftication. Here, we 

find that intermediate stcr.e-and-fcrward packet-switching 

nodes convert limited capacity into delay; in Appendices A 

and B we find that: the f lcw control reqttired in networks of 
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computers converts delay into limited ca~acity. 
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Messa~~ 

Based on the preceding. it is reasonable to expect that 

packet communications systems of different characteristics 

and applications will require different packet sizes. we 

ask whether it is als.o reasonable to expect data passing 

across an interface between different systems to be 

repackaged. i.e., to be repacketted, so that their passage 

through both systems will .be efficient. With message 

disassembly in the ARPANET as an example and with tools 

developed in ~receding sections, we briefly develop some of 

the issues in impedance matching at COIWBlunications system 

interfaces. 

As discussed earlier. ARPANET HOSTS deal with (up to) 8095 

bit messages across their error-free, 100 Kbps IMP-HOST 

interfaces. These messages are disassembled producing up to 

8 packets of about 1000 bi ts each, by tbe ZMPs, for 

transmission owr noisy, 50 ICbps telephone circuits. 

Packets of a single B)$T ueaaa9e are reassembled at their 

destination IMP for transmision out of the IMP system into 

the destination HOST. 

we find it useful to view the IMP Subnet as one packet 

communication system comprising IMPs and telephone circuits, 

and each of the HOSTs as another packet communication system 

comprising processes and HOST-specific communication paths. 

The IMP-HOST hardware interface, with associated IMP-HOST 
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protocol at each end, is yet another packet commwiication 

.system with parameters all its own. The introduction of 

Satellite IMPs into the ARPANET with their very long delay 

"circuits" (250 milliseconds) <Abramson4> constitutes yet 

another packet communication system. 

we now ask why the IMPS do mesi;sage disassembly. Why 

disassemble an 8095 bit HOST message into 8 IMP packets of 

about 1000 bits each? 

The most compelling reason for 

disassembly in the ARPANET is the dependence of store-and

forward delay on packet size. A P=8000 tit packet, moving 

over c=SO Kbps circuit, would be delayed a minimum of 

(P/C) =. 16 seconds per store-and-forward node. A packet 

going cross-country through the ARPANET will typically 

encounter more than 5 IMPs, giving a minimum cross-country 

transit delay for an 8000 bit packet of about .8 seconds. 

Even this minimum transit delay would exceed that required 

for console interaction across the country <Roberts>. And 

this minimum transit delay would not take into account ( 1) 

the time required for packet qu((!ueing inside IMPs, (2) the 

effect of retransmission, or (3) the likelihood of 10-hop 

transit times. 

A 1000 bit packet is delayed a minimum of .02 seconds per 

IMP, giving a minimum cross-country transit delay (for 5 

IMPs again) of .1 second. With the 1000 bit packets, the .5 
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second cross-c.ountry transit time specification <Roberts> is 

met: actual measurements put the typical transit time under 

• 2 seconds <Frank1 >. 

Looking at Figure 3-3, we see that 8000 bit packets are well 

beyond the eize which maximizes tneoretieal total effective 

capacity (i.e., 3100 bits) and. that 1900 bit packets support 

less than, but on1y slightly less t.han, 111&ximmn total 

effective capacity. 

Therefore, one concludes, message disassembly is essential 

for supporting interactive couununication. 

This conclusion ignores the fact, as does our preceding 

analysis, that the ARPANET's interactive traffic is 

characterized by packets of well wider 1000 bits. The 

proposition that interactive traffic should encounter low 

delays and that sustained volume traffic can tolerate higher 

delays may undermine reasoning for ARPANET message 

disassembly <McQuillan>. Having a 40.0·0 bit uiaximwn size for 

packets, say, and no disassembly, would improve the 

throughput characteristics of volume traffic while only 

slightly increasing the delay of interactive traffic. 

fKaJ.l~1-a.sget_pro9191si2n, 'l'here are multiple paths 

between nodes in the ARPANE'l. Disassembly makes it possible 

for an 8000 bit message to use these multiple paths in 

parallel. Packets from a sing.le message can propagate 
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through different paths. The effective cai:acity of the 

ARPANET between various nodes of ten exceeds that over any 

one circuit. 

If HOSTS were willing to assume more responsibility for 

their communications. however. they could use 4000 bit (or 

1000 bit) messages and their own sequenci~g schemes to 

derive any benefits from ~arallel packet proi:agation. 

f i~ed=~gth byffer.2ll~ation~ For reasons of speed and 

efficiency. the IMPs maintain fixed length packet buffers. 

Because HOST messages may vary in size between 32 and 8095 

bits, a packet size of 8095 bits would require a fixed 

buffer size of 8095 bits. A high frequency of small packets 

would result in very poor utilization of IMP storage. 

Assuming that HOST message sizes are uniformly distributed 

between 1 and N=8095 bits and assuming that a packet header 

is of fixed length H=136 bits. then. it can be shown 

<Frank~> that the fixed packet buffer size which makes best 

use of IMP memory is about P 1 =1000 bits, according to: 

(Eq. 3-24) P' = SQRT (H*N) 

! 
The distribution of HdST message sizes is not known, 

especially since ARPANET use has been low and limited 

artificially to interactive traffic. Neither is it known 

whether 8095 bits is a suitable message size for HOSTs 

<Roberts>. Still. IMP buffer storage is scarce and its 
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utilization is an important consideration; but. then 1000-bit 

(and not 4060-·bit) message-.packets urj.gbt be preferred. 

Packet_iil§.and queuei09 Qsla~~ It is tempting to suggest 

that the IMP packet size be larger than ·1000 bits (say 4000 

bi:ts) to imprave ef fec:ti ve ca.paci ty ana 'to elbninate 

disassembly by reducinq Jl'axilllUlll HOST message size to that of 

an IMP packet. The rationale might be that s•ll packets 

typical of i.nteracti ve traffic will experience small store

and- forward .delays and that larqe packets will experience 

large store-and-forward delays, by virtue of their size 

(P/C). However, the queueing of packets in IMPs results in 

long packets interfering, with short ones. Even if short 

packets were given priority in modem queues, a short packet 

would still have to wait for a long packet already in 

transmission. A scheme whereby short packets pre-empt long 

packets might pr01Rise to eliminate even completion delays, 

but then the effective capacity 0£ ct.rcuits would be reduced 

by the presence of pre-empted, incomplete; and therefore 

discarded lonq packets. 

BMumRlx_lQcit-up and IMP butfer a1io.ca,ti2n.s. The most 

canpelling arguments against ?MP •ssage disassembly relate 

to the additional complexity %equired in the IMP program to 

deal with difficulti-es of message reassembly~ 'l'he most 

famous big in the initial i1r1ple&Re1'ftation of the IMP Subnet 

is the 0 reassembly lock•up problem" <Frank1, McQuillan>. 
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The deadlock-prone activity of collecting undiscardable 

packets in a finite pool of buffers for reassembly has been 

reorganized in more r.ecent version of the IMP program 

<McQuillan>. 

The general strategy adopted in recent versions of the IMP 

calls for the pre-allocation of 8 buffers in a destination 

IMP for a multi-packet message. When a multi-packet message 

begins to arrive at an IMP from one of its HOSTs, the IMP-

HOST interface involved is hung until it can be confirmed 

that 8 buffers have been allocated at the destination IMP. 

The confirmation is obtained via a control packet exchange 

between the source and destination IMPs. If two·multi-

packet messages between the same pai~ of IMPs follow closely 

enough together, the allocation confirmation is skipped 

because the destination IMP automatically reallocates the 

same 8 buffers to the same source IMP for a certain short 

period of time. This strategy may indeed prevent reassembly 

lock-up as claimed, but at a cost. 

While a multi-packet message waits for its buffer allocation 

to be confirmed, the IMP-HOST interface at the sending HOST 

is blocked and all outgoing traffic (including interactive 

traffic) is delayed accordingly. While a multi-packet 
. 

message is winding its way through the IMP subnet, 8 packet 

buffers sit idle at the destination IMP. 
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It is premature to conclude that the new strategy used to 

make message reassemhly work is less effective than a 

strategy without message disassembly at all; as IMPs and 

circuits become faster and store-and-forward delay lower, 

the conclusion will tecome more attractive. 
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Dista.ns=e Indepepden~ 

The ARPANET is built so that, to its uaers, distance doesn't 

matter~ Accounting is performed on the number of packets 

transmitted by a HOST, independent of destination, and, as 

we have just seen, basic ~arameters of the communications 

subnet are derived from the principle that even the most 

distant interactions should experience negligible delay. 

After all, the very purpose of communication is to make 

distance less of an obstacle. But, from what we•ve learned, 

distance-independence as an inviolate principle has serious 

implications on design. 

To make the distance-dependent component of delay negligibly 

small in a store-and-forward network, throughput, or what we 

call "capacity", must be sacrificed and, to minimize this 

sacrifice, the complexity of the subnet significantly 

increased; evidence, message disassembly. 

A certain greater degree of distance-dependence seems 

inescapable. Packets winding their way from one end to 

another of a national utility network will, in their travels 

from IMP to IMP, use much more of the network's resources 

than packets going only a hop or two. It will prove 

economically unsound to bill out the aggregate use of 

processor cycles, buffer seconds, and baud miles on a simple 

per-packet basis when the use of these resources is so 

directly dependent on packet miles. 
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Although this is not the place to extol the virtues of 

marginal-cost pricing, we must quickly point out that an 

anomalous distance-dependence, in the f.orm .of seconds delay 

(rather than dollars)• has already started the ARPANET 

toward D10re economical use of its resources. The University 

Qf Hawaii is 2s:o milliseconds from its nearest neighbor on 

the ARPANET (via satellite) wbich puts it well over a half 

second from its mos,t distant· neighbor0s.. The delay between 

Hawaii and california is still ·dowl in the ran.qe where the 

use of interactive CODtpUten tti~uqh the AR.PANET's TELNET is 

tolerable; the de.lay to Boston computers, however, is just 

large enough to make TELNE'l' use intolerable. ,Hawaii is 

working (with others) to design and build a TELNET~like 

system which does a better job of managing echoing so as to 

minimize the effects of transmission delay on conversational 

computing9 this system, at the same time, promises to reduce 

the amount of packet traffic nece.ssary to .. su1=port a computer 

terminal user <Davidson>. 

Distance-independence is moi:e a characteristic of broadcast 

communication; if, for example,, we can send a packet up to a 

satellite repeater, then the cost of delivering that packet 

back down to a ground station is indep.endent of where that 

station is over a r.anqe of many thousands of miles. 

We now turn our att·ention, in the £011.owinq two chapters, to 

the organization of commllmicati:cm 'Systems based on broadcast 
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media. we find that broadcast systems complement point-to

point systems in at least two important ways: broadcast 

networks provide us with more economical organizations of 

very long distance transmission, using satellite radio, and 

of very short distance motile transmission, using ground 

radio. 
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PACKET RADIO NETWORKS 

Radio is a broadcast medium; a radio transmitter generates 

signals which can be detected over a wide area ty any number 

of radio receivers. As one might expect, the application of 

packet communication techniques to radio has led to novel 

system organizations of a kind different from those of 

point-to-point transmission medi~. Indeed, racket 

communication opens up a spectrum of broadcast system 

organizations. 

In this chapter we briefly described three related packet 

radio systems: one that works, one being built, and one 

being planned. The purpose of our description is to 

summarize a recent history of developments in packet radio 

and to motivate interest in solutions to packet radio 

problems. In the next chapter, we move from this 

description to theories about system behavior. 

The ALOHA Network is a terminal-computer packet radio system 

in operation at the University of Hawaii. Many so-called 

"ALOHA techniques" in packet communication have come from 

the experience of Hawaii's historically important packet 

radio network <Abramson, Kuo>. 

The ARPANET Satellite system will soon expand the ARPANET's 

store-and-forward IMP system to include the utilization of 
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the broadcast capabilities of earth-orbiting satellite radio 

repeaters. work on the satellite system has contributed 

significantly to the development of so-cal.led "advanced 

ALOHA techniques" in .packet communication <Abramson6, 

Binderl, crow,ther, .Metcalfe9, Roberts3, Roberts4>. 

The ARPA Packet Radio Network is based on hand-held personal 

terminals whose communications ·evolved from the ALOHA 

concept; pl.annin9 is now in ·progress ·toward building a 

prototype system <NAC., Robe·rta2>. The very large numbers of 

inexpensive and highly mobile tendnal.s envisioned for such 

a system offer an advance in our ability to deliver 

computing. 
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Ibg ~HA Network 

The ALOHA Network <Abramson, Abramson1, Ruo> is a packet 

radio terminal-computer communications system in operation 

at the University of Hawaii. The .ALOHA Network is important 

in that aspects of its design will find applications in the 

utilization of satellite links, cable TV, multi-drop 

broadcast cable <Mason>, and other communications media. 

The ALOHA System has been assigned two 100 KHz radio 

channels in the UHF band, each of which now operates at 24 

kilobits per second (Kbps) • The channels are used for 

communication between an IBM 360/65 and a number of 

terminals scattered among the Hawaiiap Islands. A 

communications computer (a HP 2115A) at the 360/65 receives 

data packets from the population of terminals over one UHF 

channel; it transmits acknowledgments and data packets back 

out to those terminals over the second UHF channel. Each of 

the terminals is equipped with a UHF transceiver and 

assorted logic for (1) preparing terminal-input packets for 

radio transmission, (2) receiving acknowledgments of 

successful packet transmission, (3) retransmitting data 

packets if need be, and (4) receiving data for presentation 

as terminal output (see Figure 4-1). 

The transmission of data from the central computer facility 

outward to the computer terminals is a relatively simple 

first-come first-served, sequential process. Messages 
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and are transmitted one after t;llle ot.ber. Each terminal 

receives all tz.aatlir:taat:ona. IRtt' a•~· so as to 

inessaqes reqad.re ~...,. lrtf~1y, only when they 

are dantaqed by ralldo• uoi• utblt %a\a0' Cftaanel. 
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The coordination of the transmissions of data fi:om the 

wide1y distributed terminals in 1:0Ward the central facility 

is the "random-access• or broa(loast communications problem. 

The traditional solutions tc this problem call for some sort 

of ttortbogona.l" multiplexing technique :(i.e., in time or 

frequency) whereby each terminal is assigned a dedicated 

slice of the channel qoinq from it to the central facility. 

When transmitting, a termina.l is l,iJnited according to that 

fraction of the channel assigned to it, and, when not 

transmitti·nq, a terminal wastes that fraction. Thus, in 

cases where the peak bandwidth regui.rement .o.f a terminal is 

large relative to the mean, either the terminal• s 

performance is siqni£icantly reduced by its small share of 

the channel or a l.arge fr.action of the channel is wasted 

between terminal bursts. 

The multiplexing scheme adopted for the ALOBA system is 

intended to overcome the deficiencies of orthogonal 

mu1tiplexing under burst usage. 1he original unembellished 

AIDHA multiplexing scheme is a .kind of "asynchronous time

division mult.iplexin911 (A'l'Ill) <Chu. Pack> wb.i.ch we call the 

"c1assical ALOHA sysum". The ALOM or "random access" 

system compares favorably with other ATDM systems, namely 

the Polling and Loop systems <Bayes>. 

Under the ALOHA system, terminals prepare input data packets 

and transmit them at will for reception t:y the central 
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station. A given data packet may fail to arrive safely at 

the central station due to transmission errors caused (1) by 

random noise errors and/or (2) by interference with packets 

transmitted simultaneously from other terminals. A 32 bit 

cyclic checksum is used by the central facility to detect 

transmission errors of either kind so that damaged packets 

can be discarded. If a terminal fails to receive an 

acknowledgment for a pending data packet within some time

out period, the terminal retransmits the packet to try again 

for successful transmission. Note that the retransmission 

time-out period must be different from terminal to terminal 

or time to time so that interfering transmissions ·will not 

repeat their collisions ad infinitum. The ALOHA Network 

uses randomized retransmission intervals <Hayes>. 

Under the classical ALOHA system, terminal transmissions are 

completely unsynchronized and occupy no fixed portion of the 

channel. When a terminal requires a burst of the channel 

during its peak activity, it takes it, at the risk of some 

small delay due to packet collision and retransmission. 

When a terminal is idle, it uses none of the channel, 

leaving the full channel bandwidth for other terminals. The 

extent to which this ALOHA scheme is effective goes directly 

with the 11 burstiness11 of terminal transmissions. As the 

ALOHA channel gets full, i.e., as the mean aggregate bit

rate reaches 1/2 channel capacity, interference among 

packets in the ALOHA channel causes total throughput to 
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approach its maximum value of 181 channel capacity 

<Abramson, Abramson1>. In various studies of the ALOHA 

system, detail1!d models have led to more acc:w:ate analyses 

of performance and to practical techniques for improving the 

behavior of ALOHA-based systems. 

§l9ttinSia. A simple technique, slotting, leads to a system 

known as "slotted ALOHA" wherein packet transmissions are 

made to fall into slots defined by the ticking of some 

global clock. Under such a scheme, packets st.ill collide, 

but less often due to the fact that slotting terns to 

isolate packets across slot boundaries. Sl.otting has the 

effect of doubling the maximum possible tbrouqhput of an 

ALOHA channel <Roberts3>. S.lot.tinq is achieved simply by 

having terminals hold off the start of packet transmission 

until the end of a packet from the central transmitter. The 

problem of qetting effective s-lot: synchroni.z.ation grows with 

the range of the transceivers inv.olved, i.e., with the 

propagation delays which can lead to slots much larger than 

the packets they contain. 

2ingl~_IX§9yegcy 1 considerations of frequency conservation 

and terminal simplicity have generated interest in single

frequency ALOHA systems. In such a system, packets to and 

from the central receiver are interleaved or, possibly, the 

central receiver disappears yieldinq a terminal-terminal 

communication system. In the case of multiple central 
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receivers, the single frequency system has the advantage 

that a mobile terminal can wander in and out of the range of 

various transceivers without changing its transmission 

frequency and possibly benefitting from uulti~le paths to 

its destination <NAC>. 

Capture. A feature of radio receivers is that they can get 

multiple transmissions at their antenna and still capture 

only one if its power is sufficiently stronger than those of 

the interfering transmissions. This capture effect can 

benefit the performance of an ALOHA system in that packet 

collisions need not be fatal to all of the packets 

concerned. The capture effect has been studied in trying to 

determine to what extent modulation techniques which exhibit 

"good capture" should be favored over modulation techniques 

with, for example, high bit rates or long range <Roberts3>. 

Q~ie~-§~D_§g~ If a terminal could determine whether some 

other terminal (presumably farther from the central 

receiver) has committed to send a packet in the very next 

slot, then that terminal could abstain from transmitting so 

as to avoid collision. such a determination would help 

everyone. It turns out that a radio receiver can detect the 

presence of a transmission within a few bits and therefore 

it appears possible to use this "carrier sense" technique to 

further reduce the collision rate in an ALOHA channel 

<A.bramson6>. we notice that carrier sense techniques give 
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priority to distant terminals while lft&kinq >everyone better 
• 

off; carrier sense might a1so be used to compensate for the 

priority given nearer terminal:& by the captur,e effect. 

Retrqll§J!i§§i.on Cont-r2la When two or more packets collide in 

an ALOHA channel, the terminals imro1...ed mus\I: determine when 

to retransait. The retransmission interv.al must be randomly 

determined to avoid repeated packet col.lisions ad infinitum. 

As studied in the f ollowinq chap:ter:., ··the choice of a 

retransmission mechanism is critical in determining the 

performance of the ALO-BA channel under varying load. It has 

been shown that performance under light loads trades off 

against performa·nce under heavy loads in a system with a 

simple, fix~ retransaaissi<>11 interval generator. By 

controlling the retransllli:ssion int:erval qenei;at;or as a 

function of chiil:.nnel utili·zation, an ALOHA system can be made 

to perform well over a ·..U.de range of system loads (even into 

saturation) <Metcalfe9>. 
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With recent growth of the ARPANET has come an interest in 

earth-orbiting satellite radio repeaters for economy of 

long-range digital communicatio~, especially for crossing 

the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. It is already a routine 

matter to acquire a "voice circuit" from Hawaii to 

California which, while behaving like a normal telephone 

circuit in all other ways, is provided via COMSAT satellite 

and imposes a propagation delay on the order of 250 

milliseconds <Abramson4>. However, a satellite radio 

repeater is a broadcast device whose potential is far from 

realized in a point-to-point mode of operation. The 

satellite link between Hawaii and California could be used 

by any number of ground stations in China, Japan, Alaska, 

Hawaii, California and moving points in the Pacific 

<Abramson3, Abramson4, AbramsonS, Abramson7>. 

Toward making full use of broadcast satellite 

communications, ARPA is well into a project to build 

satellite IMPS (SIMPs) for the ARPANET, using communication 

techniques derived from those of the ALOHA System <Binder1, 

Crowther, Roberts4>. considerable progress has been made in 

developing and analyzing ALOHA-based schemes for multiple 

ground station coordination of broadcast satellite 

communication (see Figure 4-2) <Kleinrock3>. 
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The ALOHA techniques being studied for application by 

satellite ground stations depart from the "classical ALOHA 

system" because ( 1) there is no central receiver to 

coordinate terminal behavior, (2) all ground stations 

transmit on one frequency and receive on another, (3) the 

delay from packet transmission to packet receipt is on the 

order of many packet times rather than negligibly small 

fractions of a packet time, (4) the number of ground 

stations (corresponding to terminals in the classical ALOHA 

system) is to be in the tens rather than hundreds or 

thousands, and (5) each of the ground stations will generate 

traffic for the satellite system at a rate considerably more 

uniform than that of a terminal with a single human user. 

At present, there are at least three proposals being 

considered for use by SD!Ps. It is likely that many more 

such proposals will De generated before implementation 

begins and that the scheme chosen will draw on many of those 

offered. The three current proposals emphasize the need to 

reduce the number of packet collisions in the satellite 

channel as channel traffic becomes heavy and therefore more 

uniform on a per-ground-station basis. 

Reserxatig.n=ALQ!iAa The Reservation-ALOHA scheme proposed by 

the future implementers of the SIMP at BBN, introduces the 

notion of a "frame" containing a satellite round-trip time• s 

worth of packet slots. Any given ground station determines 
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the "reservation" of slots in the current frame based on 

observations of the previO\ls frame. Slots which a 

particular ground station successf.u.ll.y used in the previous 

frame are reserved for it to use a.qaiJ:l. Slots used by other 

ground stations in the previous uame are of,f l.indts. Slots 

in which no successful tranmissiona occurred in the 

previous frame are up for grab&,, are. ·ALOHA slots. The 

Reservation-ALOSA scheme promises n.eaxly full channel 

utilization under heavy loads and is s.iMple. The scheme 

does very well with t:be caaponent of CQR.stant traffic from 

any given ground station whil.e suf:iei:ing sanewhat under 

varying, bursty loads <crowtther>. 

~•l~~~~lllrva~oo-~ The Interleaved Reservation

ALOHA scheme. proposed by Roberts o.f AJWA, int.xoduces a 

controlled partitioning of the satellite channel into an 

ALOHA portion and a reservati,c:m partion. As a ground 

station accumulates packets due to arrivals, collisions,, and 

random noise,, it announces through the channel its. 

requirement for a reservation of an appropriate number of 

slots (up to a limit) and, based on a knowl.edge of previous 

announcements by other ground staUons,, it determines 

unambiguously which future slots .are thereby reserved for 

its transmi ssione. As traffic increases,, the fraction of 

ALOHA slots decreases allowing nearly ful1 channel 

utilization. Because reservations are blocked,, overhead due 

to a ground station•s need to turn its transmitter on and 
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off can be amortized over a number of packets. The scheme 

is only slightly more com~lex than the Reservation-ALOHA 

scheme in that it requires ground stations to keep an 

accounting of reservations across many slots and to maintain 

the dynamically changing partition between ALOHA and 

reserved slots <Roberts4>. 

Pri2".it~-B~§~Si2n-ALO~ The most recent scheme for 

coordinating satellite ground stations, from Binder at the 

University of Hawaii, adds a priority scheme to the frame 

mechanism so that slot co,nflicts can be resolved within two 

frame times, requiring at most one retransmission per 

packet. some slots are said to be owned and a slot's owner 

is guaranteed access within two frames by requiring that 

conflicts in an owned slot be resolved in the next fxame by 

requiring non-owning ground stations to desist. 

Beyond ownership, slots are assigned, as in the Reservation

ALOHA system, according to recent traffic levels, but with a 

globally known priority. The priority assignment permits 

ground stations to straightforwardly resolve conflicts in 

one frame for the next frame. This ownership-priority 

scheme requires considerably more bookkeeping than either of 

the previous schemes. We await analysis of its performance 

<Binder1>. 
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At the 1972 SSCC, Roberts proposea a <lesiqn ~or a hand-held 

persona 1 terminal which canbinad ·recent advances of our 

understanding of ALOHA ·packet OOIBlunication and electronics 

miniaturization to deliver ·a iong-:awai'ted and slightly 

updated Dick Tracy WJ;ist radio. Since then, ARPA has 

organized a .packet radio project t.o advance that design 

toward an operational system. While ,it is di£f·icult to 

estimate the impact o£ such an adJ1ance in :cQD\Puter 

communication, we believe that of all ·the packet radio 

networks, this has the highest pobmtial £.or revolutionizing 

both communication and CODtPUting <Roberts2>. 

Apglig,timlL, current think±nq on the subject places a wide 

variety of '"t·ermtnals11 (possiiblY) moving throuqh qrids of 

radio repea'te:r:.ltransce.i:vers spread around the world. one 

such terminal might be a wrist..,mounted CODtputer-transceiver 

offering a wide variety of inquiry and cOIRllunication 

services to its wndering owner; another terminal might be a 

weather or seismic monitor parachuted into a dense fore st; 

yet another miqht be a hand-heJ.d·voi:ce transceiver like a 

walkie-tallt°ie; ,another might be an onlX>ard air traffic 

control computer exchanging packets with an FAA control 

center about its ,position; sti11 another might be a lap-held 

computer used by children in 'their homes as a super-toy 

<Papert>, able to access lesson materials, libraries, and 
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teachers as desired; and so on. 

Design~lUli~lliD.L Little is known about how to 

organize such a packet radio system. So far only the 

broadest of system organization questions have been 

considered <NAC>. 

Transceiver Size and Range. Careful consideration must be 

given to the trade-offs on transceiver size and range. 

Pocket-held, hand-held, lap-held, table-held, and truck-held 

packet radio terminals each will place different constraints 

on transceiver range and therefore on grid spacing. The 

variance in terminal characteristics may be such as to 

require multiple, overlap~ing packet radio systems based on 

area cover and application, but the hope is, as in the case 

of the ARPANET, that a fairly general purpose network can be 

built to fill needs over a wide range. There are, of 

course, many economies in having multiple applications share 

the same packet communications facilities. 

Stations. In moving toward a design for such a general 

purpose system, thought must be given to the placement of 

packet radio stations (corresponding roughly to the central 

receiver in the classical ALOHA system). Stations will 

control the interfacing of the packet radio terminal system 

to service facilities. Such facilities might include 

systems for private terminal-terminal communication, for 

data base inquiry and updating, for direct access to general 
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purpose computing systems. or, as envisioned for the ARPA 

prototype, for interconnection with another communication 

system like the ARPANET. 

Repeaters. Stations will need to be sized according to the 

anticipated terminal population to be serviced. Due to 

variations in population density, the geograpiical area to 

be serviced by a station will vary. To compensate for such 

traffic density induced range variations, something called a 

"packet radio repeater• 11ay be required in relatively sparse 

areas. The need for such repeaters adds a new kind of 

complexity to considerations of system organization <Frank2, 

NAC1>. 

single Frequency. For transceiver simplicity, mobility, 

multipath reliability, and frequency utilization, it seems 

desirable to have a single frequency system. A single 

frequency transceiver could move freely amidst a repeater 

grid, constantly in the range of several repeaters or 

stations. Neighboring stations, which might otherwise offer 

disjoint service to an area on different frequencies, could 

cc:x>perate to pool their traffic in utilizaticn of the same 

frequency while improving reliability through redundancy. 

Routing and Multipath. With multiple repeaters and 

stations, the routing of ~ackets to tlleir intended 

destinations becomes non-trivial. That packets may reach a 

destination by several paths makes it necessary to provide 
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for duplicate suppression. With a forest of repeaters with 

overlapping ranges, it becomes necessary to prevent unstable 

regenerative packet duplication (see Figure 4-3). 
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The general impact of com~uters on communication (as 

embodied in what we call packet communication) is the 

introduction 0£ a high degree of variability. This impact 

is clearly seen in the manner in which ALOHA techniques have 

reduced the synchronization required to make multiplexing 

systems work. Now that low-synchrony communication is 

possible, many communication applications which are 

basically asynchronous can be better supported. As 

suggested in the preceding survey of packet radio networks, 

a synchrony spectrum in channel multiplexing is now 

available (see Figure 4-4) • 

This breakthrough in our organization of communications need 

not be restricted to radio, nor even to broadcast media. In 

the past, broadcast media have been.used for point•to-point· 

communication with considerable success, e.g., COMSAT voice 

channels. It is not too far-fetched to suggest that, for 

certain applications, point-to-point media might be 

effectively used under an essentially broadcast organization 

(see Figure-4-5) <Mason>. 

In the next chapter, we turn to detailed analysis of 

techniques coming directly from the "classical ALOHA 

system". These techniques promise to find broad application 

in broadcast ~acket communication. 
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ANALYSIS CF B~OADCAST PACKET COMMUNICATION 

The following analysis begins with a careful reconsideration 

of Abramson's early model of the classical ALOHA system 

<Abramson> and leads to the discovery of the im~ortance of 

ALOHA retransmission control in maintaining stable 

performance under varying system load. The analysis is 

intended to apply to broadcast communication systems in 

general, not only to ALOHA packet radio. The presentation 

is somewhat descriptive of the history of our thinking about 

ALOHA systems and attempts to retell the sorting out of 

issues and refinement of analysis. 

With his first, simple model of the "classical ALOHA 

system", Abramson derived the "ALOHA Result" linking channel 

throughput and traffic; his analysis, reproduced in the 

first part of this chapter, assumes Poisson packet arrivals 

and omits the details of randomized retransmission 

<Abramson1>. Our reconsideration of Abramson's mod.el, in 

the second part of this chapter, (1) introduces a finite

source model of packet arrivals to better account for the 

behavior of interactive terminal users in a loaded system, 

(2) considers the effect of exponentially distributing 

retransmission intervals, and (3) extends the analysis to 

obtain the distribution of user block times (i.e., 

transmission delays), particularly the mean and variance. 
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In recent wor'k by Bayes and Sherman, the del.ay 

characteristics of the ALOHA system are compared 1111ith those 

of two other ATDM techniques:. namely the Pol.l.ing and LOop 

systems <Haye.a>. But, again, they model packet arrivals 

with a Poisson process; the same is true of Pack• s 

consideration of ATDM using gener.al results from his 

ana1ysis of an M/D/1 queueing system <Pack>. 

Roberts disco'lered 'that a *Slotted• ALGBA channel could 

support twiae the throughput 'Df an uaal-etted channe 1 

<Roberts3>; in the latter half 'Clf thiS''Chapter we develop ·a 

discrete-time model of a slotted ~'System., once again 

bringing into account user blocking and randanized 

retransmission, deri vinq the block time mean and variance, 

and then. adflitionall.y, discoverin9 "retransmission control" 

as a technique for achieving acceptable performance and 

stability over a 1'11ide ranqe of system loads, even well into 

saturation <Metcalfe9>. Where our aaalysis considers 

exponentially and geometrically distributed retransmission 

intervals, Binder, in subsequent analysis, d•ives results 

for the uniform distribution <Binder>. Where our analysis 

studies an ALOHA syste.m in steady state, v~y recent .work by 

Lu uses first order ho1110geneous l.inear difference equations 

to get a dynamic description of ALOHA system state <Lu>. 
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we present a sketch of Abramson's analysis <Abramson, 

Abramson1> of the ALOHA ATIJ.1 multiplexing scheme described 

in the previous chapter. 

Assume the packets sent by terminals are all P bits in 

length and let the nominal bit-rate of the radio channel be 

c bits per second. The duration of a packet on the channel 

is therefore P/C seconds ·(Abramson's 11tau 11 ). Each of the N 

active users generates new packets of data independently at 

Poisson rate 1/T packets per second (Abramson's "lambda"). 

The channel sees an aggregate, new packet arrival process 

with Poisson rate N/T packets per second. Each packet 

requires P/C channel seconds; there£ore, we compute the 

channel throughput, analogous to the utilization (rho) of 

the Erlang queuing model <Drake, Saaty>, as (N*P)/(C*T) 

channel seconds per second. The total number of packets 

being transmitted per second is some uqknown channel 

traffic, R. R is greater than N/T because each packet gives 

rise to some uncertain number of retransmissions. 

Assuming that the aggregate process of packet transmissions 

is Poisson with rate R packets per second, we calculate the 

probability L that a transmitted packet will be lost due to 

a packet collision, i.e., that a (re)transmitted packet will 

require retransmission. A given packet, beginning its 

transmission at time t, will not be interfered with if and 
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only if no other packet transmissions beg.in in the interval 

from t-(P/C) to t+ (P/C). Because the arrival process is 

Poisson, the ·i:robabili ty that a packet will ·not experience a 

collision is the:cefoxe equal to the probability of no packet 

transmission starts for a period af 2P'C seconds. For a 

Poisson arrival process ~ith mean rate R, the probability of 

no arrivals in 2P/C seconds (integrating the density 

function for t from 2P/C to inf.inity) is given by 

exp(-2R*Pl'C). Thus L, the probability of.a collision, is 

given by: 

(Eq. 5-1) 
-2R*P/C 

L .= 1-e (0.SL<1) 

With R, the -channel traffic, as the steady-state mean number 

of transmissions per second, R•L is the nwnber ·of 

retransmissions per second. In Abrauon• a basic steady

·state equation, R is given a.s tbe sum of tbe _number of 

retransmissions per second CR*L) and the l'WDtber of new 

transmissions per second: 

.(Eq. 5-2) R = N/T + R*L (0.SL<1) 

Multiplying by P/C, substituting for L, and simplifying, we 

qet an expression linking normalized channel throughput 

( (N*P) / (C*T)) and normalized channe.l traffic (R*P/C) , the 

ALOHA Result: 
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-2R*P/C 
(Eq. 5-3) ~*P = R*P * e 

C*T C 

The ALOHA Result indicates that the maximum normalized 

throughput ( (N*P) / ( (C*T) ) supported by the ALOHA channel is 

1/2e channel seconds per second, corresponding to a traffic 

R equal to C/2P transmissions per second, a resulting 

probability of successful transmission 1-L equal to 1/e, and 

a number of users N (max): 

(Eq. 5-4) N (max) = C*T -----2e*P 

No steady-state exists for N above N(max). In physical 

terms, the ALOHA Result suggests that a surplus of users, 

above N(max), will cause the system to become unstable in a 

regenerative burst of retransmissions. 

It is now straightforward, using parameters given us by 

A~ramson for the ALOHA System in operation at the University 

o~ Hawaii, to evaluate N (max). c is 24 Kbps. T, the mean 

user "think" time, is 60 seconds. P, the packet size in 

bits, is the sum of (1) the number of bits required for 

receiver synchronization, 112 bits (or 4.67 milliseconds), 

(2) 32 header bits for identification and control, (3) 16 

bits for header checksum, (4) 640 bits of data, and (5) 16 

bits for data checksum, a total of 816 bits, corresponding / 

to a P/C, a "tau", of 34 milliseconds: N(max) works out to 

be about 324 user terminals <Abramson>. 
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we now examine Abramson's analysis of the ALOHA system, not 

to quibble over the various simplifying assumptions of 

Poissonness and independence, but rather to make what we 

consider necessary structural changes. We introduce 

questionable simplifying assumptions of our own, tut hope 

that the development thereby expedited will te worth the 

possible damage to our credibility. 

we contend that one would not ~t an ALOHA system to 

function as implied by the preceding mathematical model. 

The arrival of the 325th user to his ALOHA terminal should 

somehow not become the straw that breaks the camel's back. 

It would not be desirable that 324 previously happy ALOHA 

users be caused to lose service in an uncontrolled 

regenerative burst of retransmissions touched off either by 

the 325th user or, equivalently, a number of fast typists. 

we also contend that one would not g~~t an ALOHA system to 

function as implied by the preceding mathematical model. 

ALOHA users are presumably involved in an interaction and 

would not continue typing blindly ahead (generating new 

packets) without some results coming back. It can probably 

be assumed that an ALOHA terminal contains buff er space for 

only one or two outgoing ~ackets. If a ~acket has 

difficulty getting successfully received at the central 

facility, the terminal will soon have its blffers filled and 
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be required to "lock" its keyboard. we question the notion 

of modeling a user as an unquenchable Poisson source of 

service requests (e • g. , packets) and 8\lqgest that this 

portion of Abramson• s mod.el be reconsidered first as we 

attempt to advance the analysis. Such an 11 in1inite 

population" model is only appropriate for sy.stems with 

subsaturation loads in which service delays have little 

effect on packet generation. 

Time-sharing systems, and ALOHA systems alike, will continue 

to experience extreme peak loads; we must therefore require 

them to degrade smoothly when saturated.. we claim that it 

is important 'tO consider the behavior of an ALOHA system 

when it is loaded heavily, therefore to consider a "finite 

population" model of user behavior, an4, furthermore, to 

look closely at system stability in· saturati:on. 

Recall that in the preceding analysis no distinction is made 

between the rate of a user's transmission requests and the 

rate of packet retransmission by bis terminal. 1lto mention 

is made of the terminal retranS111ission rate in any of the 

preceding calculations. 

Let 1/T be the user•s rate of new packet generation in his 

own virtual time (time unblocked) and iet 1/G be the 

terminal's rate of packet retransmission while blocked; a 

"blocked" terD1inal or user is waiting for an acknowledgement 

of successful receipt of his current, pending input packet. 
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Assume that the amount of time a user stays unblocked is 

exponentially distributed with mean T. 

While a user is blocked, his terminal retransmits packets at 

mean rate 1/G transmissions per second. Recall that the 

retransmission time should be random so as to avoid repeated 

retransmission collisions. Asswne that retransmission 
I 

intervals are exponentially distributed with mean G. Keep N 

as the total number of active users (unblocked or blocked) 

and let Q be the average number of blocked users. The 

aggregate transmission process is then approximately Poisson 

with mean rate R=Q/G transmissions per second. 

Note that our taking the channel traffic R to be Q/G 

involves what we call the "no immediate transmissions" 

assumption. we assume that when a packet is generated at a 

terminal, the terminal simply joins the retransmission 

process as if it has just failed to transmit its newly 

readied packet; the terminal does not attempt an immediate 

transmission as one might expect, but waits one randomly 

selected retransmission interval. This assumption 

dramatically reduces the complexity of the analysis required 

to revise Abramson's results. were we to assume that a 

terminal attempts an immediate transmission with the 

generation of a new packet, then, in the following analysis, 

we would have to carry R as (Q/G) + ( (N-Q) /T) , to account for 

retransmissions and new transmissions separately. we have 
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found that as long as T is much greater than G, the 

• assumption we inake leads to answer·s wbicb approximate those 

of the oore complex analysis. In cases where one might like 

to accommodate very large numbers of users, pushing the load 

well into saturation, G must be large, as we shal.l soon see. 

In such cases, the difference between a •no immediate 

transmissions" JllQ9el and an •immediate t.ransmissions" U!1't~!!! 

will be significant; the followiRg analysis will not apply. 

Abramson• s ca1cula ti on of the probability of unsuccessful 

transmission. L, needs only a slight. cor:rectioa for our 

model. Given that one of the blocked t:er.minals attempts a 

transmission, the rate of p:>ssi.bly interfering packet 

arrivals is not R=Q/G as Abramaon•s result would indicate, 

but rather (Q-1)/G, because there are now only Q-1 terminals 

in a position to transmit. With this correction to 

Abramson•s result given in Equation 5-1, we get 

L=1-exp (-2* ( (Q-1) /G) *P/C) , for Q. qreater or equal to 1. 

The steady-state equation wtdch produces o.ur revision of the 

ALOHA Result is based on the assuapt..icm that, in steady 

state, the rate at which unblocked user.a become blocked, 

i.e., the rate at which new packets are generated { (N-Q) /T). 

is equal to the rate at which blocked users become 
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unblocked, ~~~., the rate at which packets are successfully 

transmitted (B*(1-L)): 

(Eq. 5-5) ~~Q = Q * e 
T G 

-2* <Q- 11 *E 
G C 

(1 ~Q~N) 

As in the original ALOHA model, the traffic, R=Q/G, which 

supports maximum throughput is C/2P transmissions per 

second; we derive this result by maximizing the right side 

of Equation 5-5 with respect to Q. Noticing that our model 

assumes Q is not less than 1, -we find the maximum normalized 

throughput of the ALOHA channel, (R*C/P)*(1-L), to be a 

gently decreasing function of Q, (1/2)*exp((1/Q)-1), 

starting at 1/2 and approaching 1/2e channel seconds per 

second. As one might have expected, the maximum throughput 

predicted by our model is slightly higher than that 

predicted by Abramson's model: we do take a slightly more 

optimistic view of a packet's chances in the channel by 

subtracting its terminal from those which threaten to 

interfere with it. As the number of blocked terminals gets 

large, our relative optimism and the difference bet-ween the 

two results goes away, evidence the asymptotic maximum 

throughput of 1/2e. The probability of successful 

transmission at maximum throughput, (1-L)=ex~((1/Q)-1), 

starts at 1 with Q at 1 and asymptotically approaches 

Abramson's result of 1/e. 
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our number of users corresponding to the maximum throughput 

of the ALOHA channel is always larger than that calculated 

by Abramson (Equation 5-4): 

(Eq. 5-6) N (max) = ~~L * <.§!~ + e 
2e*P ( T 

If we fix the mean retransmission interval, G, at 1 second, 

then our new N(max) for the current ALOHA system (see the 

discussion immediately following Equation 5-4) evaluates to 

362 users, an increase.of about 11~ over Abramson's. But, 

the new N(max) means something quite apart from the old. 

When the number of users exceeds N(max), the system we have 

modeled will function smoothly. Instead of a system 

collapse caused by a regenerative burst of retransmissions, 

users of our version of an over-loaded system will 

experience gradually reduced throughput and longer delays. 

Note that we might well have chosen G to be, say, 10 seconds 

and found N(max) to be 472 users. Given any G (at least as 

large as 2P/C), we can calculate an N(max) -- the number of 

users required to achieve maximum throughput with terminals 

of the given G. Why not just make G large so the system can 

support a huge number of users at maximum throughput? The 

answer to this question is to be found in the following 

analysis of user block times. The fact is that as G grows, 

so too do€s the delay which users experience. 
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After a packet is generated by an ALOHA user, his terminal 

remains blocked until the packet is successfullly 

transmitted, i.e., until it is acknowledged. After some 

period, the acknowledgment arrives (with probability 1-L) or 

the packet is retransmitted (with probability L). Lis a 

function of the traffic. The retransmission time-out period 

must be randomly chosen from a range of values to avoid 

repeated packet transmission collisions. 

From the standpoint of mathematical tractability, a very 

good retransmission rule for an AWHA terminal is that the 

time-out period be exponentially distributed, with mean G. 

The exponential distribution is desirable because (1) it 

supports the assumption that the aggregate retransmission 

process is Poisson and (2) it leads to a clean waiting time 

distribution. The exponential distribution is undesirable 

because (1) it fails to bound retransmission times from 

below by some positive constant to account for minimum 

acknowledgment time and ( 2) it fails to tound retransmission 

times from above to guarantee speedy service to a terminal 

user. 

Recall that a packet can be (re) transmitted in P/C seconds. 

If we assume that packet acknowledgement time is comparable 

to packet transmission time and that the mean retransmission 

interval is much larger than either, then it is reasonable 
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to assume that retransmission intervals are exponentially 

distributed.. Block times are then the sum of a 

geometrically distributed (with mean 1/(1-L)) number of 

terms, each of which is exponentially distributed (with mean 

G much larger than P/C). The distribution of block times 

(b) is therefore a compound distribution <Feller> which we 

denote as f(b). 

The Laplace transform of an e.xpq.nenUal distribution with 

mean G is: 

-b*(1/G) 
(Eq. 5-7) LAPLACE((1/G)*e ) = _,11/C}}__ (b~O) 

(1/G) +s 

The Laplace transform of the probahili.ty density function of 

the sum of k identically distributed random variables is the 

Laplace transform of the k-fold convolution of their 

density, which in turn is the kth power of the Laplace 

transform of their density. The Laplace transform, F (s) , of 

the probability density function of ALOHA block times, f(b), 

is formed from the sum of retransaission terms, each weighed 

by the probability of there being k retransmissions: 

(Eq. 5-8) 
k k+1 

F (s) = SUM (k~O; L * (1-L) * LJl-!il,_) ) (OSL< 1) 
( (1/G) +s) 

Note that we continue making the "no iamediate 

transmissions• assumption about the operatio.n of our ALOHA 

system; a newly ·generated packet waits one random 
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retransmission interval, even before its first transmission. 

This assumption accounts for the k+1 exponent in Equation 

5-8; were we accounting for immediate initial transmissions, 

the exponent ~ould be k, not k+1, and the following analysis 

would go through in much the same way. 

Summing and rearranging terms we get: 

(Eq. 5-9) F(s) = _( (1-L) /G} (0SL<1) 
( (1 -L) /G) +s 

We recognize from its Laplace transform that the probability 

density function of ALOHA block times is a negative 

exponential with parameter (1-L)/G. Differentiating F(s) 

with respect to s and evaluating at s equals zero, we get 

the mean ALOHA block time: 

• 
(Eq. 5-10) Mean b = -F(O) = _g_ (0SL<1) 

1-L 

Differentiating F(s) twice and evaluating· at s equals zero, 

we get the second moment of ALOHA waiting times from which 

we subtract the square of the mean to get the variance: 

(Eq. 5-11) 
2 

Var b = _ _.G,_ 
2 

( 1-L) 

(O·SL<1) 

As we might expect, the expressions for the mean and 

variance of ALOHA block times ~itb immediate transmissions 

are very similar to the above results for block times 

without immediate transmissions. The mean ALOHA block time 
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~itb immediate transmission, for example, is simply 

L*.GI ( 1-L) • 

we can examine the trad.e-off between N (max) and user block 

times. .Using Equation 5-6, we calculated that with a G of 1 

second Abramson•s ALOHA system could .support 362 users at 

maximum system throughput and that with a G of 10 seconds 

the system could support 472 users. Equation 5-10 tells us 

that a G of 1 second results in a mean user block time of 

2. 54 seoonds at the N (max) of 362 While, with a G of 10 

seconds, a user of an N (max) =472 system would suffer a mean 

block time of 27 seconds. 

--- -- -----------
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Slotted ALOHA 

Roberts pointed out that ALOHA terminals cculd be 

conveniently constrained to transmit packets in synchronous 

slots only slightly larger than a packet time (P/C) in 

duration and that the maximum throughput of the ALOHA system 

could thereby be increased by a factor of 2 <Roberts3>. 

The effect of Roberts•s suggestion can be observed in either 

of the two preceding formulations using a revision of 

Abramson's result for L (Equation 5-1). We again assume 

that the aggregate pr,ocess of packet arrivals is Poisson 

with rate R packets per second. A given packet which cones 

ready for transmission in a slot will actually enter the 

channel in the following slot. The given packet will escape 

collision only if no other packet came ready with it in the 

previous slot. A slot is taken to be P/C seconds long and 

the probability of no collision is taken to be the 

probability of no other arrivals in P/C seconds, 

approximately exp(-R*P/C). Thus, L, the protability of a 

collision given that a terminal sends a packet, is now: 

(Eq. 5-12) 
-R*P/C 

L = 1-e (O~L<1) 

we note that L for the slotted ALOHA system differs from 

Abramson's by a factor of 2 in the exponent. By introducing 

the new L into the previous models, the maximum throughput 

increases from 1/2e to 1/e channel seconds per second -- the 

-----~- --
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asymptote in our model -- corresponding to a traffic R equal 

to C/P packets per second,. and a resulting probability of 

successful transmission 1-L (ag•inJ equal to 1/e. 

The convenient method suggested by Roberts for achieving 

slot synchronization calls for terminals to begin packet 

transmissions only immediately after the end of a packet 

from the central transmitter. we observe that this simple 

method for slot synchronization will yield sbmething near 

the £actor of 2 throuqhput incr:eaae promised only if the 

propagation time to the farthest t.eD1inal {d) is negligible 

relative to tbe packet duration (PIC). TO avoid collisions 

among packets belonqinq in adjacen,t &lots,. the slot time 

must be lonqer than the packet duration by at least twice 

the maximum propaqation time. i.e.• qrea.ter than 'P/C) +2d. 

If not,. then some packets from far terainals will arrive at 

the central receiver late enouqb to collide with packets 

from near tersr.inals in "the following slot. 'Ibe throughput 

degradation due to the simple synchron,i.zaion method will be 

felt,. either in a higher collision rate than anticipated 

(above),. oz in lonqer slots and thus fewer packets per 

second. 

It is conjectured that an o~timal slot size for such a 

system would fall between P/C and P/C+2d seconds as a 

function of the distribution of prop-aqation delays to the 

terminals. 
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Let N be the "number" of users of an ALOHA system. Each of 

these users has a mean "think" time T; T is the mean time 

between the §Uccesgtul transmission of one packet and the 

user• s generation of a next. T accounts for (1) central 

system service delays, (2) return transmission delays, (3) 

type-out time, (4) real user think time, and (5) type-in 

time. Each terminal sees a sequence of ALOHA slots of fixed 

"duration" D. When a terminal has a packet ready for 

transmission, it transmits that packet into the next slot 

with probability X (for •xmit11 ). (Re) transmissions repeat, 

in slots selected by successive Bernoulli trials each with 

probability x, until a packet is successfully transmitted 

and received. 

It is (reluctantly) assumed that a sender will know of the 

success of a transmission before the start of the next slot. 

This 11 immediate acknowledgements" assumption, though common 

in ALOHA models in some form or another <Abramson1, 

Metcalfe9, Binder, Kleinrock2>, is somewhat damaging to the 

accuracy of the model. The effect of acknowledgement delay 

is studied briefly by Hayes and Sherman and should be given 

some further attention in the future <Hayes>. For our 

present analysis, however, we argue, as in the discussion 

before F.quation 5-7, that the effect is negligible when the 

mean retransmission interval is large relative to the 
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propagation de·lay between the te%.llli..ads and tile central 

system. 

summarizing: 

N = "number" of users at ALOHA terminals; 

T = mean "think" time of an ALOHA user; 

D = slot. "duration", period Of gl.O'bal clock; and 

x = probability of "xmi.ssion" given a ready packet. 

For the moment,. I is a given constant. user teXJRinals · 

at.tempt an unbounded number of. fret transai&si.ons until 

success. X must be less t.han 1 if trana.issioneol.lisions 

are to avoid indefinite rei;et:ition. X must be grea-t.er than 

0 if any packets are to be sent at all. 

St@9-x_§S.9£L Take Q t.o be the steady-state time-average of 

the number of terminals with paekets ready, i.e. , nque ued '' 

for transmission and therefore· in. transmission wait. The Q 

users associated with these Q teainals are blocked; the 

passage of their virtual. ti.me- is· suspended. 

Take w to be the steady-state time-a~erage probability that 

any given slot will have exactly one packet transmission in 

it. w is the fraction of slots for which the central 

receiver will get a good packet, i.et, "win". Random noise 

transmission errors are ignored. 

W can be calcul.ated from Q and X in the following 
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intuitively appealing approximate way. w is the probability 

that exactly 1 of the Q waiting terminals decides to 

transmit in a slot. A waiting terminal will attempt a 

(re)transmission of its ready packet in a slot with 

probability X and will continue waiting with probability 

1-X. w corresponds to the event that 1 terminal decides to 

transmit (with probability X) and that Q-1 terminals 

continue waiting (With probability ( 1-X) ** (Q-1) ).. This 

event can happen in Q ways, so that: 

(Eq. 5-13) 
Q-1 

W = Q * X * ( 1-X) (0SX<1, OSQSN) 

While this and some of the following formulations are rather 

simple and appealing, they are, as first pointed out to us 

in subsequent studies by Kleinrock and Lam <Rleinrock2>, 

only approximations. w should, in fact, be computed by 

summing, over all values of the number of qu·eued users q, 

the product of the probability of finding the system with q 

blocked users, P(q), and the probability of exactly one 

transmission given q: sum(OSqSN; P(q)*q*X*((1-X)**(q-1))). 

For small x and large Q, in the range of interest, Equation 

5-13 is a good approximation. The use of this approximation 

gives us a concise development whose results are verified 

later. 

The "utilization" U of the channel is the fraction of slots 

which carry at least 1 packet. The probability of there 
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being no packets in a slot is (1-X)**Q. Therefore: 

(Eq. 5-14) 

summarizing: 

Q 
u = 1 - ( 1-X) (0$X<1, 0$Q:SN) 

Q = steady-state number of "queued" packets; 

w = "win" probability, exactly 1 facket; and 

U = "use" probability, at least 1 packet. 

Slots are of duration D and the fraction of slots carrying 

single, and therefore successful, transmissions is w. The 

throughput of the channel is therefore W/D packets per 

second. The steady-state rate at which terminals leave 

transmission-wait state (i.e., leave Q) is W/D rackets per 

second. A terminal enters user-think state with the 

successful transmission of a packet. 

While there are Q terminals in transmission-wait (blocked) 

state, there are N-Q users in think state. Users leave 

think state by generating a new packet on the average of one 

every T seconds. The steady-state rate at which users enter 

transmission-wait state (i.e., enter Q and become blocked) 

by generating a packet is (N-Q)/T packets fer second. 
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In steady-state, the rate at which terminals enter 

transmission-wait state equals the rate at which terminals 

leave transmission-wait state: 

(Eq. 5-15) ( 0 :5W:5 1, 0:5Q:5N) 

This basic steady-state equation gives us the relation 

between N and Q: 

(Eq. 5-16) 
Q-1 

N = Q + '.!' *Q * X * ( 1- X) 
D 

(0:5X<1) 
(0:5QSN) 
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The distribution of slotted ALOHA block times is of interest 

because it can provide some measure of system performance as 

seen by a user. Approximations of the mean and variance of 

the block time distributicn are now calculated. Recall that 

block time is that time from when a packet is first 

generated by a user at his terminal (by hitting a carriage 

return key, say) until that packet is acknowledged to be 

successfully received at the central receiver. 

Block time is computed here as the sum of (1) the time from 

packet generation to the start of the first slot and (2) the 

time through the slot containing the first successful 

packet. The two components of block time are assumed to be 

independent. It is natural to expect that the first 

component will be negligible relative to the second. 

We assume that the times from packet generaticn to first 

slot are uniformly distributed between 0 and D seconds. 

This gives us a mean and variance of D/2 and (D**2)/12, 

respectively. 

considering the time from the start of the first slot 

through the slot containing the first successful packet as a 

function of the number of slots s required for successful 

transmission, we observe that s is geometrically 

distributed. The probability that a given terminal will 
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both attempt and be successful with a packet transmission in 

any slot is X* ( ( 1-X) ** (Q-1)) = (W/Q) (see Equation 5-13) • The 

probability tha~ the s-th slot after packet generation 

contains the successful transmission is therefore 

(W/Q)*((1-(W/Q)) **(S-1)), for s greater than or equal to 1. 

It is assumed that collision probabilities are independent 

of s and, in particular, that a packet's probability of 

collision is not higher given that it has already 

experienced a collision. 

By adding the means and variances of the (uniformly 

distributed) first-slot times and the (geometrically 

distributed) subsequent-slot times, we get the mean and 

variance of slotted ALOHA block times: 

(Eq. 5-17) 

(Eq. 5-18) 

Mean B = ~ + 12!.2 
2 w 

2 2 

(O~Q~N) 
(O<W<1) 

Var B = D • ((Q/W) - (Q/W) + 1/ 12) 
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Our careful choice of the exponential distribution for think 

times and of the geometric distribution for retransmission 

intervals gives a system model in which the number of users 

instantaneously "queued", q, completely characterizes the 

past. If we know q at a given time, then knowledge of past 

q•s gives us no new inforuation about future q•s. we call q 

"the instantaneous state" of the system. '!he instantaneous 

state q is a random variable with a time-varying 

distribution whose steady-state mean, Q, in {:articular, is a 

function of the number of system users N. We call Q "the 

state" of the system in that its value is a l:asic indicator 

of how the system is behaving. In the absence of an exact 

solution of the Markov chain based on q, we reason with what 

we already know about Q. 

Imagine that we are observing an actual slotted ALOHA system 

in operation. We would like to know how many terminals, on 

the average, are blocked waiting for a successful 

transmission through the AI.CHA channel; we would like to 

know Q. we choose to estimate Q by averaging over a number, 

say k, of our most recent observations of q. Because users 

are constantly joining and leaving the system, our estimate 

of Q, Q(k), is a moving average, moving with N. For small 

enough k, in fact, Q(k) is observed to drift due to the 

randomness in user think times and in retransmission 

----- -- ---- --------·-------------
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intervals; in the extreme, Q(1) is q. As k gets very large, 

Q(k) approaches the Q cor~esponding to the current N; in the 

extreme, again, Q(infinity) is Q. Let us su~press k and 

hereafter use Q to denote our moving estimate with some k 

small enough to exhibit the dynamics we now consider. 

For some values of Q, the average rate of terminal blocking 

exceeds the average rate of successful packet transmission 

causing Q to increase in time as the sur~lus of thinking 

users become blocked. Similarly, for some values of Q, the 

rate of successful transmissions exceeds the rate of 

terminal blocking causing Q to decrease in time as the 

surplus of blocked terminals transmit their packets and 

become unblocked. This variability in what we might call 

our "short term" Q is loosely formalized in an expression 

giving its derivative with respect to time: 

(Eq. 5-19) DERIV(Q,t) = ~=Q - ~ 
T D 

(O~Q~N) 
(0$WS1) 

Our formulation of Q's time derivative comes from allowing a 

disparity between the blocking rate ((N-Q)/T} and the 

channel throughput (W/D} formerly equated in steady-state 

Equation 5-15. Equation 5-19 is useful to us only insofar 

as it provides the sign of the time derivative of Q (as a 

function of Q) for our examination of stability. 

Figure 5-1 is a map of an ALOHA system's state space. Using 

Abramson's parameter values (for T and D} we have evaluated 
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Equation 5-19 for varying N-Q, Q, and X. '!be curves drawn 

connect the loci of so-called "steady states", i.e., those 

N-Q and Q pairs for which DERIV(Q,t) is zero fo-r a given 

fixed x. The vertical axis gives the.N-Q of a system state 

and is propor:tional tp the rate of user l:locking. The 

horizontal axis gives the Q of a system state. ALOHA 

systems with a given number of users N are ccnstrained to 

move along .lir.es of constant N, nearly horizontally in 

Figure 5-1. An intersection point of a .line .of constant N 

and a "steady-state" curve for a given fixed X corresponds 

to a 11steady-state• Q for a system of N .user.s w.ith fixed 

xmission probability X. ~ .are about to .find that some of 

these "steady-state" operating points are stab1e and some 

a.re not. 
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we note in Figure 5-1 the expected behavio~ of steady-state 

throughput as a function of th.e number of terminals actively 

competing for the ALOHA· channel. Startinq from zero, as 

more terminals. vie far the channei. the tb.Eauqhput 

(proportionai.l to. N-Q in stead>y~fi int:r.filliJJRS as the 

channel becomes less- empty. After some Q which depends 

directly on the system• s fixed "X11ission" i;:rcbability X, the 

steady-state throUll)hput drgps: off as cmamr•i contention 

begins to genErate excessive i;et:ranamsa;ion traffic. 

Choosing a number of user.s, N', and a teminal "xmission" 

probabilit:y, x, we observe tha.t tbe cosresponding l.ine of 

constant Ne and the corresponding curve. of "steady-states" 

might intei:.sect in one. two._ or three p.Laces. (In Figure 

5-1 we see only two of the poasi.ble. three intersections, 

points A and· B, for the ~·00 and x=.05 system. The third 

intersecti-on is to be found fa.r off to the right and down 

near (N-Q) =O; not shown.) Each of theae intersections 

defines an opera.tinq point foir the given system, a point 

around which we might ex~ect Q(k) to oscillate, a point 

corresponding to what we call a "steady-state" Q. Because 

system performance is sa stronq.ly diepeildent on Q (see 

Equations S-17 and s~1 a) , we are immediately intei:e sted in 

the stability of the various steady states. 

The stability of the various steady states is determined by 

considering the time derivative of Q in surrounding regions. 
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our choice of axes for the graphical presentation of steady

state loci (Figure 5-1) makes it possible to determine the 

time-derivative at a given state point by its position 

relative to the appropriate steady-state curve. If the 

point corresponding to the state in question falls above the 

steady-state curve, then (1) there are more thinking users 

than the system can support, (2) the rate of user blocking 

exceeds the rate of successful packet transmission, am so 

(3) Q can be expected to increase, moving the system state 

along the line of constant N out toward where that line next 

intercepts the curve of steady-state points. If the point 

falls below the steady-state curve, then (1) there are less 

thinking users then the system can support, (2) the rate of 

user blocking is less than the rate of successful packet 

transmission, and so (3) Q can be expected to decrease a.long 

the line of constant N in toward where that line next 

intercepts the curve of steady-state points. 

Looking at the states for the N=qoo and X=.05 system in 

Figure 5-1, we see that its low-Q steady state (A) is 

stable. The time derivative calculations for surrounding 

states show that the system will tend to dri~ back to it 

after small deviations due to randomness in think times and 

retransmissions. The next steady-state point (B) out along 

the line of N=qoo users, is not stable. The surrounding 

states are found to have Q time-derivatives which would 

bring the system farther away from it after any small 
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deviation. The high-Q steady-state (not shown in Figure 

5-1) is also found.to be stable. 

we conclude that a fixed-I slotted AIDHA system may have two 

stable steady states. Of these, the low-Q stable steady 

state is desirable because the mean and variance of the 

block time distribution are smaller. As the number of users 

of a given ALOHA system increases, i.e., as the line of 

constant N is moved up, the possibility of falling into the 

undesirable high-Q stable, steady state increases. As the 

line of constant N is moved up, the low-C stable state is 

moved closer to the mid-Q unstable state and, therefore, tile 

probability that Q(k) will drift out past the mid-Q state 

increases; once past the mid-Q state, Q(k) will tend to 

continue drifting out toward the bigh-Q stable steady state. 
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It is evident from Figure 5-1 that the performance of a 

slotted ALOHA system is strongly dependent on X, the 

probability that a terminal (re)tranSm.its into a slot given 

it has a ready packet. This dependence is not observable in 

Abramson's simpler ALOHA model; we have, however, seen a 

similar ~ependence in the discussion surrounding Equation 

5-10. The mean retransmission interval, G, given in our 

earlier analysis, played a role similar to that played by 

the mean retransmission interval calculable in this 

analysis, (D/X)-D. 

we hint at a subsequent development of our model by calling 

the systems studied in Figure 5-1 "fixed-X" ALOHA systems. 

The dependence of system performance on X is characterized 

by a trade-off between light loading performance and heavy 

loading performance. For large X (near 1) , a lightly loaded 

system operates at very low Q with correspondingly low block 

times. But, as N increases, the relative stability of the 

low-Q stable, steady state drops off quickly and the 

probability of the system's falling into the low performance 

high-Q stable steady state increases -- the system bogs down 

in retransmissions. In short, the system behaves much like 

a system conforming to Abramson's model. But, for small X, 

a lightly loaded system operates at a much higher Q and 

offers accordingly higher block times; as N increases, 
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however, the system resists falling into its high-Q stable 

steady state and degrades performance smoothly. 

The steady-state throughput, W/D packets per second, is a 

function of the slot duration D,. the steady-st.ate mean 

number of (re)'traasmitting term±:na.l.s Q·,. and the "xmission 

probability" X (see Equation 5-13). Differentiating W/D 

with respect to X, setting equal to zero, and· solving for x, 

we get that value of X which maximizes. tbrou,qhput for a 

given Q: 

(Eq •. 5-20) x. = .1 
Q 

(O<X<1) 
(1 <Q<N) 

Looking back at Figure 5-1 we see that the steady-state 

(throughput.) curves peak out a.t the Q equal to the 

reciprocal 0£ their resi;ective x• s. Fro111 ·this ~ can infer 

that an ALOHA system operating at some Q would l:e best off 

if its x were equal to t/Q. And from this we might conclud·e 

that some consideration be g.iven to chanq.fng X as a function 

of Q. 

With the beginnings of a slotted ALOHA system control 

strategy in hand, we are now obl.iged to. go back to the model 

for a more rigorous investigation; in particular, we need to 

show that our approximate Q-based reasoning can be supported 

by exact reasoning on the instantaneous system state q. 

If the slotted AI.OHA system has q blocked terminals at the 
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end of a slot, then what is the distribution of q+, the 

number of blocked terminals at the end of the next slot? 

There are two independent q-controlled random processes 

which combine to determine q+. These are the terminal 

blocking process of Poisson rate (N-q)/T and the packet 

transmission process, an ALOHA aggregate of q Bernoulli 

trials. 

The number of terminals that become blocked in a slot of D 

seconds is Poisson distributed with expectation (N-q)*(D/T); 

the number that become unblocked in a slot is either O or 1, 

the latter with probability q*X*((1-X)**(q-1)), as found for 

Q in the straightforward arguments leading to Equation 5-13. 

The expectation of q+ is therefore: 

(Eq. 5-21) 
q-1 

E (q+) = q + (N-q) *!2 - q*X* (1-X) 
T 

From our Q-based arguments leading to F.quation 5-20, we note 

at once that taking X as the reciprocal of q minimizes the 

expectation of q+. If it were possible to maintain X at 

1/q, then the probability of successful transmission would 

be maximized, the throughput maximized, and the expectation 

of q minimized, in each slot. 

It is possible to construct a slotted ALOHA system in which 

X is controlled as function of system state. Two basic 

problems must be solved. First, it must be determined 

whether X should be controlled by the central transceiver or 
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by each of the terminals independently. second, q must be 

estimated. 

If the central transceiver ·is to control X, then a control 

field in outgoing messages or a control message must be 

defined with which the central. transceiver can notify 

terminals of the optimal "xmission11 probability. If the 

terminals are to compute X themselves, then they must be 

slightly more complex than either the currently operational 

ALOHA terminals or Roberts's hand-held personal terminal. 

To determine the optimal •xmission• probability x, either 

the central transceiver or each of the terminals must 

maintain an estimate of q. One practical solution is to 

maintain a moving estimate of channel utilization u (the 

fraction of slots in which at least one ~cket is 

transmitted) which, with a knowledge of the current setting 

of x. gives Q using Equation 5-1tl. An estimate of w might 

be easier to keep; w and the current X give Q usinq Equation 

5-13. In eit.her case, Q's reciprocal, as argued up to 

Equation 5-20, will serve as the throuqhput maximizing x. 

As the number of terminals contending for the ALOHA channel 

increases, the terminals should lower their retransmission 

rate to share the channel optimally. In an ALOHA system, 

straightforward local optimization would lead to global 

catastrophe: if terminals increased their retransmission 

rate in the face of decreasing success probabilities, the 
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terminals would collapse communications totally. By 

cooperating, 11optimal11 sharing of the channel can be 

achieved. tt is reasonable to expect terminals to cooperate 

in traffic-based retransmission control because it is 

already assumed that terminals will not jam the channel and, 

in fact, will observe slot boundaries. 

we have not determined how often x must be updated to keep a 

controlled-X slotted ALOHA system near uaximal throughput. 

Neither have we determined whether controlling X wil~ lead 

to stable system performance. 
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Now assume that the terminals in a slotted ALOHA system are 

able to adjust their "xmission• probability X and assume 

that X is thereby continuously equal to 1.l'q. we iqnore the 

fact that terminals must estimate Q over sollle interval and 

that there may be some dynamics in the system• s response to 

inaccurate I adjustments. Replacing X by 1/Q in Equation 

5-16 and rearranging, we get: 

(Eq. 5-22) 
Q-1 

N~Q = 1 * (1-1) 
D Q 

( 1SQSN) 

superimposing the curve defined by Equation 5-22 over those 

shown in Figure 5-1, we get Figure 5-2 showing the dominance 

of the controlled-I system over the various fixed-X systems. 

Rather than reaching a maximum at some Q above 1 as for the 

fixed-X systems, the controlled-I system's steady-state 

throughput, (N-Q)/T, begins at 1/D packets per second with 

Q=1 and decreases monotonically to 1/ (D*e) as Q goes to 

infinity. 
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our formulation fails to inform us a.bout steady-state 

throughput for Q below 1 , but 111e must presume that it peaks 

below 1 and goes to O with Q. Then, we cbserve that the 

con.trolled-I slotted ALOHA system has one,. ~ry low-Q, 

stable steady state for a wide range o.f n•s. As the number 

of users, N, grows past T/ (D*e) and moves the system into 

what might be called "saturation", the line of constant N 

finally intersects with the controlled-I system's steady

state curve out where Q is much larger than 1; a hiqh-Q 

stable steady state does develop, but at a much lower Q than 

any fixed-I system. 

Recall (from Equation 5-14) our expression fer steady-state 

slotted ALOHA utilization, u. Assuming X controlled to be 

continuously equal to 1/Q, we see that U a~~roaches a limit 

of 1- (1/e) or about 631 as Q goes (with N) to infinity. 

Similarly, we see (from Equation 5-13) that ~, the 

probability of a successful transmission in a slot, 

approaches a limit of 1/e or about 371 as Q goes (with N) to 

infinity. 

As rules of thumb we p.r:opose that in a heavily loaded, 

slotted, and controlled ALOHA system, 631 of the slots will 

contain at least one packet, 371 wil.l contain exactly one 

packet, and, therefore, 261 will contain multi~le, 

interfering packets. 
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The controlled~x system has the feature that, as new users 

become active, the steady-state throughput, (N-Q)/T, 

approaches a non-zero limit. As more and more users push 

the system into saturation, the aggregate rate of "thinking" 

((N-Q), say) stays constant as the active terminals take 

less of the channel and remain blocked a larger fraction of 

the time. In f~xed-X systems, however, ne~ users joining 

the system in saturation reduce the aggregate rate of 

thinking; they have a negative marginal product. 

Up to this point in the report, we have studied various 

techniques relating to the use of computing in packet 

communication systems. In the next and final chapter, we 

turn briefly to look at the impact of packet communication 

on the organization of com~uting systems. 
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BEST-EFFORTS THIN-WIRE INTERPROCFSS COMMUNICATION 

computer communication is, again, both communication µsing 

computers and communication .91!!2119 computers. Thus far in 

the report, we have analyzed certain techniques for the 

application of computing in communication; in this final 

chapter, we turn to consider communication in computing -

structures for organizing computers in highly communicative 

environments. 

Let there be no doubt that we consider this chapter to be 

speculative, i.e., the kind of material one needs QE'Q•~ 

setting out to prove something; while our experience in 

computing and packet communication leaves us enthusiastic . 

about some ox the notions to be presented, we recognize them 

as little more than feelings and invite the reader to 

examine them in this light. 
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A recurring problem in the development of the ARPANET has 

been the coordination of remote processes. Any one of a 

number of existing schemes for interprocess communication 

might have been expected to of fer itself as a ready 

solution, but, the fact is, the basic organization of 

ARPANET interprocess communication -- a general-purpose 

HOST-HOST protocol -- was long in coming and troublesome 

when it arrived. At the time of the Network Working Group's 

decision to adopt the current "official" HOST-HOST protocol, 

two specific prpposals were considered: one based on 

connections <crockerl> and the other on messages <Walden> 

(see Appendix B). The earlier proposal, based on 

connections, was chosen, we believe, because connections, 

much more than messages, resemble structures in familiar, 

centralized computer operating systems. 

we believe, in retrospect, that Walden's early proposal 

would have been the better choice -- that the underlying 

structures of ARPANET interprocess communication should be 

modeled, not after the centralized computing systems they 

join, but a~er the distributed packet-switching system they 

use. ARPANET experience leads us to suggest that there are 

valuable distinctions to be made between (1) sentra~g 

interprocess communication techniques as often employed 

within computer operating systems <Eastlake, Lampson, 
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Poupon, saltzer, Schroeder> and (2) sii§t~ijmt~2 interprocess 

communication techniques as required in computer networks 

<Akkoyunlu, Bressler, Bresslerl, Farber, Kalinl, Rutledge, 

Schaffner, Thomasl, Walden>. These distinctions bring us to 

propose that even the latest plans to develop a message

based distributed interprocess CODIDlunication system for the 

ARPANEI', especially floating "ports" and generalized 

11 rendezvous11 <Bressler1>, are not extreme enough in their 

departure from techniques used in centralized computing 

systems. 

We propose that so-called "thin-wire" strategies for 

interprocess communication be used more generally within and 

among computer systems because thin-wire interprocess 

communication (1) has a clarifying effect on the management 

of multiprocess activity and (2) generalizes well as 

computer systems become more distributed. We further 

propose that so-called "best-efforts" strategies be used 

more generally because best-efforts interprocess 

communication (1) takes fullest advantag.e of the potential . . 

for error recovery found in highly error-prone distributed 

environments and (2) encourages the economic distribution of 

reliability mechanisms in large systems. 
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The thrust of our proposal is in opposition to that most 

often offered by those studying organizaticns of distributed 

computing systems: 

All elements of a distributed system 
should be accessible as if l2£9l 
to one another. 

By arguing that best-efforts thin-wire interprocess 

co1M1unication should be mere generally applied, we propose: 

All elements of a distributed system 
should be accessible as if ~emo~~ 
from one another. 

we begin with a short statement of what role "processes" 

play in computing and attempt to show that it is no lopger 

necessary to compromise on the formal notion of process in 

the actual building of computer systems, especially now that 

processing itself is so inexpensive. Then, we characterize 

the basic problems one solves in developing protocols for 

interprocess communication and try to underscore the 

differences between techniques used in centralized and 

distributed computing environments. we develop some of the 

features of using "thin-wire" communication in the 

management of multiprocess activity and, finally, we point 

out some of the virtues of a "best-efforts" philosophy in 

the building of distributed systems. 
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Processe§ 

The word 11process 11 is used widely and has varying technical 

meaning <Fisher, Lam~son, Baltzer, Thomas, Vyssotsky>. For 

our purposes, a process is a program in execution on a 

virtual machine: a processor, some procedure, data, and 

(now) communication ports <Akkoyunlu, Balzer, Schaffner>. A 

process is a formal object <Fisher, Habermann, Thomas> which 

is appropriate for personification and, therefore, useful as 

an aid to thinking about computer systems. 

One can think about the process handling the management of 

an operating systems•s disk hardware -- i.e., the disk 

process. one can think about the process managing the 

execution of a certain user program -- i.e., a JOB. The 

disk process and a JOB must cooperate to carry data between 

the JOB's address space (e.g., mapped central memory) and 

the disk process•s address space (e.g., physical disk 

blocks). It is often useful to view a JOB and the disk 

manager as distinct processes simply because disks (or tapes 

or terminals or printers) run asynchronously with respect to 

other system devices and need to be managed (at some level) 

in an asynchronously evolving context <Walden>. 

Operating systems seldom handle processes in a clean and 

uniform way. Many designs have internal system processes 

(e.g., disk processes) "embedded" in a monolithic supervisor 

and scheduled by special priority interrupt hardware, while 
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JOBs (i.e., user processes) are scheduled through an 

entirely different mechanism in software <Metcalfe4>. 

Embedded system processes typically run in "supervisor mode" 

and share wide access to central memory, while JOBS run in 

"user mode" and are carefully confined in their memory 

accesses by address mapping and validation hardware. 

Embedded system processes themselves often have no 

particular uniformity, each being carefully tailored to a 

specific high-priority task. 

such non-uniform organizations of process management are 

often justified with compelling arguments relating to the 

efficient multiplexing of processing units: ~rocesses which 

must run in frequent, short bursts cannot be subject to the 

scheduling overhead normally associated ~ith JOBs, i.e., 

with formally manipulable processes. But, we contend, these 

short-cuts around scheduling overhead, besides prohibiting 

the transfer of system functions to other nodes in some 

computer network, spoil otherwise intuitively structured 

designs and, therefore, obstruct system development and 

maintenance. Informal and non-uniform treatment of 

processes leads to a proliferation of confused interprocess 

communication techniques and to resulting elusive 

malfunctions. 

In current computer systems, the quantity of prcx::essor state 

information (dynamic context) associated with formally 
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manipulable processes is high, especially in systems with 

non-trivial memory mapping (e.g., Multics, Tenex, TSS) 

<Deutsch>. The most convincing arguments against more 

systematic handling of processes are founded on the high 

costs of context switching in tbe multj.plexing of a central 

processor among many processes <Lampson>. Improved hardware 

(e.g., faster processors, faster memory, context-switching 

devices) is reducing these costs. Now, the contortions 

required to multiplex a few large "processes" over many 

unrelated functions and across access-control boundaries 

(i.e., domains <Lampson>) are becoming relatively 

significant <Schroeder>. 

In short, recent advances in processor technology, 

especially in cost reduction, make it possible to avoid the 

burden of multiplexing a large central processor among a 

large population of processes; many formally managed 

processes, some even with their own dedicated processors, 

can now be used liberally in more intuitively appealing 

organizations of computing activity. 
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The ways in. which processes· organi.ze their· (local or remote) 

cooperation are called •protocols". we use the word to 

refer to a set of agreements among. comamni·cating processes· 

relating to (1) rendezvous (who and'. where), (2) format (what 

and how), and (3) timing (when) of data and· control 

exchanges. 

we see at least four problem areas in which protocol 

agreements must be made: (1) routing, t2) flow.·, (3) 

congestion, and ( 4) security. 

RoutingL Interdependent processes must be able to find one 

another (r.endezvous) in an interprocess (centralized or 

distributed) communication system and their data exchanges 

appropriately routed. Routing may involve something as 

simple as a publicized memory address, or a: rendezvous 

protocol <Postel.1>, or perhaps even cons1a·erations of a 

dynamic topology in a packet switching:: n.etwork· <Heart>; in 

the latter case, routing has implications for flow and 

congestion <Fultz, Zeigler>. 

Fl~~ once communicating, processes must te able to control 

the flow of data among them. Processing-power mismatches 

and varying load make it probable that some processes will 

fall behind in their handling of data exchanges; this 

falling behind must be managed. Queues and buffers are· 
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often used to cushion flow mismatches <Habermann>. 

Allocation schemes, by coordinating communication and 

computing, are helpful in keeping data from clogging a 

communication system when a receiver of data lags behind its 

sender <McKenzie1>. 

The multiplexing of a communications facility , 

over a population of communicating processes requires 

methods for assuring equitable access. while communicating 

processes may be handling their own flow control problems 

via some private protocol, the communications substrate must 

assume the responsibility of balancing the use of 

communication resources among various ongoing interactions. 

congestion in the communication system must be controlled so 

that heavy flow among certain processes does not block 

effective interaction among others <Kahn4>. 

Se!:yri!:L. In the sense we use it, the word "security" 

carries with it our concern for both reliability and 

privacy. Large systems should not be built with the 

assumption that all components will function smoothly all of 

the time <Kalin2>. If increasingly distributed systems are 

to be increasingly effective, they must be built to respond 

robustly to errors. Interprocess communication protocols 

must provide for maximally resilient error recovery. Table 

redundancy, consistency checking, retransmissions, 

acknowledgments, and time-outs are familiar techniques for 
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<PC:t>. 
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In a centralized computing environment, cooperating 

processes are near to one another (in time and space) and to 

a shared central ~mory. A protocol for interprocess 

communication in a centralized environment often takes the 

form of a set of rules governing the addressing of shared 

memory (e.g., core, disk), the layout of tables and queues 

therein, and the coordination of data access and 

modification <Habermann, Walden>. 

In the centralized environment, embedded system processes 

often have wide access to system data bases, including many 

unrelated to their separate functions. such processes, 

often organized in an ad hoc manner for high efficiency, are 

somewhat prone to malfunction; and, because their access to 

shared data is largely unconstrained in central memory, 

intermittent interactions among unrelated processes are 

common, making computer operating system development and 

maintenance a recurring nightmare. 

It will continue to be important to look for ways to 

intelligently constrain various components of computing 

systems toward reducing the probability of subtle, 

unintentional interactions in shared memory; we look to the 

developers of system implementation languages for such help 

(e.g., <Wegbreit>). As we will soon argue, an additional 

aid to controlling the reliable operation of large computer 
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systems is to be found in the strict isolation of their 

component processes through the exclusive use of highly 

constrained, thin-wire, interprocess communication. 
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In one sense all processes are remote from one another; it 

is just that some processes are more remote than others. We 

begin to have distributed computing environments when the 

distance in space or time between components becomes a 

factor in basic organization. If two processes share a 

central memory, but the central memory requires a million 

instruction times to access, then we can say that, despite 

the central memory, the processes are remote; indeed, we 

might usefully view the central memory as yet a third 

process and references to it as message exchanges over a 

communication channel. 

Protocols for distributed interprocess communication do not 

deal with tables and queues in a shared central memory, but 

rather with explicit data exchange. Messages are sent and 

acknowledgments (ACXs) received, inquiries received and data 

returned, probes launched and responses recorded or timed

out. In short, the essence of distributed interprocess 

communication is dealing ~ith a high degree of isolation and 

uncertainty. 

Protocols for distributed interprocess communication are 

influenced most by the requirement for concise 

communication. Conciseness is achieved (1) by careful 

esgtitiQ!liD9 of data among processes so as to minimize data 

exchanges and (2) by mechanisms for high §~~.tilit~. A 

---------------------------------
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premium must be placed on keeping data where it is to be 

most often accessed, and communication must be organized 

around to-the-point data exchanges. 

Communicating processes in a distributed environment must 

coordinate themselves using data exchanfj'es .squeezed through 

relatively long and narrow data paths -- as if joined only 

by thin wires. Therefore, we refer to techniques that show 

the effects of optimization for the use 0£ such data paths 

as "thin-wire" techniques for interprocess conununication. 

such techniques tend to be based on explicit, sequential, 

low bandwidth, and high delay data exchanges. 

Patterns in human communication parallel those of processes. 

When in the same room, people communicate via protocols with 

high redundancy using a large repertoire of sounds, faces, 

and gesticulations. By mail or over a telephone, people 

have more constrained, serial protocols (i.e., thin-wire 

protocols) which, though painful on occasion, give 

considerably increased access to large and distributed 

audiences. People keep lists of commoniy used telephone 

numbers on their person or by their phone; an example of 

everyday data partitioning. People seldom have the entire 

telephone directory read to them by the information 

operator; an example of everyday data selectivity. 
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centralized and distributed communications environments can 

be contrasted on (1) transmission rate, (2) transmission 

delay, (3) reliability, and (4) explicitness of data 

exchange. ' 

Transmis§ign Fat§.& In a centralized environment, data rates 

(in bits per second) are limited only by the speed of 

central memory and are of ten ~igb in the Mbps (megabits per 

second) range. As processes become separated by long thin 

wires and intermediate processing points, data rates drop 

orders of magnitude into the Kbps range and lower. 

For the small packets of ten exchanged by cooperating 

processes, the reduced transmission rates in distributing 

environments can be ignored, but for repeated bulk 

transfers, local communication is desiratle. careful data 

partitioning and high selectivity can reduce the need for 

bulk transfers. Data transmission rates can be expected to 

increase dramatically with emerging communication 

technology. 

Tran.§IDi.§§i.Q.!L~.2.J..:. Transmission delay is a critical 

parameter of interprocess communication in that delays cause 

~rocesses to be idle. superficially, the delays in central 

systems are in the nanosecond range and contrast 

significantly with the millisecond and second delays in the 
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ARPANET, for example, not to mention the second, minute, and 

hour delays of more conventional computer communication 

systems. 

The transmission delays of computer commwiication networks 

will continue to fall. In accessing- sbared data in the 

central environment, the significant transmission delays are 

those imposed by multiprocess locking of shared data 

<Madnick> and .by scheduling delays cf processes in a 

multiplexed.processor enviromnent. 

In addition to geographical separation, relatively low 

transfer rates and high delays make distributed systems 

distributed • 

.Bliia!?ilitY.s. A most important contrast to be drawn between 

centralized and distributed computing is that of 

reliability. When a disk controller sends a buffer to a 

user JOB, it is assumed that the transfer will complete 

successfully. When the transfer fails, the operating system 

typically initiates some drastic procedure (e.g., halt) 

until the difficulty is found and fixed. The malfunction of 

even a single bit in a single word of a cOlllputer system's 

central memory may lead to a total collapse. 

In a distributed computing system, ei:-rors are the rule. 

Because distributed systems are constructed by many 

different people at many different ti.Jiles, the potential for 
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malfunction is considerably higher than that of centralized 

systems; the potential for error recovery in distributed 

systems is, fortunately, also very high. Because remote 

processes have only their communications in common (and not 

their memory and processor) the malfunction of one does not 

necessarily lead to the death of some other. Remote 

~rocesses can detect malfunctions in each other and attempt 

to recover gracefully. It is not hard tc imagine situations 

in which a malfunction might cause communicating processes 

to seek alternative processing while initiating action for 

test and repair. 

ExQ!~£i~n~§§~ When communicating processes exchange data 

through a shared central memory, one process usually 

discoyg~§ that its data base has been updated by another. 

If the update is properly timed and of the appropriate 

format, the communication results in cooperation; in the all 

too frequent case that the update comes intermittently out 

of sequence or from a completely unexpected source as 

garbage, the communication results in chaos. 

When a data exchange is made over a thin wire, the sender 

must consciously (explicitly) select the data and transmit 

it. The receiver must consciously (explicitly) receive the 

data and dispense with it. There is no cpportunity for one 

process to clobber another•s domain without its explicit 

consent and active cooperation. Processes can be 
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arbitrarily scrutinizing of explicitly communicated data and 

can thereby defend themselves against either malfunction or 

malice. 
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In the ARPANE1', IMPs connected by 50 Kbps telephone ~!:£.Yll§ 

(i.e., thin wires) use an IMP-IMP protocol in cooperating to 

perform transmission error control, congestion control, and 

packet routing. The IMP Subnet provides communication !ink§ 

(thin wires) among HOST computers. The "official" general

purpose HOST-HOST protocol organizes the cooperation of HOST 

computers through links, creating a system of virtual JOB

JOB £Qll~£tiOD§ (thin wires again) • Each of these levels 

(i.e., IMP-IMF, HOST-HOST, and JOB-JOB) involves the 

cooperation of processes (i.e., IMPs, HOSTs, and JOBS) using 

data exchanges through thin wires (i.e., circuits, links, 

and connections). 

In trying to understand thin-wire interprocess 

communication, we first recognize that communication systems 

(e.g., the ARPANET, above) can have levels of organization, 

some connection-oriented or circuit-oriented, and some 

message-oriented or packet-oriented, forming a system of 

hierarchically arranged virtual levels sharing a common 

hardware base. 

For the moment, we ch9ose the 'WOrd £2llll§Cti2n to identify a 

path carrying a sequence of data exchanges between 

processes. some connections correspond to physical 

communication channels (circuits), while others are simply 

sequences of table transactions: ARPANE~ communication 
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computers (IMPs) are connected by 50 Kbps telephone 

circuits, while ARPANET user JOBs can be joined via the 

virtual connection system created by ARPANET Network control 

Programs (NCPs) <Carr>. 

The methods by which processes become connected vary. IMPs 

become connected when their attached circuits are observed 

to be functioning. ARPANET user JOBS establish connections 

through acknowledged requests on the ARPANET's NCP-supported 

virtual connection system. connection systems typically 

handle flow, congestion, and error control internally and 

seldom bother communicating processes with the details. 

A @-Cls~.:t is a self-contained data exchange. When a packet 

first enters a communication system, its size, source, 

destination, and priority, for example, enter with it; when 

it leaves that communication system, so do they and other 

traces specific to it. A communication system that deals in 

packets is not required to dedicate resources to a certain 

packet until the actual moment of its arrival; the 

allocation of resources is (almost) purely on demand. 

A packet is a virtual object. some pa~kets are actual bit 

sequences through a communication channel and others are 

formal objects, either constructed in a centralized 

environment simulating a channel, or subdivided into 

physical units (like segments into pages) <Saltzer>. 
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Because each 1,:acket con;tains the full specification of an 

exchange between sender and receiver, large exchanges 

requiring multiple packets to carry them will have that full 

specification repeated in each 0£ the packets. In cases 

where data flows are voluminous, the per-packet overhead 

will make for poor utilization of communication facilities. 

A connection, on the other hand, is begun with the setting 

up of state information in a communication system so that 

transmissions via the connection need not contain 

repetitions of, say, the rendezvous specifications exchanged 

at connect time. In cases where data flow is voluminous, a 

connection is a very effective way of utilizing 

communications resources because the setup costs are 

amortized over a large number of streamlined transmissions. 

If the traffic among processes is.predominantly light and 

bursty, however, then the relatively high connection setup 

costs will dominate and efficiency will be low. The 

creation of a connection corresponds to the dedication of 

some resources to an interprocess communication. To the 

extent that the communication over a connection is sporadic, 

the dedicated resources are wasted. 

Thin-wire interprocess communication techniques, be they 

through a circuit or packet switching system, are a 

significant departure from those techniques for centrali7.ed 

computer system communication with which we are all more 

familiar. For detailed examples of various thin-wire 
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techniques, refer to' the abundant documentation of ARPANET 

protocols <McKenzie1, Postel, Postel1, Bhushan, Bhushan6, 

Michener, Ka.lin1, Bressler1>. To highlight some of the more 

fundamental characteristics of such techniques requires only 

a few words: (1) format standards, (2) sequencing, (3) flow 

control, (4) access control, and (5) best-efforts 

reliability. 

Because processes which cooperate via thin wires tend to be 

running in different machines or are designed to do so, 

thin-wire techniques exhibit the effects of considerable 

care in the selection of data formats and representations •. 

Knowing that a process at the far end of a thin wire need 

only have its communication facilities in common with the 

process at the near end -- not its processor, memory sizes, 

or manufacturer -- the designers of thin-wire protocol find 

it incumbent upon them to choose formats for data exchanges 

which are somewhat general and natural to their purpose 

<Bhushan>. 

Because processes joined only by thin wires tend to run by 

different clocks and suffer from variable delay between 

them, thin-wire techniques show recurrent concern for 

synchronization and sequencing. Data exchanges are often 

specified in inquiry/respcnse pairs and, especially at stara 

up, these pairs serve to bring distant communicators into 

phase with one another. one common characteristic of such 
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pairs is that the inquiry and response are identical so as 

to suppress the relative timing of their transmissions in 

symmetric cooperation <Postel1, McKenzie1, Burchfiel, 

Kalin1>. When, for reliability, data exchanges are marked 

with sequence numbers, as they often are, it is usual that 

an inquiry/response pair will be defined to allow the 

processes to get back into sequence in the event of a lost 

exchange <Bhushan6, BBN1822>. 

Because distant processes differ in their ability to 

generate and process data, flow control mechanisms are 

common in thin-wire protocols. Often, a certain message 

from one process to another is taken as an indication of 

newly allocated message buffer space, i.e., a permission to 

send data to a process which has indicated its ability to 

accept them. There are examples of interprocess messages 

which signify the reduction of a previous allocation by a 

specified amount, but those deallocation messages that have 

proven most useful ask a sending process to send no more 

data until a new allocation is received <McKenzie1, 

Burchfiel, Ralin1>. 

Because thin-wire techniques usually require the explicit 

generation, transmission, reception, and discard of 

communicated data, interprocess access control is an almost 

automatic feature of distributed interprocess communication. 

Processes can, indeed, be arbitrarily scrutinizing of 
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explicitly transmitted data and can thereby defend 

themselves against either mlfunction or malice. 

communication over a thin wire is something a secretive 

process can do freely, in much the same way that people 

freely use their telephones in varying stages of undress. 

Thin wires can provide a medium for cooperation among 

embittered, mutually suspicious subsystems <I.ampson>. While 

the appropriate primitive is provided in the ARPANET -- the 

IMP Subnet guarantees the correct identification of a 

messaqe•s source HOST little use has been made of thin-

wire interprocess access control <BBN1822, Postel 1>. 

And now, finally, best-efforts thin-wire reliability. 

Large and, especially, distributed systems are a reliability 

problem <Kalin2>. Unfortunately, the most effective way to 

achieve reliability these days is through stability -

inertia in development. But isn•t distributed computing 

supposed to help reliability? 

As we have previously indicated, processes at the far ends 

of a thin wire both are hurt by and benefit from their 

relative isolation. They are hurt because the thin wire 

limits the rate at which they can exchange bits; they 

benefit because the thin wire limits the extent to which a 

malfunction at one end need result in a malfunction at the 

other. 
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A system which depends jointly on a large number of its 

components to sustain operation will have poor reliability 

for the simple reason that the unreliability of the 

components will accumulate multiplicatively in the 

unreliability of the system. Whereas thin wires provide the 

potential for component isolation in distributed systems and 

thereby the potential for continued system operation in the 

face of component failure, only intercomponent protocols 

which are both sensitive and responsive to component failure 

can hope to realize the potential of thin-wire isolation; 

such failure-responsive protocols are the essence of what we 

call the "best-efforts" philosophy of interprocess 

communication .. 

Imagine that ~e are a component process in the midst of some 

large system. There are two extreme attitudes we might have 

toward the system and toward the several component processes 

upon which we depend. we might believe the processes around 

us to be so reliable, irreplaceable, and interdependent 

that, if one should fail, there would be little point in 

trying to carry on. or, we might believe the processes 

around us to be so unreliable, expendable, and independent 

that, if some should fail, there would be considerable 

potential in our being able to patch things up to struggle 

on, weakened, but doing our job. This second attitude is 

characteristic o:f what we call the "best-efforts" philosophy 

of interprocess communication; it is based on our desire to 
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qive the system our best efforts and, to do so, on our 

expecting only as much frcm the processes upon ~hich we 

depend. 

ARPANET IMPs, for example, treat telephone circuits as 

unreliable, expendable, independent cORtponents of the 

packet-switching system. Telephone circuits are 

individually asked to give their best efforts to the 

transmission of digital data. Realizing that a telephone 

circuit's best is not perfect, the IMPS take steps to 

monitor circuit performance and, detecting a malfunction, to 

retry, and, failing some nUlllber of retrys, to take 

alternative action, namely to use alternate paths to get 

packets closer to their destination. Beyond this, the IMPS 

are suspicious of one another and can recover in various 

ways to provide partial service in the face of IMP failures. 

You will note that the ability to recover from partial 

malfunction doesn't always require what might be called 

t•pure redundancy"; a reliable system doesn't necessarily 

require duplicate components sitting idly by, waiting for 

failure. The ARFANET' s telephone circuits are a good 

example. When they are all working properly, the circuits 

combine to provide a high total transmission capacity, 

perhaps slightly higher than the network might otherwise 

require. When some circuits go down, those remaining 

continue ~ransmission service, but at a reduced total 
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capacity. 

Of course, best-efforts techniques have been around for some 

time; for example, take the familiar retry procedures used 

in reading magnetic tape. But now, with computers, the 

best-efforts philosophy can be applied pervasively in large 

systems. Computers contribute by providing component 

isolation through computer communication and by providing 

"distributed intelligence" with which to implement non

trivial error-detection and recovery mechanisms wherever 

appropriate <Chen>. 

But why make an issue out of something as simple as this 

"best-efforts" idea? Why call it a philosophy? Why give it 

a name at all? For the simple reason that, without a 

conscious effort to do otherwise, computer people 

(especially) find it easy to neglect the potential offered 

by thin-wire isolation -- they've worked in centralized 

environments for so long. 

As evidence to support this proposition, take experience 

with the ARPANET again (see Appendices A and B) • With a few 

minor exceptions (e.g., the lack of error-detection in IMP 

memories and the Il~P-HOST interface), the IMP Subnet shows 

the failure-tolerance to te derived from the best-efforts 

philosophy conscientiously applied by people working close 

to communications hardware they know to be faulty. The 

history of the "official" HOST-HOST protocol, on the other 
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hand, shows the consistent fragility of techniques invented 

for distributed interprocess communication by people working 

with the delicate innards of computer operating systems. 

If we can develop and use thin-wire techniques for 

interprocess communication, then as computing environments 

become more distributed, our systems will generalize. In 

the meantime, a formal organization of process management 

and interprocess communication will aid in making systems 

work. If we can develop and use strategies for best-efforts 

interprocess communication, then we can take fullest 

advantage of the potential for error-recovery found in 

highly error-prone distributed environments and encourage 

the economi'c distribution of reliability mechanisms in large 

system~. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE ARPANET COMMUNICATIONS SUBNE'I 

The workings of the ARPANET are, as will become apparent in 

the following two appendices, startlingly simfle. were it 

not that the ARPANET already links over 30 centers of 

computing activity across the USA, it would te very hard to 

believe that its simple packet communication techniques 

could work at all. But the ARPANET does work; and to such 

an extent that a commercial version on a grand scale is 

imminent <PCI>. While we might already be curious about why 

the ARPANET works as well as it does, thinking about an 

impending world-wide digital communications utility makes us 

feel a certain urgency to understand what is essential in 

the techniques and, as is the purpose of this report, to fit 

the essentials into a theory of packet communication. 

The simplicity of the packet communication techniques used 

in the ARPANE~ makes it easy to describe them in some detail 

and, thereby, to substantiate the theories to which they 

give rise. We hope that the following pages of tutorial 

description will prove helpful, but keep in mind that much 

of the material appears elsewhere, if not more clearly, at 

least at greater le.ngth. 

This first of two tutorial appendices gets into the internal 

mechanisms of the ARPANET's subnetwork of facket-switching 

communications computers (i.e., IMPs), develofed and 
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maintained by Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc., Cambridge, 

Massachusetts (BBN) • BBN has produced a numter of documents 

which must be studied for a thorough understanding of the 

packet communication techniques surveyed here <BBN1822, 

Heart, McKenzie, Mimno, Ornstein>. 
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The ARPANEl', as we often emphasize, in_volves both 

communication 9Jll2D9 computers and communication ~ng 

computers; among things called "HOSTS" using things called 

"IMPs". The subnetwork of IMPs provides a core of 

communications functions; without the IMPs, these f wx:tions 

would need costly replication in each of the various HOSTs. 

A HOST communicates with other HOSTs, not directly, but 

rather through a local IMP which acts on its behalf in the 

realm of IMPs to get messages transmitted (see Figure 7-1). 

For reasons of maintainability and reliability, IMPs are 

essentially identical -- it would be better if they were 

exactly identical. HOSTs, however, are not all the same; in 

fact, as a result of their prior isolation, they are bashful 

of one another and often seemingly hostile. From our 

standpoint, it is the similarities among HOS~s which would 

be important in coming to grips with the mechanisms of 

packet communication, but it is the differences which one 

first sees. 

Therefore, we begin by looking into the IMP subnet as if one 

were a HOST, rather than the opposite. In this appendix we 

venture into the IMP Subnet; later, in the next appendix, we 

look at the structures which evolve inside HOSTs to deal 

with the IMPs and through them with distant HOSTs. 

---- -----------------~------~ 
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That which physically joins a HOST computer (e.g., a PDP-10, 

a 360/91, a Sigma-7) to its IMP (Interface Message 

Processor) is, at its narrowest part, a 12 wire cable 

sustaining bi-directional, bit-serial, asynchronous message 

communication. At one end of this cable is the IMP's 

"general" IMP-HOST interface and at the ether end is the 

HOST'S "special" I.MP-HOST interface <BBN1822>. Traffic 

across the IMP-HOST interface is limited to messages of at 

most 8095 bits at a maximum rate of 100 kilobits ~er second 

(Kbps) each way. IMP-HOST message exchanges are presumed to 

be error-free. 

The "standard" IMP-HOST interface requires that the IMP-HOST 

cable be shorter than 30 feet. There is a "distant" IMP

HOST interface which permits cable lengths up to 2000 feet. 

The limitations on cable length are due (1) to the 

requirement that IM~-HOST transmissions be error-free and 

(2) to the fact that long cables cause delays which 

significantly degrade maximum IMP-HOST bit-rate, under the 

bit-by-bit, asynchronous hand-shake transmission scheme 

used. For IMP-HOST connections longer than 2000 feet, BBN 

offers a "very distant" IMP-HOST interface providing 

retransmission-based, IMP-IMP-like, error-checked, telephone 

circuit communication <BBN1822>. 

The 12-wire IMP-HOST cable carries two 6-wire signal sets, 

one for IMP-to-HOST data and one for HOST-to-IMP data. The 
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two 6-wire sets are symmetrical so that by a~propriately 

cross connecting (i.e., by looping or cross-patching), 

either the IMP or the HOST can independently test its 

transmission hardware and the cable. The interfaces that we 

(i.e., the author) constructed for the MIT Project MAC DMCG 

PDP-10 and the Xerox PARC MAXC HOST computers allow the HOST 

to disconnect from the IMP, to cross-patch its end of the 

IMP cable, and to perform loop-back transmission tests, all 

under program control. 

Because of the symmetry in IMP-HOST interface design, we can 

describe the 6 wire transmission scheme from "sender" to 

"receiver", ignoring which is the IMP and which is the HOST 

<BBN1822>. The six signals are ( 1) receiver ready test, (2) 

receiver master ready, (3) sender data, (4) sender last bit, 

(5) sender bit ready, and (6) receiver ready for next bit. 

Two of the 6 wires are used by the sender to determine 

whether the receiver is operational. The sender puts a 

signal (e.g., signal ground) on one of the pair ("receiver 

ready test") and interprets the return of that signal on the 

second of the pair ("receiver master ready") to mean that 

the receiver is in good health. The receiver confirms his 
• 

good health by looping "receiver ready test" back through 

"receiver master ready" with a switch (e.g., a relay or 

transistor). When the receiver malfunctions, it is expected 

that some mechanism (e.g., a watch-dog timer) soon turns off 
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the "master ready" loopback switch and thereby notifies the 

sender of the receiver's demise <Ornstein>. The latest 

specifications do not demand a HOST watch-dog timer, but 

rather ask that some discipline be adopted to insure that 

the HOST ready line is dropped when a HOST is to discontinue 

HOST-IMP message exchanges. 

The remaining 4 of the 6 wires are used for bit-serial 

message transfer. In addition to a wire through which 

actual data bits flow, there are (1) two hand-shake wires 

for controlling asynchronous bit transfer and (2) a "last 

bit" indicator to mark the ends of bit~serial messages. The 

hand-shake works as follows. 
! 

Upon placing a data bit on the data line, the sender enters 

the "bit ready" state (the "bit ready" signal stays down for 

a moment) and waits for the receiver• s "ready for next: bit" 

signal to be high. 

The receiver indicates his willingness to accept a data bit 

by raising the "ready for next bit" signal. He then waits 

for the returning "bit ready" signal to be high • 

. when the sender (in the 11bit readY'' state) sees that the 

receiver• s "ready for next bit" signal is high, he raises 

his "bit ready" signal and waits for the "ready for next 

bit" signal to drop. 

, 
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When the receiver sees the "bit ready" go hiqh in response 

to his ''ready for next tit•, he takes the data bit from the 

"data" line and drops his "ready for next.bit" signal (for 

some minimum time) as a Hgot it" indication. 

When the sender sees the "ready for next bit• signal drop, 

he interprets that as a "got it" indicat.ion, and leaves "bit 

ready" state until a new data bit can be placed on the 

•data" line. And so on. 

When placing the last bit of a message on the data line, the 

sender raises the "last bit" signal for *propriate 
·'' 

interpretation by the receiver. 

see BBN's IMP-HOST interface manual <BBN1822> for a more 

detailed description of the hand-sbake mechanism and of the 

schematic in Figure 7-2. 
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using this sim~le hand-shake protocol, it is possible for 

either the sender or receiver to suspend tran;smission 

indefinitely, bit by bit, without losing data. Transfers 

can thereby proceed at the maximum rate allowed by the 

slower end (as, a function of time). 

As of this writing, the IMPs .are set to limit data transfers 

to a maximum of 100 I<bps (10 adcroseconds per bit) so as to 

conserve on total IMP bandwidth (availaiJle processor cycles 

per second). While hardware interfaces can opexate into the 

Mbps (megabits per second) ·range, HOS'fs often limit data 

transfer themselves from time to time undel;' varying system 

load. 

At various times during their connection, .a HOST and an IMP 

will each have occasion to slow the flow of data from the 

other; a BOST may find itself busy with &Ql'l\e device when 

some IMP data becomes available and., similarly, an IMP may 

find its buffers momentarily ful.l wtien·s~ BOST data 

becomes available. The asynchronous bit.otby-tit IMP-HOST 

handshake provides a very fine-grained mectiariisa: by which a 

receiver can control the flow of data so as to meet its 

process inq requirements. This is our £irst example of a so

call ed "flow control" mechanism; the probl~m of flow control 

appears of ten in communication and particularly in our 

consideration of packet techniques in co111puter 

communication. 
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The scheme used in the IMP-BOST interface generalizes to a 

5+P wire system (P=1 in the IMP-HOST system) in which there 

are P data lines (P for "Packet") operated under the same 

hand-shake mechanism. 

Assume we are given that the signal propagation delay 

' 
between sender and receiver is D seconds (D is calculated 

from cable length in feet divided by signal speed in feet 

per second). It takes a minimum, say, of ws seconds and Wr 

seconds for the sender and receiver to generate and dispense 

with P data bits, respectively. We now calculate the 

maximum data-rate c (for "Capacity" in bits i;:er second) of 

the hand-shake procedure by looking at the minimum time 

between rising edges of "sender bit ready" at the sender. 

"Sender bit ready" can on'fy go high if both (1) the sender 

is in the "bit ready state" and (2) the "receiver ready for 

next bit" is high at the sender end. It takes D seconds for 

the rising edge of the "sender bit ready" signal to 

propagate to the receiver, during which nothing else 

happens. Assuming that the receiver drops his "ready for 

next bit" line instantly after he sees the "sender bit 

ready" signal go high, we observe that two partially 

overlapped periods must pass before the "sender bit ready" 

signal comes high again. The first of these is the period 

required (1) for the sender to see the "ready for next bit" 

signal drop as a "got it" indicator (D seconds) and (2) for 
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him to produce a new data bit (Ws seconds), totaling D+Ws 

seconds. The second period is that required (t) for the 

receiver to dispense with the newly received data bit (Wr 

seconds) and {2) for his new "ready for next bit" signal to 

be seen high at the sender (D seconds), totaling Wr+D 

seconds. The "sender bit ready• signal goes high again only 

after both periods have passed, only. after a numl::ler of 

seconds equal to the maximum of the two. ·so that: 

(Eq. 7-1) c = _f ; • --
2D + max (WS,Wr) 

For an ARPANET IMP-HOST interface with P=1 data wire, D=60 

nanoseconds (30 feet at, say, 2 nanoseconds i;er foot), and 

with WrSWs=lO microseconds, we get that the maximum bit-rate 

is about 100 Kbps. At 2000 feet the maximum bit-rate is 

about 55 Kbps. If this scheme were used at a mile, the 

maximum effective bit-rate would be down to about 33 Kbps. 

Be sure to note that the hand-shake used for flow control 

between a HOST and its IMP makes channel captcity depend on 

delay; this dependence is found again and again in the 

ARPANET. As we see in our analysis of store-and-forward 

packet a:>mmunication in the re~ort proper, the 

interdependence of capacity and delay resulting from flow 

control is fundamental to computer communication. 

To increase the maximum IMP-HOST bit-rate. the IMP delay of 
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10 microseconds (i.e., Ws or Wr) can be adjusted down 

<BBN1822>. At long distances and/or much higher data-rates, 

the required errorlessness of transmission is easily 

challenged. 

Another approach one might use to improve the bit-rate would 

be to add data wires (P>1) for "byte-serial" asynchronous 

transmission. The above bit-serial scheme is used between 

IMP and HOST because (1) the data-rates acceptable to an IMP 

are not much higher than that possible via the serial 

exchange, (2) it is npt anticipated that HOS~s be far from 

IMPs, (3) HOST processing power and transmission rates vary 

widely from HOST to HOST and from time to time, and (4) the 

bit stream approach avoids any word-length biases in an 

environment with many different computers and word ~engths 

(e.g., 16, 24, 32, 36, 60, and 128 bits per word). While 

the ARPANET currently uses the bit as its atomic unit of 

transfer, it has been found that the resulting generality is 

too much of a burden and that the 8-bit byte (say) might be 

a better choice (i.e., P=8) <McKenzie2>. 
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With IMP-HOST interface hardware between them, an IMP and a 

HOST become capable of exchanging messages of an arbitrary 

length (in bits). IMP-HOST Protocol <BBN1822> establishes 

the convention that all legal messages between a HOST and 

its IMP include a 32 bit header and be of maximum length 

8095 bits. There are a number of message ty~es which can go 

between a HOST and its IMP. The two most im~ortant kinds of 

message are the "regular" data message and the "ready for 

next message" (RFNM) message. 

A regular IMP-HOST message has an 8-bit BOST identifier and 

an 8-bit LINK identifier. When going from HOST to IMP, a 

regular message is a request on the IMP Subnet to deliver 

the contained bits to the specified HOST with the specified 

LINK identifier. When going from IMP to HOST, a regular 

message contains bits sent by the specified HOST with the 

specified LIN~ identifier. 

A RFNM is a 32 bit control message which comes to a HOST 

from its IMP as an acknowledgment of the arrival of a 

previously sent regular message, at the specified remote 

HOST, with the specified LINK identifier. Each HOST sees a 

set of 256 communication LINKs to each of 256 possible 

HOSTs. For each regular message sent to a specified HOST on 

a specifi~d LINK, a HOST can expect to receive a RFNM 

containing that HOST/LINK identification after the remote 
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destination IMP has begun transferring the message to the 

remote HOST. 

If one thinks of LINKs as wires, a RFNM acknowledges the 

arrival of a message at the other end of a HOST-HOST wire. 

It is guaranteed by the IMP Subnet that messages sent to a 

HOST on a given LINK will arrive in the crder sent. 

A basic problem for the IMP subnet is to control the 

generation of messages so as to match the capacity of the 

D;1Ps and the computing power of communicating HOST 

processes. We distinguish between !J&~ £2~ml and 

copges~i2D £2.n..11.2.l. Flow control mechanisms are those which 

prevent a.sender from swamping a receiver with more data 

than it can process or store. congestion'control mechanisms 

are those which insuxe equitable access to communications 

facilities among populations of senders and receivers. 

A RFNM is a message generC]lted by a "destination" I.Hi· The 

RFNM was originally used as a CQngestion control mechanism 

in that (as of <BBN1822>, April 1972) it was a detectable 

violation of IMP-HOST Protocol to send a message to a given 

HOST on a given LINK until that given HOST/LINK "wire" had 

been unblocked by the receipt of a RFNM for the previous 

message. LINK blocking via RFNM control was intended to 

keep HOSTS from clogging the IMP Subnet ~Y choking them off 

from further transmission until previous messages have left 

the subnet. 
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A simple calculation reveals that the LINI< mechanism for IMP 

Subnet congestion control is not sufficient. An IMP is a 

Honeywell DDP-516 or DDP-316 with 12,000 16-bit core memory 

words of which more than half are used to hold the IMP 

program. An IMP has room for on the order of 100,000 bits 

of buffered data. The virtual storage capacity of the IMP 

Subnet between two specified HOSTS (implied by the LINK 

mechanism) is on the order of 2,000,000 bits (i.e., 8095 

bits per message, times 256 LINKS per HOST, times 1 

outstanding message per LINK) • If a destination HOST were 

to .be accepting data at a rate less than that of a sending 

HOST and if the sending HOST were to use all the LINKs 

available to it, then the total number of bits in the subnet 

in support of this one HOST-HOST communication could grow to 

be enough to fill more than 20 IMPs. 

This obvious calculation has been performed on countless 

occasions and its validity supported by actual ARPANE.T lock

ups <Frankl>. A new congestion control scheme has already 

been invented by BBN. The number of "effective LINJ<s" is 

reduced to 4. While RFNM's are still returned as before, 

they have significance only in that they are required to 

keep compatibility with existing HOST-HOST software. 

congestion due to slow destination HOSTS is limited by 

blocking the communications of over-ambitious sending HOSTs. 

Under the new scheme, long messages (i.e., those over a 1'000 

bits) are delayed at their source until a verified 
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allocation of space is made for them at the destination IMP. 

The overriding objective of such IMP-HOST congestion control 

mechanisms is to keep the Communications Subnet empty so 

that small messages from carefully managed sending HOSTs can 

move quickly to highly receptive receiving HOSTs 

<McQuillan>. 
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we now follow the movement of a particular message from a 

11 sending" HOST to a 11receiving 11 HOST through the IMP subnet 

to sketch the workings of IMP-IMP Protocol. we start with a 

cold "sending" HOST. The IMP connected to this cold 

"sending" HOST believes that the HOST is disconnected from 

the ARPANET because the "HOST ready test" signal through the 

IMP-HOST interface is not being returned through the "HOST 

master ready" line of the 12 wire cable. Knowledge of the 

disconnectedness of the "sending" HOST proragates with ether 

status data among the IMPs every 1/2 second and so all IMPs 

know that the "sending" HOST is down with respect to the 

ARPANEI'. Any messages marked for routing to our "sending" 

HOST (1) are intercepted at their point of Subnet entry, (2) 

are discarded, and (3) are reported so to their source HOST. 

Suddenly, the IMP attached to our "s~nding 11 BOST notices 

that our "sending" HOST' s "HOST master ready" signal has 

come on and prepares itself for a possible message exchange. 

This start up event is not expected to happen o~en, 

certainly not for each message, and so the IMP-HOST protocol 

for handling it is allowed to be relatively elal:orate to 

serve a number of purposes. 

In preparation for sending the one 8095 bit data message 'Ne 

are following through the IMP subnet, the "sending" HOST 

must bring itself from the starting cold state into a state 
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of ongoing communication with its IMP; a state, 

incidentally, in which it would like to remain for hours, 

days, or even weeks, if possible. It does so (1) by turning 

on its "HOST ready indicator" thereby looping back the IMP• s 

11 HOS1' ready test" signal and (2) by sending a few IMP-HOST 

no-op messages to its IMP as proof of its willingness to 

communicate. 

The IMP responds to these new signs of life l:y sending a few 

gratuitous IMP-HOST no-o~ messages of its own to the 

11 sending" HOST to establish the viability of the IMP-to-HOST 

connection. The IMP then suspends communication for some 

number of tens of seconds to allow inforNtion about the 

"sending" HOST'S availability to propagate via the 1/2 

second IMP-IMP status exchanges to the far reaches of the 

IMP Subnet. When all IMPs have had time tc learn of our 

"sending" HOST's_ c'liange in status, the IMP connected to the 

"sending" HOST is then prepared to route messages to and 

from it. This start-up message exchange and delay is 

experienced only when a HOST first comes up on the ARPANET 

(e.g., daily). Thereafter, the IMP Subnet remains aware of 

the HOST 1 s availability and the tens of seconds delay is not 

encountered. 

In our scenario it is the "sending" HOST's desire to 

transmit data to a specified "receiving" HOST which leads to 

the next event of note. Having collected ( 1) up to 8063 
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bits of data, (2) an a bit HOST identifier, and (3) an 8 bit 

LINK identifier, all from sources outside this discussion 

(according to some HOST-HOST protocol) , the "sending" HOST 

initiates a transfer as a regular HOST-to-IMP data message 

through the IMP-EOST interface. Note that there are 16 

additional bits in a HOST-to-IMP leader which bring the 

maximum total up to 8095 bits <BBN1822>. At the hardware 

level, the transfer proceeds a bit at a time according to 

the previously discussed asynchronous hand-shake hardware 

protocol and message bits find their way into the IMP core 

menory. 

After the 1000th bit of the at most 8095 bit m~§§s9~ enters 

the IMP' s core, the IMP picks up the 1000 bits with its 

destination HOST/LINK pair and, noting (say) that the 

specified HOST is actively communicating, creates a ES~~~ 

which it immediately turns over to its store-and-forward 

module for routing to the specified destination. With the 

"sending" HOST' s message only partially re~ived, its IMP 

has already started the initial packet toward its 

destination from IMP to IMP over appropriate telephone 

circuits. Note that (as indicated) the 11WOrds "message" and 

"packet" have particular technical meanings in Subnet 

terminology: messages are up to about 8095 bits long and 

are exchanged by HOSTs, while packets are up to about 1000 

bits long and are exchanged by IMPs. 
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At this point, the IMP has forwarded the first packet of our 

(up to) 8095 bit message and waits for a resfonse from the 

destination IMP telling it that there is s~ace for message 

reassembly. Then, as the message continues to flow into IMP 

core from the "sending" HOST (at about 100 Kbps maximum, 

depending on HOST processing) subsequent 1000 bit packets 

are collec.ted, labelled, and turned over for routing. 

Finally, the last message bit (as indicated by the IMP-HOST 

interface "HOST last bit" signal) leaves the "sending" HOST, 

enters IMP core, is placed in the last (S8th) IMP packet, 

and begins its journey through the IMP system toward the 

"receiving" HOST. 

The "sending" HOST, having transferred the last bit of the 

message in question, notes that it should exfect to get a 

RFNM message for the specified "receiving" HOST/L.INK pair at 

some later time. According to the old IMP-HOST protocol and 

to standard practice among HOSTS even today, the HOST/LINK 

pair is "blocked" until the corresponding RFNM is returned. 

The "sending" HOST g~s on either to send messages on other, 

unblocked LINKs or to com~ute in some other context. In our 

scenario, the next interesting event to involve the 

"sending" HOST will be the arrival of said RFNM. 

The message we are following from "sending" HOST to 

"receiving" HOST is now in the communications Subnet in the 

form of some number of 1000 bit packets each marked with its 
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destination HOST/LINK pair and its position in the HOST-HOST 

message. Note again that messages flow (virtually) among 

HOSTs and packets (really) among IMPs. 'l'he IMP Subnet has 

accepted responsibility for the successful error-free 

transmission of our message to the "receiving" HOST. This 

responsibility now rides with each of the up to 8 packets as 

they wind their way separately from IMP to IMP. 

The first decision an IMP must make about a ~eket which it 

holds is where to send it, i.e., how to advance its routing 

toward the specified destination. If the packet is 

desigl'.lated for receipt by a HOST connect.ed to the current 

IMP, the packet is handed by the IMP' s store-and-forward 

module to its message preparation module. If the packet is 

to be routed to some HOST connected to a remote IMP, then 

the holding IMP must decide through which telephone circuit 

(which leg) to put the packet so as to optimize its path 

toward the destination. This is the routing decision. 

To provide inputs for routing decision~, an :4f(P maintains a 

dynamically updated table of destination delays which 

indicates which next leg will minimize the transit time of a 

packet to its destination. The table is updated via the 1/2 

second IMP-IMP status exchanges. Routing data is generated 

by a local exchange of data, i.e., an exchange among 

immediate neighbors. Each IMP maintains a· table of transit 

times (by destination) which it updates en the basis of its 
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own modem queues and the times received from its neighbors 

<Heart>. 

The maintenance of the set of routing tables across the 

subnet constitutes an asynchronously iterated distributed 

computation. IMPs have no prior knowledge of global ARPANET 

topology, but rather maintain an evolving data base to help 

in a local optimization of packet routing. 

IMP's direct ~ckets through the Subnet so as to minimize 

transit time. It is likely that the optimal next leg toward 

a given destination will change with traffic and circuit 

availability. In particular, packets of the same message 

will of ten take different paths to a destination, due 

especially to their own collisions. Each IMP routes packets 

so as to minimize transit time; it would not be unusual for 

packets going to some single destination to leave an IMP 

through different circuits -- over circuits other than those 

with long queues of earlier arriving packets to the same 

destination. 

Having been placed on a queue for a given circuit, a packet 

gets transmitted through some modem interface. As it goes 

out on the line, the modem hardware generates 

synchronization characters (SYNCHs) , data, and a 24 bit 

cyclic checksum. The receiving IMP's modem interface moves 

the data into IMP memory while computing its checksum and 

notifies the receiving IMP whether the packet has been 
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damaged in transmission. If the packet has been damaged, it 

is immediately discarded. If there are no buffers available 

for subsequent packets, the newly arrived packet is 

discarded <zeigler>. If the packet is error-free and 

additional buffers are available, the packet is formally 

accepted by the new (receiving) IMP and an acknowledgement 

is returned to the sending IMP. If either tbe packet or its 

acknowledgment are damaged or lost in transmission or if the 

packet is rejected due to insufficient storage, the sending 

IMP will fail to get a successful acknowledqment and will 

retransmit the packet after some time-out period. 

During all of this, the IMP is paying strict attention to 

the performance characteristics of its circuits so that if a 

circuit starts damaging too many packet transmissions, the 

routing module will direct packets down alternative legs. A 

message exchange routine is constantly maintained between 

.IMPs joined .by a circuit so that each of the IMPs can assess 

the quality of the circuit. This exchange continues even 

after a circuit has been declared dead so that when a 

circuit recovers, it is automatically put badt into service. 

An interesting sidelight of continuing IMP surveillance of 

telephone circuit performance is that it would not be 

difficult for the IMP system to produce a trouble report for 

the telephone company something like: "On May 31, 1972, at 

12:01:32.768 hours, circuit number 'NW-123-456' went •down• 
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for 100 milliseconds. Please see to it that this doesn't 

happen again. 11 

After an appropriate number of routings and retransmissions, 

the packets of our messag~ begin to ·arrive at the 

destination IMP where they are handed over to the message 

preparation module. The ~ackets arrive at the destination 

IMP in no particular order, since each has percolated 

through the IMP Subnet independently of the others, subject 

to varying routing decisions and error-correcting 

retransmissions. As the ~ackets arrive they are reassembled 

into a HOST message and, when all have been accounted for, 

the message is queued up for transmission via a IMP-HOST 

interface into the "receiving" HOST. 

As the first packet of the message enters the HOST, the 

destination IMP constructs a RFNM message (i.e., a "ready 

for next message" 111essage) which is then routed back as a 

single packet message to the "sending" HOST. The RFNM 

propagates in exactly the same way as a single packet data 

message, exce~t that a RFNM does not generate a RFNM at its 

destination IMP. 

As the last packet of our data message enters the 

"receiving" HOST, the· "IMP last bit" signal is raised. The 

"receiving" HOST examines the newly completed message•s IMP

HOST header to discover that it has received data from the 

HOST on the LINK therein specified. concurrently the 
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11 sending" HOS'I receives a RFNM as an acknowledgment of 

message recei~t and unblocks the given HOST/LINK pair for 

subsequent transmission. 
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We make three observations about IMP-HOS~ and IMP-IMP 

protocol as just sketched: ( 1) that the time required for 

all of these machinations by HOSTS and IMPs is well within 

the tolerances of interactive computer networking, (2) that 

the transmission error control supplied by the Subnet is of 

sufficiently high quality that other sources of error must 

now be confronted, and (3) that an interesting deadlock may 

exist between the technique of message disassembly and 

possibilities in the development of follow-on IMPs. 

Time_.~gyi•~g~ Early specifications for the ARPANET called 

for a maximum propagation delay time between any two nodes 

of under .5 seconds <Roberts>. That specification has been 

met and with such success that the time-sharing systems 

being used over the ARPANET are themselves the limiting 

factors in their own interactive use. The DDP-516's and 

DDP-316's being used as IMPS have already been far surpassed 

in speed and low cost by many newer products in the mini

computer market (e.g., PDP-11 and NOVA). communications 

circuits of significantly higher bandwidths (e.g., much 

greater than 230.4 Kbps) at lower cost are imminent. 

Therefore, the potential for economic application of ARPANET 

techniques is even greater than that demonstrated in the IMP 

Subnet. 
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Erro•-~•.Q1i Experience with the ~PANE'!' has shown that 

the error rates in telephcne circuits (quoted as 1 bit in 

error out of 100,000 bits) have not been a siqnificant 

factor in limiting ARPANET performance <Kahn2, ornstein>. 

The IMP modem interfaces generate a 24 bit cyclic checksum 

per (up to) 1000 bit packet to reduce the undetected 

transmission error rate to one bit in ten to the twelfth 

bits or about one undetected ARPANET transmission bit error 

per year <Roberts>. The fact that there have been enough 

bits in error in the ARPANET to fill this quota for 

centuries, leads us to look at the newly dominant error 

sources. 

In the IMP Subnet itself, there are two major trouble spots 

for error control. The first, and most obvious, is that 

there is no error checking done across the IMP-HOST 

interface. It is a fact that these interfaces have been 

generating errors and it is interesting to note that no 

higher level protocols (e.g •• HOST-BOST, File Transfer) have 

been developed which check for end-to-end integrity of 

transmitted data. A more dangerous source of errors in the 

ARPANET are the core memories of the IMf•s themselves. IMP 
·' 

core memories (1) are not ~arity checked, (2) are prone to 

failure (to wit, a DDP-516 "jump to self" instruction 

reputedly overheats core memory causing bits to De dropped), 

and (3) are not rigorously error-checked by the IMP program 

(i.e., packet checksums exist only "on the wires"). If a 
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bit in some buffer of some IMP somewhere were to malfunction 

(even solidly) the error would be intermittent to the extent 

that packet routing is load dependent and that packets ~ill 

fall in various buffers on repeated passage through the same 

IMP. It is reassuring to note that recent versions of the 

IMP program have included core-to-core, software, packet 

checksums, especially on routing information, to detect, 

correct, and even report many IMP core failures. 

Because error detection has been missing in Host-HOST 

communication protocols, there are few (if any) real 

statistics on the magnitude of the error problem. Because 

the IMP Subnet is advertised as being error-free 

{transmission error-free), protocol designers (e.g., we) 

have thus far avoided higher level error control and left 

themselves exposed. 

Me§§.ggg_9i~g§§.!lllbly~ The most famous and well-understood 

bug in the initial iu.plementation of the ARPANET 

communications Subnet is the "reassembly lock-up problem" 

<Frank1 >. This bug is "fixed" in the current implementation 

by the previously mentioned use of IMP-IMP allocation 

protocol for multi-packet messages <McQuillan>. 

Under the initial implementation, two HOSTS begin a massive 

data transfer utilizing full 8095 bit multi-packet messages 

and multiple LINKS for high data-rates. As the number of 

LINKs is increased past some small number like 3 or 4, the 
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total throughput not pnly stops increasing, but suddenly 

drops off until at some slightly larger number of LINKS the 

entire ARPANET locks u~, i.e., requires manual intervention 

to get data flowing again. 

The cause of reassembly lock-up, with benefit of 

considerable hindsight, is easy to identify. By using 

multiple LINKs, a sending HOST can get more than 1 or 2 

multi-packet messages in the IMP subnet at once. Say that 

the sender is so successful that he gets at least one more 

message into the Subnet than there is room to hold in 

reassembly buffers at the destination IMP. Also say that 

due to vagaries in routing and retransmission, at least one 

packet of each of these messages gets into the reassembly 

buffers at the destination IMP just as the reassembly buffer 

pool is exhausted. Lock-up is then achieved. There is no 

room for the additional packets required to complete the 

partially assembled messages in the destination IMP and so 

all packets sent to that IMP are discarded. Because the IMP 

Subnet takes its responsibility for message integrity very 

seriously, thoughts of automatically junking packets in this 

lock-up situation are inadmissable. The sending HOST 

continues to flood the Subnet until IMP tuffers are full 

throughout the ARPANET, IMPs are transmitting in many 

directions at full speed, and most transmissions are being 

discarded due to insufficient storage <Zeigler>. 
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The situation is remarkably like the deadlock which arises 

when there are two magnetic tape drives available on an 

operating system and two two-drive programs are each 

assigned only one. 

The new IMP system has been installed with a relatively 

complex allocation scheme whereby multi-packet messages are 

only permitted into the Subnet after an acknowledged 

allocation of space has been made at the destination IMP. A 

less sophisticated observer (e.g., we) would suggest that 

the problem of reassembly could be solved by eliminating 

disassembly, i.e., by eliminating multi-packet messages. It 

can be argued that the simplicity resulting from removing 

disassembly and reassembly would more than refay the alleged 

loss of performance. But the argument is more subtle and 

more interesting than one might expect. 

The IMPs do disassemtly for a number of reasons. The 

original ARPANET specifications called for 8095 bit 

messages. Transmission efficiency under burst-errors and 

the utilization of IMP memory for fixed-length clocks are 

both thought to be optimized by packet sizes on the order of 

1000 bits. By using 1000 bit packets, large multi-packet 

messages can be pipe-lined through the subnet, the first 

packet being sent on its way before the second has even 

entered the source IMP. Ey using 1000 bit packets, a 

message can be propagated in parallel through the ARPANET's 
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redundant telephone circuits to achieve bit-rates in excess 

of that of any one circuit. Finally, if the message size 

were smaller, say equal to that of a packet, then the 

overhead incurred by HOST computers in handling messages 

would be increased. 

But now the interesting deadlock. Because the IMPs are 

constructed with general purpose computers, processor 

bandwidth limitations are such that the i:ipe-lining effect 

of disassembly significantly reduces delay and improves 

throughput for multi-packet messages. Because the IMP 

program is becoming increasingly complex owing to the 

inherent difficulties of disassembly and the allocation 

schemes which deal with them, the IMP can only be (as it is) 

effectively i~plemented in software on a general purpose 

computer. 

By simplifying IMP operations (e.g., by removing 

disassembly), follow-on IMPs can be built for high 

performance nearly all in "hardware", whereui:on the overall 

performance will be so imi:roved as to swamp any gains 

attributable to disassembly. 

We look with great exciteu.ent to BBN's recent work on a 

high-speed modular IMP which promises to answer the question 

we raise and many others <Heart1>. 
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APPENDIX B 

ARPANET HOST-HOST PROTOCOL 

A typical HOST has an existence apart frcm the ARPANET; many 

HOSTS even predate the IMP Subnet, some by as much as five 

years. The Subnet does nothing more than bring to the 

HOS'.I's, as described in the preceding appendix, a way to 

quickly and inexpensively send messages to each other. Like 

the League of Nations before it, the ARPANET brings to its 

members an opportunity to escape isolation, to cooperate 

toward common ends. 

Before HOSTs can cooperate via the IMP Subnet, they need to 

agree on the rendezvous, format, and timing of messages to 

be exchanged -- they must have a protocol. Any such set of 

agreements between or among HOSTS is called "a HOST-HOST 

protocol". There have been many HOST-HOST protocols in the 

short history of the ARPANEI': one to connect a computer 

terminal on a certain HOS'I to a certain "JOB" on another 

certain HOST, one to send an ASCII file from a certain disk 

in Salt Lake City to a disk in Menlo Park, and one to copy 

records from a magnetic tape in Oklahoma tc another in 

California, for example. But, as you might infer from these 

examples, the various HOST-HOST protocols led to a great 

deal of duplicated effort and inconvenience as each 

application required the specific HOSTs involved to come to 

new agreements and new implementations. And so one HOST-
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HOST protocol, called "the offi,cial HOST-HOST Protocol", was 

developed to provide a set of general communication 

procedures for use by various HOSTs in various applications. 

In the preceding appendix we looked out into the IMP Subnet; 

we now turn to look back, inside the HC1'T~, to survey the 

structures which evolved within these pre-existing computing 

systems to deal with the ~roblems of ~rotocol in a packet 

communication network. we discuss several special-purpose 

HOST-HOST protocols, mainly to give some historical context, 

and then move on to sketch the operation of the "official" 

general-purpose HOST-HOST protocol. With some observations 

about protocol design, we leave you to our theories Qf 

interprocess communication in the report proper and to the 

detailed literature <Carr. Crocker1. Newkirk, McKenzie1, 

Bhushan4, BhusbanS, Bressler, McKenzie2, Burchfiel, I<alin1>. 
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Prior to the invention of the "official" ARPANET HOST-HOST 

p~otocol, a number of protocols lllere invented either (1) to 

develop confidence; in basic ARPANEI' hardware and software, 

or (2) to fill an immediate need for intercomputer 

communication. 

Our experiences with special-purpose HOST-HOST protocols 

were purely experimental. Three protocols were developed in 

early 1970 involving the MIT Project MAC DMCG PDP-10 in 

cooperation with, respectively, (1) MIT Multics, (2) the 

Harvard PDP-10, and (3) a combination of the Harvard PDP-10, 

the Harvard PDP-1, and the Project MAC Evans and Sutherland 

LDS-1 (picture processor) • 

The first protocol effort made it possible, under special 

arrangement, to make one IMLAC console on a dedicated PDP-10 

behave something like a Multics terminal via the ARPANET 

<Padlipsky>. The second protocol made it possible to make 

that same IMLAC into a terminal on Harvard •s PDP-1 O. Both 

of these experiments were well worth the effort, not in 

their end product, but rather in their use as tools in 

developing ARPANET expertise and in exposing problems in 

terminal interfacing <Metcalfe>. 

our (with Barker and Cohen at Harvard) third experimental 

HOST-HOST protocol was more ambitious in that it involved 
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four major processors, three of which were joined only by 

tne ARPANET. A PDP-10/LDS-1 display program of considerable 

complexity· (i.e., Cohen's Aircraft Carrier Landing Program) 

was edited and assembled on Harvard's PDP-10; it was 

transmitted to MIT's PDP-10/LDS-1; and the dynamically 

changing picture it generated was then transmitted via the 

ARPANET back to Harvard's PDP-1 to be displayed. The 

results of this experiment expose some additional lessons in 

the coordination of remote processes and verification of the 

fact that the ARPANET sup~lies insufficient bandwidth for 

brute-force dynamic graphics <Metcalfe>. 

In parallel, at least two other HOST-HOST communication 

efforts were, performed. Between the Stanford Research 

Institute (SRI) and the University of Utah, a protocol was 

established to permit SRI people to do program development 

on Utah's PDP-10 in pre~aration for their move from an sos-

940 to a PDP-10. 

Taft, Barker, and Sundberg developed a protocol at Harvard 

by which their PDP-1 with its four DEC scopes becomes a very 

fancy terminal for the Harvard PDP-10 over the ARPANET. 

This experiment was an early attempt at terminal support 

through the ARPANET, later followed by Conrad's PDP-1 

Monitor at Harvard, BBN's TIP <Ornstein, Mimno> and the 

University of Illinois's ARPANET terminal-su~port system. 
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Two HOSTs, namely Tinker and McClellan Air Force Bases•s 

UNIVAC 418's, were used strictly for magnetic tape file 

transfer. Their HOST-HOST protocol ignored all other HOSTs 

and was optimized for efficient use in routine tape 

transfer. 

While most of these protocols (and the programs written to 

support them) have fallen into disuse, some ad hoc HOST-HOST 

protocols persist and others will follow. The option to 

invent special HOST-R>ST ~rotocols, despite the existence of 

a general-purpose HOST-HOST protocol, remains in the ARPANET 

to allow experimentation with new ideas in BOST-HOST 

communication and to support special applications requiring 

very high efficiency; this option is preserved in planning 

for a commercial version of the ARPANET <PCI>. 
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The ARPANEl' IMP subnet provides communication paths among 

HOSTs; the basic unit of activity in the ARPANE~ is not the 

HOST, however, but rather the user process or JOB. There 

are typically a large number of JOBs running concurrently on 

any given HOST at any given time. It was clear to early 

ARPANET designers that a HOST-HOST protocol would be 

required to multiplex the ARPANEl''s communications 

facilities among user processes on HOSTS, or rather, to 

create a virtual process-process (i.e., JOE-JOB) 

communications network <Roberts>. 

After a long period of controversy, two general-purpose 

HOST-HOST protocols were forwarded. The first to be 

formally presented <crcx:ker1> (and later adopted by the 

ARPANET Network ~orking Group) is oriented around a system 

of "connections"; we call it "the NCP protocol" from 

"Network control PrOgram". The second to be formally 

presented <walden> (and the one currently being studied as a 

sideline in ARPANET development <Bressler1>) is oriented 

around a system of process-process "messages"; we call it 

"the MS.P protocol" from "Message switching Protocol" • 

. The connection-oriented NC.P protocol adopted by the ARPANET 

Network working Group is an extension of the LINK mechanism 

of the IMP subnet. Establishing a process-process (i.e •• 

JOB-JOB) connection is essentially the assignment of a HOST-
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HOST LINK to a process port (SOCKET) pair <Bhushan3, 

McKenzie1>. The l:asic transactions among so-called "Network 

control Programs" (NCPs) obeying the HOST-HOST protocol are 

simply those of (1) requesting that a LINK be allocated to a 

certain process-process (i.e., SOCKET-SOCKET) simplex data 

path,. (2) routi.Jlg a byte stream from a connection •s send 

SOCKET to its receive SOCI<ET, (3) controlling the flow of 

data through a LINK so as to avoid swamping a receiving 

process, (4) interrupting communication ever a connection 

for the handling of abnormal conditions, and (5) closing a 

connection and freeing its LINK. 

The message-oriented MSP protocol currently being studied by 

Bressler and Walden preserves the message exchange texture 

of the IMP Subnet for the virtual, user-level interprocess 

communication system. Because an NCP for such a HOST-HOST 

protocol would do little ~ore than multi~lexing the use of 

the IMP-HOST interface, it could be simple and efficient. 

Because •connections" will no doubt be useful objects at 

some higher level of data exchange, the message-oriented NCP 

protocol passes more communications-oriented functions to 

higher level protocols and programs. Whether a "connection

oriented" NCP is more or less effective than a "message

oriented" NCP remains an open questi-0n <.Eressler1 >. 
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The transmission of a byte-stream from one ARPANET user· 

process to another goes sanething ·like the following. One 

of the processes (either the sending process or the 

receiving process) indicates to his local supervisor (his 

NCP therein) that he wishes to be receptive to requests for 

connectioa to a specified socke.t. His use of a specific 32-

bit SOCKET number may be access•controlled to any extent 

desired by the local. system <Bbushan3>. ~hetber his request 

to be receptive is at all selective is another option which 

might be exercised. In this case the supervisor registers 

the process•s receptivity by making ap entry in a local 

"SOCKET table". The process is said to l:e "listening" for a 

request for connection on the speci~ied SOCKFI'. 

Elsewhere in the network,.the other process (called the 

"initiating" process) indicates to his supervisor that he 

wishes to request a (simplex) connection between his 

specified local SOCKET and a specified remote SOCKET at a 

remote HOST. On his behalf, the NCP sends a HOST-HOST 

control message (i.e., a "Request For connection" .(RFC)) to 

the specified HOST and registers this fact by .making an 

entry in its local SOCKET table. The initiating process is 

said to have a SOCKET in "RFC sent" state. 

At this point we have (1) a listening SOCKET, (2) an 
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initiating SOCKET. and (3) a "request tor connection" HOST

HOST control message in transit between them. 

At some later time (within .5 seconds) the RFC arrives at 

its destination where the NCP notices that the target SOCI<ET 

specified in the RFC matches an active entry in its SOCKET 

table and that the connection can be completed. The 

listening process is notified of the RFC's arrival and an 

answering RFC message is sent back to the initiating HOST. 

With the arrival of the answering RFC, the initiating NCP 

marks the connection "open" and notifies the initiating 

process. 

In the RFC exchange leading to a successful connection. a 

HOST-HOST LINK is specified. The LINK is allocated to the 

new connection by whichever is to be the "receiving" NCP. 

Note that a SOCKET can be either on the "listening" or 

"initiating" end of a process-process simplex connection 

and, independently, can be either "receiving" or 11 seooing" 

data through it. 

At this point one would expect data to begin flowing from 

sender to receiver, but one additional kind of message 

exchange is required. The flow of data through a connection 

is controlled .by the receiver via HOST-HOS'I allocation 

control messages. Before any data can flow, a sender must 

have received a permission (i.e., an allocation) to send a 

specified number of bytes in a specified number of messages. 
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This limiting of data flow by a receiver is intended to 

handle buffering and processing mismatches between computer 

systems of varying capability. 

The receiving NCP with the now 11open 11 connection next sends 

an allocation message (also a Il>ST-HOST control message) to 

the specified sending NCP. An accounting is maintained_ of 

outstanding allocations. The size of allocations is a 

function of the size of buffers between the receiving HOST's 

NCP and the receiving process. As data flows from sender to 

receiver, the sender's allocation is depleted and, as new 

allocation messages arrive, it is augmented <McKenzie1>. 

Data is handed to the sending NCP by the sending process in 

some HOST-specific manner (a JOB-NCP protocol) with a 

specified local SOCKET. Using the specified SOCKET, (1) a 

destination HOST and LINK are retrieved from the local 

SOCKET table, (2) the allocation is checked and 

appropriately decremented and (3) the data is sent. Data 

messages arriving at the receiving HOST are identified as to 

sending HOST and LINK and are routed to the appropriate 

receiving process with information retrieved from the 

locally maintained SOCKET table. 

A connection can be closed from either end. The closing 

process indicates (e.g., by a system call) to his local NCP 

that he wishes to terminate a connection. ~he local NCP 

sends an ap~ropriately tagged 11close 11 HOST-HOST control 
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message to the NCP at the other end of the connection. Upon . 
receiving an echoing "close" from the remote NCP, the local 

NCP deletes any knowledge of the connection from its SOCKE'T 

table. An NCP receiving a "close" from the remote end of 

one of its open connections, notifies the owning process of 

connection termination and sends an echoing "close" as 

confirmation of the connection's removal from the SOCKET 

table. 

Note that the above message exchanges support simplex (i.e., 

unidirectional) data flow only. If data is to flow in both 

directions bet~en two user processes, two connections must 

be established and the above control transmissions 

duplicated for the reverse data flow. 
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we make four observations about the current connection

oriented HOST-HOST (NCP) protocol just sketched: (1) that 

it has been successful in providing a general purpose 

interprocess communication system for the ARPANET, (2) that 

the size and complexity of the required NCPs has been a 

significant factor in delaying ARPANET development, (3) that 

e£fective error control mechanisms are conspicuously absent, 

and (4) that there is evidence to suggest that ARPANET 

traffic will have a sufficiently large message-oriented 

component to justify message-oriented primitives at the NCP 

protocol level. 

§yccess~ Using the connection-oriented HOST-HOST protocol 

as a base, the ARPA community has successfully developed a 

(small) number of process-process protocols making 

substantive use of the ARFANET. LINK, SOCKET, connection, 

and allocation have found acceptance as objects convenient 

for program manipulation in a wide variety of operating 

contexts (e.g., from PDP-10 1 s to 360 1 s). 

~i~_9n.9._gQ.m12lexl!:x~ In establishing a connection, two 

remote processes (i.e., two NCP 1 s) exchange messages toward 

the coordinated manipulation of remote data l::ases (i.e., 

SOCKET tables). For the connection system to function 

smoothly, care must be taken to maintain consistency in the 

various tables interlocked across the population of 
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communicating HOSTs and user ~rocesses (i.e., JOBs). Each 

of the NCP's runs asynchronously with respect to the others 

and with respect to user processes in its own local system. 

The mechanisms required to manage the distributed body of 

state information supporting connections throughout the 

ARPANET are non-trivial, and connection-oriented NCPs are 

large and complex. 

The size of NCP implementations alone (program, SOCKEI' 

tables, and system buffers) has been a significant deterrent 

to speedy implementation. Implementations with which we are 

familiar require on the order of 3000 words of supervisor 

space, not including tables and buffers; we recommend that 

you exercise care when making detailed probes in this 

delicate matter. 

NCP complexity and concomitant difficulties cf coding and 

debugging have been named as the principal cause of a six 

month schedule slip for ARPANET development. It is not that 

the complexity in managing connection-oriented communication 

can be avoided in any simple way, but that the assignment of 

this complexity to central supervisor level is a mistake. 

The relative scarcity of stand-alone time for supervisor 

debugging and the unmanageability of the internal supervisor 

environment are both significant. 

~rQL-£Qn~~Q1~ we have already indicated that there is a 

potential error control problem in the IMP Subnet due to the 
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fact.that neither IMP core memories nor IMP-BOST interfaces 

are error-checked. It is also a fact that our complex 

connection-oriented NCP 1 s drop bits, bytes, and even whole 

messages on occasion. Unfortunately, the NCP protocol, in 

all of its efforts to afford user processes a clean byte-

stream communication system, has failed to treat error 

control. We have taken the IMP Subnet's guarantee of 

(transmission) error-free commwiication too much to heart 

(sic) and left ourselves exposed to the dangers of 

intermittent undetected error. There are some who claim 

that error control can and should be handled by higher level 

protocols <Bhushan1>. we agree, but hasten to add that our 

connection-oriented interface to these higher level 

protocols precludes any reasonable error recovery 

strategies. Indeed, this preclusion is manifest in the 

repeated avoidance of error control provisions in all higher 

level protocols to date, e.g., TELNET <O'Sullivan, 

o•sullivan1, Postel>, and File Transfer <Bhushan6>. 

The NCP protocol does not explicitly treat situations in 

which a HOST malfunction leads to a specific protocol 

violation or to a lack of response. BOST-HOST control 

messages which arrive in an improper context are often 

discarded and only occasionally logged. Many 

implementations treat a lack of response after some 

arbitrary time-out as a protocoi violation and take punitive 
\ 

action against all the users on an offending BOST. Actions 
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taken (1) usually lose information and/or cause catastrophic 

HOST-wide communications failures, (2) are non-standard, and 

(3) offer little potential for successful recovery 

<Burchfiel>. 

M~~gg::Q~i~nted~~gffi£~ Experience with the ARPANE'T has 

exposed several areas where critical interprocess 

communications are essentially message-oriented and 

therefore burdened significantly by the connection 

orientation of the current HOST-HOST protocol. The most 

notable of these is the Initial connection Protocol (ICP) 

<Postell> through which processes requiring a standard 

service find their way to an appropriate server. The ICP 

was the first "official" JOE-JOB protocol. 'Ihe essence of 

an ICP is a message exchange whereby a using process submits 

a request for service to a standard address (published 

SOCKET number) and qets back a new address indicating where 

there is a process prepared to service that request. This 

simple exchange, which could be handled in two messages with 

a total of about 64 HOST-HOST data bits, requires, under the 

current HOST-HOST protocol, no fewer than 6 HOST-HOST 

messages (i.e., RFC, RFC, ALLOCATE, DATA, CLOSE, CLOSE) each 

with a minimum of 40 HOST-IDST header bits, not to mention 

the control information carefully entered and removed from 

two NCP SOCKET tables. 

While the ICP is admittedly intended to be a relatively 
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seldom-used communication function, the connection overhead 

for the simple message exchange is staggering and probably a 

forewarning of future difficulty. The construction of a 

connection-oriented NCP protocol is ba.sed on the assumption 

that, as a rule, most data exchanges will have extended 

duration. One should always be suspicious when one's first 

application of a rule generates an anomaly. 

A second example of a misiratch between pxoeess-process 

message exchange and the co~nection-orientation of the 

current HOST-HOST protocol is found in the TELNET protocol. 

Whereas the HOST-HOST protocol goes to qreat lengths to 

allow NCP's to automate the buffering of data between send.er 

and receiver, one of the more controversial facets of the 

TELNET protocol is that of providing a mechanism for 

draining NCP buffers which are, in general, an obstacle to 

interactive terminal use <Crocker>. 
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